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SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCES .

•
CHAPTER I.
Electro-Biology.-First visit to
Bobby Burns.

lt

Jltdium.-

AT the suggestion of numerous friends, 1 havn
been induced to publish an account uf my experience with the Davenport Brothers ; :md in
doing so, I have thought it well to preface it with
my own experience in spiritual lllauifestations
priorto my acquaintance with these medimns, all(l
to trace, in a concise manner, my career in c"nnection with the subject from the time uf my Iir,.;t
initiation to the time of their arrival in England;
which I consider will not be without interest to
my readers, especially those who are unacquainted
with the facts of Spiritualism, to which my iutrod uction was on this wise:In the year 1E62, Mr. J· . H. Powell visited
B
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Eastboume as a lecturer on Mesmerism. I was
not altogether unacquainted with the subj ect, for
some years before I had been present at a lecture
on Electro-Biology, when the truth of that science
was partially demonstrated in my own person.
My limbs were made rigid ; my eyes and mouth
became fixed at the will of the operator ; but some
experiments that succeeded on other subjects did
not succeed with me, and no other effects than
those I have stated could be produced on myself.
Regarding the matter simply as a psy~ological
curiosity. I though~ but little of it afterwards,
until the arrival of Mr. Powell in his profeasional
capacity, when I witnessed his experiments in
public, and also at my own house. He endeavoured to mesmerise me, but without effect. He
tried my children, but on one of them only could
he succeed. This was my eldest daughter. Under his influence she soon became apparently
unconscious, and fell into a state of coma ; and in
this state did a variety of things, her eyes being
shut the whole time. At the operator's suggestion
she went into the next room and played the piano
in a style different to her own, and on becoming
" herself again," stated that she was perfectly
unconscious of what she had been doing, and quite
ignorant of anything that had transpired.
With these ex_periments I was much struck ;
although at the t1me I saw. but little importance
in them. I had heard of Mesmerism being employed as a curative agent, but this, in a little book
I had a short time before published (Health in
Nature,) I had classed among the quackeries and
delusions of the day.
It was, I think, on the occasion of this visit
that Mr. Powell first broached the subject of
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Spiritualism to me. I heard his tale with incredulity. He told me what he had seen at .Madame
BaBSOn's, and described how tables were moved
and how messages were obtained by means of raps.
He said he had even seen a table suspended in
the air without any visible support to sustain it
there, and that his wife had been raised in her
chair, Unlike most persons, who, on hearing for
the first time such marvels described, pronounce
them impossible, I did not actually do this; still I
thought there must be some mistake about it. I
remember well the feeling that came over me when
I was alone, and began to reflect on what I
heard. All that I had heard of apparitions, death
tokens and such mysterious affairs-all the horrible things in Mrs. Crowe's •• Night side of
nature," which I had read some years before, and
regarded as an excellent story book, flitted
through my mind like a panoramic vision. After
all,then, I eai.d to myself, Supernaturalism may
be true!
Some months elapsed, and I called one day on
Mr. Powell in London, and he proposed a visit to
Mrs. Marshall. I consented, and we made our
way to King Street, Holborn, where she then
resided. I entered the house with some little
feeling of trepidation, and was at once introduced
to the lady in whose presence such wonderful
things were said to occur. My first impressions
of Jrfrs• .Marshall, were, I confess, not very favoUl··
able. I expected to see in a person reputed to
possess such extraordinary powers, some peculiarities which might be characteristic of these powers.
Judge then of my surprise, at aeeing an ordinary,
stout and matronly old dame, just such an ono as
we may meet every day of our lives, without their
ll 2
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attracting any notice whatever. Mrs. Marshall,
a niece of the old. lady's, was also present, and
struck me as possessing a mach more sybil-like
appearance, but in neither of them, either in appearance or manner, did I observe anything t&
awe or excite suspieion. They both appeared to
be frank, honest, and ingenuous, answering all
my queries in a straight forward and unreserved
manner.
At their request I and Mr. Powell placed our
hands on a small round three-legged table, the
ladies doing the same, and in less than a minute
faint Lut distinct raps were heard on the table.
'l'he raps, I may observe, were not nearly so loud
nt that time as I have heard on my subsequent
,·isits to Mrs. Marshall. The table appeared
to be endowed with vitality, and was raised in a
curious manner. I was invited to examine the
1able which I did by turning it upside down,
but gained nothing by my examination. It was
evidently an ordinary table. Mrs. Marshall said
that a gentleman had been there a few days before
and made experiments with a magnet, but could
discover nothing by it. Being re-seated we put
various questions, which were answered aflirmati 1•ely and negatively by the 1·aps, one rap being
undot·stood to moan" No" and three raps "Yes."
Mr. Powell was more successful in obtaining communications than myself. The only thing of importance which occurred with reference to myself,
was this : I had a few weeks before lost an
undo, with whom I had been on intimate terms,
and I was one of his executors. I asked if his
spirit was present. 'l'hroe raps in reply.
" 'Vill you spell your name ?" ·
'Jhroo more rup~ I expected the name O.Jlman
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to be spelt, instead of which, the letters J o H N
were signalled, and then c o L - , but nothing more
could be obtained. My relation's name was
Colman ; this certainly puzzled me, and any
thing in the shape of a solution seemed impossible.
Mr. Powell, I felt sure, knew nothing of UJ.Y relatives, and never had heard of this uncle or his death.
At our request the table was lifted up, and then a
succession of raps on the floor seeming to die
away in the diM;ance was understond to mean
that the spirits had departed. This terminated
the Seance, which was considered to be very unsatisfactory; so much so, that 01;1. my offering a
small sum to 1'.Irs. Marshall in acknowledgment
of her services, she declined to accept it, alleging
that I had seen nothing. To compensate, however,
for my want of good fortune, I was told of a great
many marvels that hacl occurred, and shewn a
photograph of a handkerchief which had been
tied up in a curious knot by the spirits.
As Mr Powell's experiences were more satisfactory on this occasion than my own, I extract
his account of the Seance, also of a previous one,
from his Facts ana Pltases of Spiritualism, which
contains some of my early experiences not recorclecl
here:"At one sittin~ rappings from invisible knuckle~
would b., felt and heard upon the legs of my chai1·.
The next minute an the ceiling anll in all part~ of the
.apartment the same mysterious sound~ would <listiuguish themselve~.
Generally, at tile close of the sittings, the departure
of the spirits was precede<! hy an indistinguishable
number of raps, l.ud at first, then gratlually faint
and fainter, until, like echoed on a hill, 1hey faiuteJ
:J.way in .the echoing distance.
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Make yourself ltappy. Believe in God--and sen·
tences with a. God bless you a.t their end, were frequently spelt out. Sometimes letters were jumbled together
in such uncouth order· as to make neither sense nor
reason.
As a. specimen of defective orthography I present
the following verse, which came to me from a. spirit
who persisted in presenting himself as "Robin Burns."
I had desired to know if the spirit of a.ny poet would
communicate with me. The table in the usual manner
gave eager response in the affirmative.
" Who is it 1 Will you spell your name 1'• was my
compound enquiry.
Three knocks.
The letters
rapped out were Robin. "Robert Burns r• The
table knocked and tilted an affirmative, with evident
satisfaction.
Of course I felt honoured, and what person with
poetic sensibilities would not 1
A lucky thought took possession of my brain. I
would get the Bard of Scotia to improvil\8 a verse or
two-a talent for which he was famous in his lifetime.
" Will Robin kindly give us a. verse or two of
poetry?" I asked, with due solemnity or:tone, and a
strong diqpo~ition for an affirmative response.
The table's three decisive knocks sent a thrill of
pleasure through me. .
"Now, please, let's have them."
The table commenced beating affirmative knocks
with its foot on :the floor, marking on the alphabet
he following letters :0 Cot land thy loks and thy mountains
Thy woods and heather so wildThy watersfrom nature's purefountainll
l have d1 anlc from when 1 wa$ a child.
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•· Is that all1-0ne knock.
"But you don't pretend to say that you are the
spirit of the great Scottish Songster ?''
The table thundered out three knocks, with a suddenneBB almost electrical.
Surely Burns could spell correctly, and pl't'sent a
better specimen of his genius than this, I thought.
The quickneSB, however, with which the words were
spelt out, and the rythmical effort of the lines obtained in the manner described tended to puzzle me
much.
On a future occasion, sitting at the same table with
my friend, Mr. Cooper, whom I had preva.iled upon
to witneBB some spiritual phenomena, I invoked the
pretended spirit of Burns with the view to obtain some
more poetic effusions. The following is a correct copy
of the second verse elicited by means of the alphabet.
This came without defeot..ive orthography :-

Thy balmy breath of the morning,

.A.11 it come• vpon life-gimng wing11,
When the larkfrom her nest is vp-11oaring1
What joy to the heart it brings.

" Is that all T'-One knock responded.

'' Then proceed."
·
The letters were deliberately signalled out, forming
the words Bobby Bums.
There was a general laugh. The table seeming to
take up the chorus.
''Robert Burns you mean T'
The table thundered No.
The laughter only beca01e more boisterous. The
"Robert'' was asserted to be meant bl us all and not
the "Bobby.'' But the table wouldn t h1Lve it. It
rapped aSBent every time the. word "Bobby " was
mentioned, and persisted ~n refusing to allow the more
respectful name of " Robert" to pass without kicking
out its stubborn nQsa~ives,
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There was a lapse of several weeks between the sitt·
which gave me the opportunity of obtaining the
two venes above quoted. Yet in the theme and the
word ''Thy," commencing the first line of the last
verse, the relation of the two verses is visible. A
slight alteratbn and halt in the metre give evidence
of a want of finish ; !!till, there is the rudiment of
design in the whole.
N othin{; worthy of further note passed at this sitting,
except that Mr. Cooper obtained a communication
from an alleged spirit, who spelt out John Col, and by
no manner of solicitation could be prevailed upon to
knock the additional man out, which would have
made the name of a deceased relative complete.''
ing~ .
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CHAPTER II.
Is it Satanic 1-Physical Manifestations-An Engineer's
Testimony-Spirit Writing-Seances at HomeStrange table MOfJemenls-Professor Faraday.

The above events took place in November, 1862,
and I saw nothing more of the kind 'till the
following Summer. My experience was then
further extended ; the particulars of which may
be gathered from the following letter I addressed
to the Spiritual Magazine:Sm,-With your permission, I will give your
readers an account ofthe little experience I have had
in Spiritualism. The subject had engaged my attention from time to time, but I, as most persons are
apt to do, regarded the whole thing as a myth. I
bad occasionally seen accounts of wondrous doings in
news-papers ; these I looked upon as so much food
provided for the lovers of the marvellous. I read the
article in the Cornhill Magazine, and for the first time
heard of a" floating medium.'' This affair though perplexing to the mind, was disposed of by supposing
that the persons present were deceived by the events
taking place in the dark. I next bad the direct testimony of a friend, in whom I could place implicit confidence, that he himself had seen some wondrous
things, one of which, was a table standing in mid·t\ir,
untouched by any one present. Inexplicable as all
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this appeared to me, I was, nevertheless, reluctant to
give in my adhesion to statements so contrary to
general experience, and for the accomplishment of
which, the established laws of nature must be set
aside, or new or unknown ones brought into operation. The subject, was however, soon after, brought
more practically under my notice. About three
months ago a young gentleman was staying in this
town, and Spiritualism was incidentally mentioned to
him ; he said that some years ago, when table turning
was in fashion, he had sat at a table and seen it move.
He was asked to try again. He did so, and very decided movements soon took place, but nothing more
was done on this occasion. The next night I was
invited to attend, and after being seated about ten
minutes, the table seemed as if endowed with life and
intelligence. It responded to questions by giving the
usual affirmative or negative raps with the leg. An
alphabet was extemporised, and immediately a remarkable and apropos sentence was spelt out./urport·
ing to come· from an old clergyman who ha died a
few weeks before. It will be well to mention that this
gentleman had held the idea, so long prevalent among
the clergy, that if there is anything in Spiritualism at all
it is Satanic, and that it should on no account be practised. He had given me a pamphlet to read, written
by an Irish clergyman of the Name of Nangle, plausibly setting forth that Spiritualism was of the devil.
" There," said he very assuredly, '' that will show you
where it comes from," Well, this old gentleman
having announced himself, was asked if he had anything to communicate, and without hesitation there
was spdt outWhen I Will ali"t, I did not belitt1e in Spiritualism.
" Is it Satanic 1''
No.
"Then good 11pirits as well as evil spirits are engaged in these manifestations 1"
Yea.
The names of deceased friends were spelt out on
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this occasion, but no farther communication was made,
the chief interest centering in the movements of the
table, which were remarkable to us on account of
their novelty, we never having seen anything of the
kind before. The next evening the same description
of manifestations took place; some questions of a
theological character were answered, and the movements of the table exhibited greater power. An interesting circumstance occurred which is worth record·
ing. A child was taken from a cradle and placed
upon the table, which at once proceeded to rock with
a cradle-like motion. We were expecting the table to
go along the ground, as we had seen it on the previous
evening, when a person mounted it. On retiring to
rest our medium was greatly disturbed by rappings,
which continued the greater part of the night, and he
could not be induced to attend a Siar~ce again. Not
liking to abandon our experiments at so esrly a
stage, we tried among ourselves, and had the satisfacLion to find that two of our party were mediums,
though not very powerful ones. The movements of
the table, however, increased in power on repetition,
and were produced more readily. 1 have frequently
seen at my own house, a heavy man raised· on the
table, the only contact with it being our fingerends lightly resting on it. We get questions promptly answered affirmatively or negatively, but an
appeal to the alphabet is seldom successful. The
name of a lady has been rapped out as a medium, but
as she cannot be persuaded to join in our experiments.
we have not been able to test her mediumship.
Here are fair spirits-was on one occasion spelt out;
this, on inquiry, we ,found to mean that the spirits
present were good spirits.
At this stage of our proceedings, a gentleman (a civil
engineer) requested permission to see our experiments.
He witnessed them, and was much struck with what
he saw, and became so much interested in the matter
that what we could show him was not enough; to
use his own words. he wanted to " see the bauds."
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I recommended him to Mrs. :i\larsha.ll in London, of
whom I had heud. He went, and sent me the following report :" Knockings and l'cra1chings were heard about the
room and ou the table. Questious were promptly
answered by loud raps on the table. The name of my
si.Pter was correctly spelt out; and the place where
her remains are burillt!, and several questions· were
correctly answered. After this, the table rose about
three feet in the air, and remained so for several
seconds, in defiance of the laws of gravitation. I
watched the movements with great eame11tness and
care, and could discover no appearance of fraud.''
On receiving this account, I made a journey to
Loudon to see and judge for myself. On arriving at
M.'s I fouud a party of about six, among whom was a
lady receiving a long communication from her father ;
a page or two of which she read for our edification.
On putting the usual question, whether there was
any spirit present, the name of Mary Cooper was
rapped out, the alphabet being pointed to hy an
American gentleman, who happened to be present.
Not recollecting any one of that name, I enquired who
it was, and was answered Grandmother. ~he stated
that she died about thirty years ago, and was my
guardian spirit. I have since ascertained the year of
her death to be 1833. She died when I was very
young, and my parents having died previously, the
responsibility of my care devolved upon the old lady,
who always manifested great interest in my welfare.
How wonderful that she should thus Rpring fot th to
light again at a time when I had all but forgotten
that such a person had ever lived ! At this stage of
the proceedings a friend, wh<> accompanied me, asked
if any manifestations of a different kind to those
we had yet seen could be produced.
Yes.
"Can any spirit present give us direct writing 1"
Yes . .
Hereupon I placed upon the floor some note paper
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and a pencil, and on taking it up, about two
minutes after, the name Mary Cooper was legibly
written, in a bold free hand. I marked the paper previous to putting it down. I afterwards placed on the
table a photograph, enclosed in au envelope, of a dear,
deceased relative; her name was instantly spelt out
accompanied by the benedictory words Joy be with
you. The American gentleman before alluded to, now
began singing, which seemed to increase the movements of the table (a 4·feet loo,) and it rose fairly
from the floor to the height of about a foot. The
rappings now were not confined to the 'table, but were
all about the floor, which &hook with a tremulous
motion, resembling, as one present ob.:~erved, an earthquake.
I attended again a short time afterwards, when t.he
same description of phenomena occurred. Singing
was again introduced, and on this occasion, the table,
a smaller one than that before used, rose in the air,
and remained there with a vibratory motion till the
close of each verse, when it descended and rose again at
the cou.mencement of the next. The spirit of Dr.
Esdaile was invoked, and on being told that he was
present, the gentleman requested that he would, if
possible, ruesmerise him. The table hereupon rose
from the ground and assumed the actions of a mesmerist in making the usual mesmeric passes; the imitation
was perfect. Dr. Esdaile, the celebrated mesmerist in
India, was well known to the gentleman who made the
request. On another occasion, a military gentleman,
threw a handkerchief on the floor; the alphabet waif
called for, and the words
We have made you a pretty present,
were rapped out. On taking up the handkerchief, it
was found to be tied in knots.
Such are some of the striking incidents I saw at
1\lrs. M.'s ; and coupled with what I have witnessed
in my own house, where anything like deception or
imposition i>~ out of the question, they appear to rue
~u conclusive, of the truth of the spiritual theory, and
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indeed, so irupoBBible on any other theory than
that of spiritual a~ency, that I unhesitatingly
give my testimony to 1ts truth, and I believe it destined, under Providence, as the great antidote of
materialism, to work marvellous results in the future
of humanity. After what I have seen, I can no more
doubt the I!Xistence of spirits and of these spiritual
phenomenli., than I can the sunshine that warms and
irradiates the earth ; and I feel assured that all who
will take the trouble to investigate the matter pro·
perly, will ver; soon be of the same conviction.-!
remain, ~c.,
R. CooPER.
2, Terrace, Eastbourne, Nov, 9, 1863.

For several weeks we continued to hold Seancea
in my house almost every night, the medium
being Mrs. Hicks, and as I never objected to
visitors being present, a great number of persons
witnessed onr experiments, most of whom, went
away with the impression that there was " something in it." But a great diversity of opinion
prevailed with respect to the cause. Some were
in favour of electricity ; some attributed it to an
undeveloped force in nature ; some only gave vent
to such expressions as " very extraordinary ! "
"very curious certainly!" &c., while one gentleman, not overgifted with brains, pronounced it
"very clever!" and said he thought there must
be quicksilver in the table. He, however, on his return home, made some experiments on his own table
with his own family and, to his surprise, found his
mahogany to move about in the same manner he
had seen mine, which was of course, a practical
refutation of his quicksilver theory. The most
remarkable phenomena produced through Mrs.
Hick's mediumship were powerful table movements. Not only would the table be moved, but
,.__
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a heavy man seated on it would be lifted up. The
table generally used was a large loo table weighing about eighty pounds, and this was moved in
two or three instances without the contact of any
person. The first time we witneBSed this phenomenon, we were sitting round a smaller table than
that generally used, when, noticing that the table
was endowed with great force, I suggested that
we should draw away from it, which was done,
one of the party stooping to see by the pattern of
the carpet, whether it moved in the slightest
degree. I said •' will the spirits bring the table
to me?" upon which it came straight up to me.
I then drew back as far as I could get, the others
retaining their places ; I then asked for the table
to be brought to me again, and immediately it
came right up to me. This experiment was repeated three or four times, and on a gentleman
coming into the room we told him what had
occurred, a.nd, standing with his elbow resting on
the mantelpiece, he witneBBed a. repetition of the
experiment. In this case the floor was carpeted,
the table without castors, and the gas fully burning, and only five persons present, all of whom
were perfectly satisfied that the table was moved
by no known physical agency. Sometimes !1.
larger table was used with the same results, and
the tables give evidence of the rough treatment
they have experienced in dislocated legs, loose
castors, &c.
On one occasion an incident of an amusing character took place. Two sceptical gentlemen were
present and were seated a.t the table opposite each
other. The table began tilting in the direction
of the side at which they were sitting. They were
so absorbed in the movements that it did not oc
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cur to them, that, if the table was moved by any
visible agency, it must be done by themselves.
Mr. Hicks, who was present, called their attention
to the fact by making the remark "Look how
you are moving the table?" "It is not I" says one
"I do not move it." says the other. "It must be
one of you," rejoined Mr. Hicks. "I tell you it is
not me " they both said with some warmth. It
" must be, for there is no one else to do it" added
Mr. Hicks, ina serious and emphatic tone, on which
they both becameveryindignant, and were not duel·
ling almost numbered with. the things of the past,
I doubt not but a challenge would have been
considered necessary to satisfy their wounded
honour. To moderate their anger, Mr. Hicks
finished the affair by coolly saying "That is probably what you would have said of me if I had
been seated where you were."
I once made an experiment with a table which
I think worth recording. I placed a half cwt.
weight on the centre of the table. I then placed
my hands on the table and tried to pull it down,
this I found I could do by dint of considerable
effort. I then placed the weight furtlter from me,
and I then found it impossible to mo~e ; but the
table at my request began tipping towards me
without the slightest effort on my part. Considering that this experiment upset the involuntary
muscular theory of Professor Faraday I w.rote to
him on the subject, giving him a dl'tailed account
of my table experiments, making particular reference to the last with the weighted table, and •
concluded my letter, in which I said nothing about
spirits, by asserting my belief of the entire o.bsence of trickery as we were a party of
investigators anxious to arrive at the truth. 'l'o
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my letter I received the following courteous reply,
which forms a good companion-letter to the one he
sent to the Davenports, which will be found in
another part of this book.
The Green, Hamplon Court.
25, September, 1863.
"SIR,-I hasten to acknowledge your letter, for I
freely admit my belief that you are perfectly sincere
and truthful in your account of experiments.
Nevertheless I refer you to my former letter for my
answer now.
Your observation that you have the greatest confidence in your colleagues makes me smile wheu I call
to mind certain investigations that have come to my
knowledge in former cases.
I do not doubt your competency to check the facts
if you are willing to work with au unbiassed mind ;
but I decline to enter upon the matter.
Very truly yours,
M. FARADAY.

R. C'ooper, Esq,'
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CHAPTER III.
The lock of hair.-A. new medium-Animated Music
stool- Writing- Autograph fac-similes- Unknown
tongues-Familiarity with the Supernatural-Messages.

At this stage of our proceedings my two
daughters returned from school for their holidays.
They knew nothing of Spiritualism. We held a
Seance at night at which they were present. The
usual manifestations took place and naturally excited their surprise.
Nothing, however, very
particular took place at the Seance, but on their
going to bed, a very extraordinary circumstance
occurred.
A box brought with them from school
had been emptied of clothes and was used for
keeping their hats in. On opening this box a coil
·of their mother's hair, partially enclosed in an envelope, was observed to be lying on the hats. An
exclamation of pleasurable surprise attended the
discovery of the lost hair. But how came it
there, that waH the mystery. The circumstances
attending its loss were as follows . When home
for their holidays the previous midsummer, a little
dog had taken advantage of the hair being left
about and used it as a thing to sport with. The
hair was much ruflled by the treatment. It was,
however, put to rights in the best way possible
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and placed in a workbasket. Soon after it was
suddenly missed, and notwithstanding a search
being made in all likely and unlikely places, no
trace of the lost treasure could be found, and the
affair was, I may say, forgotten until the incident
above related occurred. I made inquiries of
every one of the household, which consisted of my
family and two servants. They all emphatically
denied any knowledge of the hair, and I have no
reason to doubt them. The servants, we had at
the time, had only been with us a few weeks and
knew nothing of the lost hair. The affair was an
entire mystery. So I said " We will ask the
spirits about it·; perhaps they can tell us something." I took the opportunity when next
communicating with them to ask if they could tell
us anything about the hair.
I had it. Was the reply.
"What did you take it for ? My daughter
asked.
Because you were careless.
" When did you take it?" Was the next
query."
June.
" Did you hide it m the house or take it right
away?" I asked.
I took it away. Was the answer.
At the time I regarded this manifestation as quite
uniqu~, but I have since heard of many similar
and equally extraordinary occurrences.
A few nights after, (it was New year's Eve) we
held another Seance, and I then noticed that the
table moved. when no one touched it but my eldea
daughter. This led me to inquire if she were a
medium ; to which I received an affirmative reply. The spirit of my wife purported to be the
c 2
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communicating spirit, and gave us each a short
and characteristic communication. All had received a message but my youngest little boy, when
a pau;;e in the proceedings suddenly occurred.
''Won't yott say something to me"? he
meekly but earnestly said. At first there was no
response, but on the request being repeated, the
words:Come and be with me, were rapped out.
I hid them from the child as well as I could, at
least the latter part of the sentence, lest it might
excite alarm and apprehension in his youthful
mind, and Mrs. Hicks was so overcome at the occurrence as to shed tears, and left the table, saying
she would have no more to do with it. A gloom
fell upon our little party and it broke up in silence,
impressed with the feeling that an import was
attached to the message, which fortunately has
not up to this time been realized.
The day following was the 1st, ofJanuary 1864.
We were seated round the fire after dinner when
the events Qf the previous evening came to my recollection. The message of apparently ominous
import had produced an uncomfortable feeling in
my mind, but I was too much interested ,in the
subject to give it up, as Mrs. Hicks seemed disposed to do, and remembering the circumstance of
the table moving under my daughter's reputed
mediumship, it occurred to me to test it alone. So,
as a first experiment, I desired her to place her
hands on a small music stand (known as a Canterbury) and soon had the satisfaction of seeing it
exhibit the same kind of motion we had so often
seen in the table. It went round the room-there
was no holding it. It lifted and struck the floor
with its legs, and the next day vibrated with such
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rapidity that its shape was i.I)definable. I procured an alphabet and pointed to the letters, at
which it rapped, but when the letters were placed
side by side they formed only an unmeaning jumble. A succession of trials produced no better
results. I then said "perhaps you are a writing
medium," and placed a pencil in my daughter's
hand. After holding it about a minute she exclaimed, "It's going, I can't help it." I looked
at the paper but there was nothing but a string
of m's and n's. "Try again," I said. This time
the hand moved slower and the words S£ster
lo-ve were legibly written in a style entirely different to her own. Her mother's name was next
written, followed by the sentence I lOfJe you, and
want you to · love God.
A peculiarity in the
writing was that all the tail letters, whether above
or below the line, were about three times their
proper length. John Colman, to whom reference has already been made, next wrote his name,
adding, I aee you, so I do, and I often think of
you all.
But the most striking incident that
occurred was this. The name " Mary Cooper,"
was written in a peculiar old-fashioned style ; this
was the name of my grandmother already alluded
to in the letter to the Spiritual ·Magazine. I remembered she had given me a book some thirty
years before in which she had written her name.
I searched the next day and found it, and in comparing her original autograph with the one now
produced they were seen to be almost identical.
The formation of the letters was nearly exact, the
principal difference being in respect to size ; the
mvoluntary writing was the largest of the two.
This signature was afterwards produced several
times. My daughter, I am quite sure, had never
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seen the original autograph, ' and had never, I
believe, heard of this grandmother. Here, then,
was a wonderful fact, impossible to be accounted
for on any known principle of physics or meta})hysics. Scores of persons have seen the two
writings and all agree in their wonderful similarity.*
The writing faculty was cultivated and became
more developed. The letters gradually assumed
their natural proportions and other fac-similes
of the departed were produced, also specimens of
chirography entirely strange to us. And to set
the matter beyond all doubt-that the writing
was not the product of the medium's own brain,
she wrote in languages she knew nothing of; these
were !!Ometirues written with great rapidity. I
believe I could enumerate a dozen different languages she has written ; the very names of some
of which were unknown to us at the time, and it
was only by submitting them to competent persons that we obtained a clue to what they were,
and one or two specimens we could not get deciphered at all. The following are the languages
we .have had writing in. French, Dutch, Italian,
German, Russian, Latin, Assyrian, Chinese, and
Spirit language,• so-called by the spirits themselves, and a specimen said by the spirits to be
Egyptian and Persian.
In conseqence of Mrs. Hicks declining to take
part in our Seance& we discontinued holding them
in what may be called a systematic manner, and
instead, used to get communications from our
• Fac-similes are published in Powell'a Facta and Pbsses
of S1•iritualiam.
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spirit friends at all hours of the day. They appeared to be always present, and would make
their presence known sometimes when we were
not thinking about such matters. Thus at dinner they would move the table or cause our chairs
to vibrate. On one occasion my daughter went
into the drawing-room to practise the piano, and
while so doing the stool on which she sat began
rocking about. Though alone, she was not at all
alarmed but simply said " let me finish my practising and then you may rock me about as much
as you like."
Why even our children would not be alarmed
a.t supernatural occurrences if they understood
them and were familiarised with them. It is the
mystery in which the subject is involved and the
semi-admission of its reality that does· the mischief, producing the fear and apprehension that
exists in the minds of the multitude.
In the following remarkable passage, Judge
Edmonds testifies to the same effect on the youthful members of his family.

" Only a few evenings ago, I was sitting alone in my
library, profoundly thinking upon a great moral question on which I had some perplexing doubt. I looked
up, and my only brother, who died about a year ago,
stood by my side, within three feet of me. He told
me he came as the messenger of a higher intelligence
to solve that doubt ; and he did so, with au expression
of countenance, a manner, and in language, entirely
characteristic. We had a brief conversation on the
subject, and as soon as he perceived that I understood
him, he vanished. I saw him as plain as I ever saw
him in life, and if I could ever identify him I could
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then. Now if this WIUI not the spirit of the deputed,
what was it 1 and whence came the clear wisdom of
hie teaching, far as it was berond my capacity to
originate Y Fifty years ago this wonld have l-n a
ghost story, and the silly education of my childhood
would have caused me to be frightened; and now it
has been oi such frequent occurrence with so many
people, and under so many various circumstances, and
It has come to be so well undentood, that it excites no
alarm, no agitation, even. Wlly, ft1ell ovr cAUdrta
laugh and play with t"M lpirit1! Men believe in the
Bible ! Then they believe that in the olden time
mortal men saw the spirits of the departed. Who
was it that Peter, and James, and John, saw with
Jesus on the mountain 1 And who was it that John
saw in the Revelations, but one of his brethren, the
prophets 1 And wherein, pray, has the nature of man
so changed, that what was poBBible to him eighteen
hundred years ago, is not p088ible to him now."

I confess I used to be somewhat timid in these
matters, but now having become familiarised with
them, they occasion me no alarm. I think but
little more of conversing with spirits than with
mortals. We have only to realise the idea that
apirits are disembodied human beings, and all
cause for fear vanishes.
To return to my subject, sometimes my daughter when seated in a chair would be thrown back,
and in this position would resist considerable force
to push it forward. Sometimes at night the
spirits would make a noise as if stones were
thrown through the window and then fell on the
floor. This was heard by the governess as well as
by my daughter, both occupying the same room.
On two occasions I waa awoke just as I was falling off to sleep, by loud knockings ; the first
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night on the door, the next night on the window.
On hearing the sounds I sat up in bed, somewhat
alarmed, but could hear nothing more. The next
day when communicating with the spirits I referred
to the knocking of the previous night, telling
them I did not approve of being disturbed in that
way, when they said, We were going to 8pMk to
you, but you were afraid.
I sometimes obtained communications by getting my daughter
to place her hand on a small table. If she
happened to be reading at the time she did not
leave off; I would then take the alphabet to
another part of the room and point to the letters, and in this way long sentences were obtained,
the letters being indicated by three movements of
the table. I give a few specimens obtained in
this way.
Mary, I !wptJ you try to love God, and that yoze
make a happy lwme for your dear papa, and brother1
and si&ter.
Heaven is IJ btJautijul place, WfJ sing wvely song•
and play on golden harps.

These two sentences were also given by the
tilting of the table and addressed to my children.
Kate is he-re, and she kves you t·ery much.
When you go to bed pray to God.

The following is the longest communication I
ever obtained by this mode and was given with
great rapidity and without the slightest error : Mary, I hoptJ you kve God. and try to make your
Papa happy. Love .Ada, Ernest, .Archy and Ion.
Will you writtJ to aunt Marion and tell her that
Spiritualism is true ? Go and tell aunt H--y
that I have communicated to you, and tell her tltat I
wish her to eom1 and &ee me and be convinced. Go and
tell her that I will come to thtJ table and say what I
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have to commumcate, and we will tell her many t!tinga
about Spiritualism. Go and see her directly, for she
must be told a8 soon as possible, or she w£ll not believe
wltat you say.
In the above a desire is expressed by the spirit
to communicate with her relatives. This is what
we .may suppose a spirit would naturally wish to
do when it had found a way of communicatiug.
For about a week these importunate requests continued to be made and then ceased altogether,
for though couched in most earnest terms they
were unavailing in inducing the parties addressed
to "come and see and be convinced," so great
was the prejudice against the subject; they did
not deem it right, they averred, to disturb their
sweet sister's repose: speaking as though the
spirits of the departed were sleeping in the grave
along with mouldering dust. To such a poor,
pitiable condition has modern orthodoxy reduced
the faith of its devotees !
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CHAPTER IV.

Lectures- A Clergyman's Letter- Ghost storiesMolly Downing - A Visit from Prince Albert.

Thus matters went on for about a fortnight
when I happened to meet a medical gentleman
who had been present at our Seances and witnessed
the manifestations through Mrs. Hick's mediumship, and expressed himself much astonished at them.
I recounted what had since taken place and he
then suggested that a lecture should be given on
the subject. "Well," I replied, "Why don't
you give one? "No," said he, "you are the
proper person to do that." " Well, I will consider the matter," I added. Upun the strength of
this and receiving messages from the spirit-world,
urging me to " publish and plead the cause of
Spiritualism," I determined to give the public an
account of my experiences, and with that object
announced two lectures at the Assembly Rooms.
It is not to be surprised at in a little town like
Eastbourne, where everything that happens is
known from one end to the other, that our doings
should have been fully canvassed, and that excitement should run high. Of course, there was, as
usual, a great diveraity of opinion on the subject;
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the doctors and the qua!Ji Ecientific, pronouncing
it all humbug and delusion, while the religious
folk, with the clergy at the;r head Mserted, like
the priests a~3erted of the Jackdaw of Rheims,
that "the devil was in it."
One learned disciple of Hippocrates, living in a.
neighbouring town, gravely questioned me with
regard to my reg1mfn and genel'al habit'!; did I
drink much ? did I sleep well, 1mcl was I troubled
with dreams ? Very few in the parish but what
were tolero.bly conversant with our doings, since
we made no secret of them, and never shut the
door against any inquirer.
One of the leading families of the town took up
the matter ve1·y warmly, said it was nothing but
"witchcraft revived," and threatened Mr. Hicks
to do him all the injury they could in his photographic business if he persisted in the practice of
Spiritualism. Tbi.s unseemly conduct called forth
the 1ollowing sharp aJtd well-merited rebuke from
a clergyman, at that time connected with the
'fTniversity of Cambridge.

DEAR ;::m,-I am much obliged to you for your
two letters a11d the interesting information they con•
tained. Have you asceriainet:l, by reference to any
Persian scholar, Yrhcther the writing said to be Persian,
really is so.
lsi.ncerely hope that your paper is increasing t.'l
circulation. I sent a copy of one number (of which
you 11ent me two or three) to my f1·iend, Professor--,
with whom I bad a long conversation on the su~ject. He
and his wife &eemed much intere&ted in it ; tlley had
been reading De Morgan's book ''From Matter to
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Spirit!' and he was quite ready to examine into the
que~tion fail'ly and candidly.
What a cont!'ast to the
condnc~ of the "Evangelical partv '• at Eastbourne,
whose persecution of poor Mr;.. Hicks is most di<graceful. I have half a mind to write something on the
folly of their proceedings, for publication either in
your paper or &.S a separate tract; but I fear it would
be ODIY a wa.~~e of time and money. It is of no use
to argue with such imbecile bigot;~;, whoae ignorance of
the w;10le thing i<~ ,ou a pr.r with their unchristian
spirit m thn'i ven~;nJ their petty ;malice on persons
whose mo,·Pl character is as good and (:>erhaps better) ~ban theit"own. But Spidtuaiism i~ going through
euctly the same ordeal as Chrbtiauity at the first.
The blind and conceited Pharisees of the present day
will not examine th~ claims of the new faith, and will
persecute all who dare to do so. The time will come
when the clergv will di~cover what a set of fools they
have beeu-jn~t M D1·. Elliotson is doing, in denying
or rejec~iug the evidence of so many thousands, or a~
sct·ibiug to S~>.<;au what they cannot deny to be real.
"Blind leaden; of the blind,'' now as of ohl. The Rector of this parbh saw a number of your paper on my
table. when he paid ns his lirst visit. He knew uothiLI~ of ~he snhject, aud e~icleu ..ly did not care to know
anythio~g; very likely l1e ~et me down M a "dupe,''
but he i~ too ruuc:1 oi a gentleman to hegin raving
against the poor "dupe-,,'' M your .East bourne "Evangdicals" a1·e doio5.
I :!hall always l>e glad to bear how you are goiog
on.
Yours truly,

Two or three other circumstances also occurred
nt the time that tended materi~tlly to increase the
interest in the m:ttter. An old woman by tho
name of Downing wa:~ reporter! by sevoral trust-
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worthy witnesses to have appeared in bodily form
-"in the habit as she lived "-after her death,
which had taken place some six weeks before ;
and mysterious rappings were nightly heard about
her dwelling. These things are strenuosly main·
tained by the parties who witnessed them to the
present day. An old pensioner had also appeared
to his wife who was at another part of the town at
the time, and on her return home she found her
husband lying dead on the floor ~n his shirt,
having broken a blood vessel. Mrs. Griffin, in
whose house the apparition appe.:red, told
me that the woman spoke to her at the time,
about what she had seen, and impressed with the
idea that ull was not well, slie returned home
sooner than she otherwise would have done. A
strange revelation made through mediumship.
clearing up the mystery attached to an old
malthouse, reputed for many years to be haunted,
also transpired at this time. In this case the
spirit reiterated his unhappy condition, and at
length disclosed the cause of his unhappiness.
This was an injury done to another in his lifetime. A reconciliation was ultimately effected and
the hauntings gradually ceased. The mos't curious
part of the afJair is this; the spirit gave his name
and tho number of years he had been in the spirit·
world, (seventy and a halfyeart~,) which was found
to agree with the date of the death of a former
owner of the premises as recorded on his tombstone in the parish churchyard. None of the parties concerned knew anything of the history of the
building so many years ago. if.
• Full particulars of the;e cases are gil'en in Powell's Facta
and l'hases of Spirituali>w.
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Fifty -other ghost stories and such like affairs
obtained currency, in fact everybody had a tale to
tell of some marvellous event either occurring to
himself or somebody he knew. All these circumstances combined caused excitement to run
high, and therefore it is not altogether a matter of
surprise that the hall on the night of my lecture
should have been filled with a dense crowd. A
great number of those present were neighbours of
the old woman whose apparition had been seen,
and to this circumstance I was somewhat indebted
for the overflowing audience I was honored with.
I had proceeded with my lecture for about halfan-hour without interruption; but now signs of
impatience began to be manifested and a cry for
Molly Downing was set up. For some time I paid
no attention to these demonstrations, but at length
I found it necessary to appeal to the audience to
give me a hearing. I was then for the first time
made to understand that the malcontents had come
to the lecture under the impression that they were
going to s~e the redoubtable Molly Downing
" rllised " upon the platform, after the style, I
presume, of Pepper's Ghost. I explained to the
audience thllt I had simply announced a lecture
and had no intention of illustrating it with manifestations ; on their persisting in expressing their
dissatisfaction, saying they " wanted to see something," I pacified them by promising to give some
manifestations at the next lecture. I was then
allowed to proceed. The receipts of the lecture I
had undertaken to give to the Workmen's Hall, a
young institution in need of funds, but a letter
appearing in a local journal, virtually declining
.the money, I decided on appropriating it to another
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and perhaps better purpose. The committee of
the institution in question, I afterwards learned,
had authorised the letter to be written in deference
to the views of the founder (described in to-day's
Gazette, as one of Nature's noblemen), who regarded
the proceeds of my lecture in the ligut of" Devil's
money!"
A d!ly or two after this I was in communication
with the spirit-world, and said to my principaJ.
communicant. ''Do you see the great men who
have lived on the earth ?"
Yes.
" Have you seen Shakespeare,"
No.
"Have you seen Mendelsshon ?',
No.
" Have you aeen Prince Albert ?"
Yes, frequmtly.
"Could you bring him here?"
I u:ill try.
'l'he next day I enquired as to the probability of
o. visit from Prince Albert, and was informed he
had consented to come and would be present at
hali~past eleven the following morning. We accordingly assembled at the appointed time, and
were at once in communication with our spirit1riends, who said,
l'n:ncc Albert is coming in five tninutes, so he
t·eady for hi11t.
I ~;aid, we will sing his Christmas hymn. I may
observe that we were in the habit of having music
nt our Seances, which we found greatly to facilitate
the manifestations. So, on the Prince being announced, we commenced the hymn alluded to, and
hn at onco bEgan to beat time with a stick which
was t·estiug against a wall beside the harmonium.
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The hymn finished, the Prince wrote these. words.
It is very kind of you all to learn it to 1ing to me;
you did it V6r!J nicely indeed. Albert of Saxe- Coburgh
and Gotha died at Windsor C~tl' in 1661.

At the conclusion of this writing, the large dining-room table, at which my daughter, the (medium) was sitting, was raised at one end. This
was a phenomenon 1 had never before witnessed
througn my daughter's mediumship. In this case
the table was covered with a cloth and not a hand
had touched it. I have since seen this table,
which weighs about a hundred-weight, raised in
the air by spirit power. I next proposed some
more singing, and observed that I had composed
a Christmas hymn. The Prince asked us to sing
it but wished his own to be sung again first. This
request was complied with, and on the completion
of my hymn, the words It i1 worthy were
written. We then sang a piece from Mozart,
which happened to be on the instrument, to which
the Prince beat the time with the ability of a
Costa. I then asked " Are you often with the
Queen?"
1'61, fJery oftln.
" Are you pleased at the birth of a Prince ?"
at which great delight was manifested.
After a few remarks concerning Spiritualism,
in which the Prince expressed himself greatly interested, and which he said, would be pretty generally believed in five years, the interview terminated. I need not say that it afforded us all great
gratification. At a Seance the following day, allusion was made to these proceedings, and the words
" We were very pleased he came to see you,"
were rapped out.
D
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C:Et.APrER V.
Mattifestations in public-TMfacts are publisheJ-DirJersity of opinions prerJail-Nangle of SkreenVigilans-Golden harps in HearJen-The Haildam Ghost.

My second lecture came off a fortnight after the
first, when there being no Molly Downing to draw a
promiscuous .crowd, the noisy element was absent.
I was consequently listened to much more atten·
tively than before, and a good deal of interest
appeared to be manifested in the subject. At the
close of the lecture, according to my promise, I
made some experiments with a table whit>h moved
and banged about in a. very violent manner. I
left the platform and took my seat among the audience. My position was in the second or third
tow ; at any rate I was at least 16 feet from the
table. Holding an alphabet in my hand I pointed
to the letters, which was witnessed by the gentlemen sitting on either side of me ; and one of them
wrote the letters down as they were indicated hy
the knocking of the table. Several persons hav·
ing mounted the platform the table was IJenrly
obscured from view, so that I had to go entirely
by the sounu. After knocking at about fvrty
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l~tters the table became quiet. "Is that all? "
I asked. Three knocks in reply. I then said to
the gentleman who had taken down the letters
"·wm you have the kindness to read the sentence." I had been too much engaged in pointing to the alphabet to take .cognizance of the
words as they were formed, and at the conclusion
had no idea what the sentence was. It was this:You must all belietJe in SpiritualiBm for th8 trutH
t.oill CONte out ; and tJ:uly a very appropriate one
for the ocgasion.
Here then was another wonderful fact. It ii
obvious that there must have been some connection between the table and the alphabet-some
invisible telegraph, otherwise au intelligent sentence could not have been obtained in the way it
\vas. Th<3 power tLat moved the table must at
the same time have seen the alphabet I ht:ld
in my hand. I leave my readers to judge whether
any but the spiritual theory will accuuut for a fact
of this kind. It is of 110 use saying it is elec·
tricity or some such blind for(;e. Bledricity may
be the m&dium of conveying intelligence, as in
telegraphy, but it is not, alH.l cannot be, the source of
intelligence. Notices of my lec:ures appearing,
not only in the local but in the county papers,
gave additional notoriety to the subject, and u.
knowledge of it was no longer confined. to East. bourne but spread throughout the couuty. The
Brighton papers also tuuk up tho theme, and it
was pretty generally canvassed by tho inhabitants
of the "Little London by the Sea." In addition
to the articles my lectures had called forth, letters
w~re published against Spirituali~m which served.
also to give it greater publicity. In the:;l:l letters
all classes of opponents appeared toLe repruented.
lJ 2
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There was the scientific materialist with his challenge, and the orthodoxreligionist with his deviltheory. One writer descanted very learnedly on
the operation of unknown natural forceF, and
whilst admitting the reality of the phenomena, attributed the intelli~ence displayed in them to the
minds of the operators. Another, evidently some
country rector who probably was in the habit of
regarding his parish as the whole world, or at least
the most important part of it, wrote in a brief and
authoritative manner saying, " it was high time
it was put a stop to-it had gone quite far enough!"
To show the absurd nature ofthe opposition that was
manifested, I give the particulars of the challenge
before:alluded to. They areas follow. rhatthechallenger and my11elf should each d~posit fifty
t~ounds-that a table should be placed in an open
neld-that I was not to go near till the time of
trial, and then notnearerthan 15 feet. If under,
these conditions the table rose ao feet in the air,
I was to be entitled to the £50, and if it did not
the challenger was to have the money. The gentleman who made this prepostetous chullenge is
now, I believe, a convert to Spiritualism.
The letter of the orthodox clergyman signing
himself ".Vigilans11 •ho sought to throw the onus
on Beelzebub, was mainly an extract from the book
of the Rev. E. Nangle, an Irilfh priest, immortalized by Mr. Howitt in some lines commencing,
"Nangle of Skreen, what does be mean 1
That the Devil's converted, or turned very green.
The Pamphlet he gives ll8 is not vastly new,
It only takSII up the old cry of the Jew,
•
Who said, when he saw our Lord healing the sick,
'Oh I that is the work of that crafty Old Nick."1
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In this letter (a column and a hal£ of small type)
it was related how a clergyman got into communication with a spirit, evidently not a first-class
one, who gave in reply to his questions just what
was looked for, and ended the conference by
assuring him he was the Devil himself, which the
said clergyman of course believed. It was $
foregone conclusion with him, and on this pei
hung the whole argument.
A curious circumstance occured sbout this time in
reference to the writer of this letter, at least I have
always identified "Vigilans" with one of our local
clergy. This gentleman conceived it to be his
duty to call on me to wam me against Spiritualism.
I told him I could find nothing objectionable in it ;
that all the communications I received were of an
excellent and satisfactory character, particularly
those addressed to my children, which were pervaded by a highly religious spirit and produced
in them a good and salutary effect. I repeated
·some of them to him, of which the following are
specimens.
Jly detW nuc1, you mtut follow tlu lwly pr~e61JII,
mul coum1l1 of Jutu, tlarlin9 ckiltl. I am you.r
!IUIWtlian an91l. LJok towtWth II111fJm a1 your 1af6·
!lwsrtl. N6fJW for91t. J)o what I t6ll you.
KIIU ;, klr1 11nd BM lofJu you fJ6rY muck. '1VMn
you 90 to 1J6tl prtlf to Gotl.
Jlary, I lwp1 you try to lofJ1 Gotl antl that you
nuJk4 11 happy !1.ome for your tkar JHIPtl an4 !Jrotkw1
and 1iltw.
H6tlfJ6n ;, 11 "''Y !Jeautijul plflcs ; w1 1ing ltYHiy
'""'' an4 play ~ goltlsn harp1.
Huoh are some of the spirit-messages I sub.
mitted to this worthy clergjman, who was forced
to admit their unexceptional character. He lel~
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me and went straight to Mr. Hicks to warn him also
against Spirituahsm. .1\Ir. Hicks like myselfreferred to the messages we received in proof that
there was nothing bad in it. "Yes" said the
clergyman, " Mr. Cooper has shewn me some of
them; there was one about playing golden harps
in heaven ; now I would as soon believe there are
tables and chairs in heaven as golden harps."
Mter some conversation, which was no more availing in altering the opinion of Mr. Hicks than my
own, " Vigilans "left. The next day was Sunday
and after breakfast our spirit friends made their
presence known as they were in the habit of doing
at this time, and I asked them to make a communication.
Not now, we w£ll come again at half-past twelve,was the answer by raps. We met at the appointed time and almost immediately there was
written in the middle of a sheet of note paper
There are golden karpB in kea11en,
and in the left-hand comer
For Mr.
.
The hand-writing was that of my wife, and,
taking one of her original letters from a desk, I
sent it and the message to the clergyman to whom
it was addressed.
Encouraged by the success of my lectures in
Eastbourne, I determined on repeating them in
the neighbouring towns. The first I visited waA
. Hailsham, about eight miles distant, where my
lecture was well attended and listened to with interest. The M.D. of the town, however, who was
present, manifested his displeasure by abruptly
quitting the room when I was abo"U.t half-way
tluough.
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I was, at the time, reading a case of haunting
from Robert Dale Owen's book. These he pronounced 'Joe Millerisms,' and said it was an insult
to common sense to talk about such things in the
present day. At the close of the lecture a demand
was made to " flee something" and I then found
that the people here, as at Eastbourne, had come
under the impression that they would witness some
of the extraordinary things they had heard of.
With some little dissatisfaction expressed on this
head the proceedings terminated. The following
week I paid another visit to Hailsham which was
attended with very unexpected results. Owing to
the absence of manifestations my lecture was not
sufficiently attractive to draw nn audience on the
second occasion. The time for commencement
had considerably passed, and not more than a
score of persons were present. I was conversing
with some of them when the" Hailsham Ghost"
put in an appearance, caasin g consternation on all
hands; even the sceptics turned white and looked
dismayed. The pm·ticulars of this affair will be
gathered from the following letters which appeared
in the county paper, Mr. "Hard of Belief" being
none other than the M.D. who thought.it beneath
his dignity to sit my lecture out. It may be well,
however, to explain before giving the letters, that
while we were talking at one end of the room,
suddenly, underneath the platform at the other
end, a succession of heavy reports were heard,
causing the table to tremble and the dust to rise.
An examination was made under the platform .
by those who had sufficient courage to advance in
the direction of the mysterious sounds, but nothing could be found to account for them, and the
mystery was increased when it was found there
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was no cellar under the room. After sundry vain
attempts at an explanation the company dispersed,
and the next day being market day (the market
was held in this very room), ·the affair became
the chief theme of conversation and Almost superseded all other matters. The bucolic mind went
away wonder-struck-the people carried the news
to their respective homes, and doubtless made a
greater impression in favour of :-;piritualism than
my lecture would have produced even if delivered
to a well-filled hall. Although the cl.ffair was
never properly cleared up, I have no doubt it was
the trick of some wag, who intended the noises to
take place under my feet while I was lecturing,
but was defeated in this by the lecture not beginning at the appointed time. This is the correspondence that ensued : The Hailllaam Glaost.
Sir,-In common with all the world, we in this
quiet little town of Hailsham, had heard of the
wonderful doings by Mr. Cooper, of ~tbourne-as
who bas not 1 of his holding daily, nay hourly communication with the shades of the departed-of the
good advicll given by these sph·its to their former
companions in thie " vale of tears," how they were to
be good boys and girls-get their lessons properly, &~.
We had been i informed, too, th&t the Eaatbournen
walked ahoutthe streets in fear and trembling, lest
some of those returned spirits would diacloae secrets
and peccadilloes. which were never meant to •' come to
light," and we heard how many dreaded to be out
after dark, for fea.r of meeting ''Molly Downing."
deceased some months since, whom many averred to
have seen walking the PArade ''just as abe used to
do." . Well, Mr. Editor, we had hea.rd all theae won·
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derful thing~~, and mauy of us held our breath in
amazement, and we whio~pered to each otner "can such
things be, and not overcome uo~ with special wond~r, · •
but just imagine our excitement when we read from
bilLt in our shop window11 that Mr. Cooper intended
giviug a ltlcture in our Corn Exchang<', on "Spiritual
manifestations.·• Now, sir, I btlg to 8.1!8Ure you that
though we a~ generally a quitlL and 110Ler people. a few
ot u11 mUIIt plead guilty to occasionally having
•· some spiritual manifestations." particularly after
pauinlt a pleuant evening with our friends. Scill
curioslty compelled us to witneu some of Cooper's
"Manifestatious," as we fancied they might be different
to thoo~e of our experience. Consequently a goodly
company auembled at the hour appointed for the
lecture, and gave an attentive hearing to all he boo to
sar. in the shape of stories of dreams, apparitions, &c.,.
and at which moat of u11 laughed, as we detected that
many of them were collected from that re11pectable
authority, ''Joe Miller," and othero~ owing their exis·
tence to that no leso~ respe.:table author, "Mr. Pennya·line ;'' after 11. while we became tired of these stories
and requested a display of these ma11ife1tatioru so
much talked about, but to our dillmay we were informed that it could not be done that evening aa he had
not brought bill ''medium •' with him. So some
of ue became rather excited, thinkiug we had been
done out of our money, and I taucy the hirmte moneytd:tr would have been handled rather roughly had we
not been appuued by a promi"Se to come again shortly,
and bring the •'medium" with him. Well, 11ir,accor•
ding to promise he ''showed out'' last ev~ning.
Warned by former experience, not more than a dozen
of us attended; one came fourmilea, paid hi111ixpence,
and loudly demanded to aee hia old master, our late
respected friend and neighbour, Mr. King &rupson.
He declared h~ must either eee hi111, or have his aix·
pence back ; the latter very reasonable d~mand was, I
believe, eventually compli~d wich, and now in great
and wonderful expectation we accompany Cooper and
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his double to the scene room ; but scarcely had be put
his foot within the doorway when bang, bang, rings
through the room-a noise sufficient to wake the dead.
"What noise is that 1 " cries Cooper, rather in dismay;
audience gaped and stared, hoiTor struck. Hirsute
money-taker exclaims" Powerful manifestations ;" "ow heoer can you flOW
disbelieoe such hexemplijications ; you require heoi dence
of han. hearthquake."
Knock, knock, bang, bang, goes the ghost in the
very centre of the room. Cooper tries to advance to
the chair, but no.
Bang, bang, goes. the ghost, and
stops him. Pale and trambling he asks, "Is there any
cellar undet· this room 1'' '' No,'' there is no cellar.
Barig, bang, again goes the ghoat ; no little tap, U>.p,
nor even the loud sharp postman's rap, rap, hut great
and powerful strokes, as if given with a sledge-haru·mer-conl!ternation reigns around. " Bless us. what
can it be 1'' cry some ; o:hers cry "Search the room,''
so some of the boldest look under the tables, chairs,
into the crevices, and up the chimney, and, indeed, I
obs~rved oue taking a cautious squint into an inkstand. But nothing satisfac!-ory is discovere•l ; still
bang, bang, goes the ghost, search round the walls,
nothing to be noteJ there, out rushes money-taker,
and timourously asks the landlord it ' ' his 'onse is subject to noises 1" " Oh, yes,'' landlord replies, ''very
often indeed, especially when there is a jolly party
!lining here." 'l'hump, thump, bang, bang, goes the
ghost again. Now all is consternation-some declare
the devil is under the floor. How could be get there 1
why a 111ouse or a fly could scarcely get t.hrough the
air grating ; stillmore than ever goe:~ the ghost, and
one of our most respectable cordwainers, feeling very
nervous, leaves the t•oom, declaring that he SAW the
ghost ascend through the floor as high as the ceiling,
iu the shape of a cloud of dust, through which a poor
girll)lainly saw the table jump up, and the two candles glare at her I!O malicion11ly that she bolted home,
aud so frightened the household there that there waa
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no sleep for them that night. Bang. bang, still goes
the ghost, and Cooper and his hirsute money-taker,
iu fear and dismay rush from the room, leaving very
few, you may be sure behind th.,m, to the front bar,
where they receive thll commiseration and sympathy of
the friends assemhled there, who kindly hoped they
would get home safely, but nid it would take a good
sum to induce them to accompany them even as far as
Polegate. The ct·y now became •· Let us get home,''
and oft' they ran to the station to catch the last train;
and the roars of laughter that followed them, would
have cured any C!Uie of rheumatic~, and we hope will
be a "caution" to a 11 spirit rappers in future.
Nuw Mr. Editor, if you, or any of your friends, wish
to B'*l a real gho:~t,-uone of your old fashioned, spectre-looking things, dressed in a long winding-sheet,
pale and wan, and gliding past you with a noiseless
tread; no, no, not that sort of a ghost at all, but a real
modern one; a good thumping ghost, one that can
make you feel and hear him too.-come to the Crown
Inn atHailsham, and there you will have your curiosity gratified, an•l the wvrthy laudlord will do his
best to allay y<>ur fears anrl your thirst at the 1$11.Me
time, by exhibiting to you the ghost in the shape of
two or three clothes props, bound together, and truly
terrific monsters they are. So now, Mr. Editor, having
told you all our experiences of "Spiritual Manifestations,'' and feeling a little tired, I will end by hoping
neither you nor I will ever get a "rap" from the Hailsham ghost.
ONK liARD OF BELlBi.

February, 1864.

&appeara'lce of the Hailsham Gho8l.

Sir,-The Hailsbam news in your last weck'a paper
is of a very unique character, being made up of two
items-an extraordinary litter of pups, and au extraordinary litter of liea. It we,s my intention not to
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have noticed the production of one •' Hard of Belief,"
who has thought lit to air his wit at the expense of the
Spiritualists, for I conaidel'tlu .the public would have
looked npou it a,; I did, as a clever squib exploded to
create fuu, at which, perllaps, no oue laughed more
heartily than myself. If it did not cure rheumatics,
it, at any rate, dispelled a tit oC indigestion. Finding,
however, that per11ons really believe the account, and
are desiring to know whether my nervous ayatem has
recovered the shock, and are moreover apprehensive
that the occurrence may hR~~ten the fulfilment of the
predictions (notwithstanding· the consolation you
kindly tendered me) of my being at Hayward's Heath
before long, I de11ire to give a brief account of what
took place on tbe occasiou alluded to.
At a former lectul'tl, which was merely intrl)ductory to the one proposed to be given, some disaatiafac·
tion was evinced on account of no {H)ocular demon·
stration being afforded. The consequence was, on the
second occasion, the audience did not muster very
strong at fi~t, and th011e who did come were not a
cla&< of peraona I cared to lecture to. They wanted
something "sensational." I therefore directed the
money to be returned, and waited the arrival of train
time. After a little while the numbers increased to
above thirty, and a desire w&~~ expressed for the lecture
to be given. At thi11 time I wu engaged in telling a
little knot of the •• Hard of Belief'' fraternity, how a
doctor in this county bad hie scepticism put to ftight
by witneBBing the destruction of a large table by
spiritual power in hia own house, when some noises
were her~rd at the other end of the room, which really
I took but little notice of, imagining them to be made to
frighten a drunken man, who was making vociferous
demands to see the devil. After a abort interval tbe
noieell were repeated, and a search was made to discover their cause. No one, howeve1•1 was tound under
the platform, nor up the chimney, both of which
placell were well examined. I did not observe the in·
dividual "..quintiug into the inkstand," but I will not
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say no one did so, for the Hail,.hAm people, as i11 well
known, are shrewd iuveatlgators. An enquiry was
next made of the l~&ndlord, anrl ou his reportiug that
it was not possible for the noises to be made underneath the room, the astoniahmeut increased, and
assumed an air of mystery, and I could not help re•
marking th11t those who bad been the loudest in avow•
ing their "hardneBB of belief," were, of ~&ll otherl4, the
most pale-faced and panic-stricken, thus verifying
what Dr. Johnson saya, that "they who deny it by
their tongues confeu it by their fe11.rs.'' .As for myself
I have had too much to do with real gh011ts lately to
be frightened by ghoata made up vf a few clothes
props.
My own impreBBion is, that Mr. "Hard of Beliers •'
point of 't'iew was from the snug little har parlor,
where, under spirituous iniluence, and through thll
mediuo1 of tobacco-smoke, he witoeBSed the powerful
manifestations be describes, saw the glare of the two
candles that had not been l~hted, beard five volleys of
•; bangs'' that did not goo~ and conceived the rest of
his wonderful story, which would not discredit the
most practised •• penny-a-liner." The letter only required one ingredient, viz., truth, to make it a first•
t·ate affair. but wanting that, it is merely a wenk invention of the enemy, affording an illuzstration, how in a
weak c;~use, p.-rsons are compelled to rtll!ort to per:~ecu·
tiou, ridicule, and such like forms of oppositiou, iustead
of reasonmg and legitimate argumentation.
I remain, your11, &c.
UonERT CooPER.
Eastbourne, Ft!bruary, 20th, 1864.
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CHAPTER

VI.

Spiritualism at Lewes -Manifestations of Bigotry
Rowdyism-Sparrows-Squibs and CrackersPersonal daro.g er-In tlte dark-Escape.

tn~rl

Nothing daunted by the "Hailsham Ghost,"
after lecturing at Windmill Hill, a small town
close by, I announced a lecture at the county town
uf Lewes, a hotbed uf religious bigQtry and intollerauce, where the various isms from ritualism to
quakerism thrive most flourishingly. At the appointed hour a goodly number of persons had
assembled at the Corn Exchange, many of whom
were of the upper cla.sses of the town. There was
nothing whatever at the commencement of the lee·
ture to indicate the warm reception that was pro\·ided for me; and it was not till I had proceeded
with it for nearly half·an-hour, that any symptoms
of disorder were manifested. The first muttering~~
of the storm were caused by one of the forms in
the rear being thrown down occasionally, producing a sound that reverberated through the spa•
cious hall, and drowning for the time my voice.
'!'his I, at first, supposed to be accidental, but as
it continued I appealed to the audience to be quiet
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for the sake of those who might wish to hear what
l had to say. Then the fracas began in earnest 1
sparrows were let loose in order to divert attention,
a.ud squibs and crackers were discharged in the
room to the great terror of the ladies, one of
whoso dresses narrowly escaped being ignitl3d, and
she left the room in consequence. Order being
somewhat restored I continued my lecture and be·
gan to think I should get through it after all, but
some remarks I made, n'o t suiting the narrow
views of the religionists in the front seat!l1 caused
the proceedings to take a new and unexpeoted
turn. The remarks I made that gave such ofFence
will be 1ound further on ; they appeared to me plain
and simple statements and of a perfectly unobjec·
tionable character. One gentleman, however, was of
a difFerent opinion. He rose from his seat and with
great warmth said, he " would not sit there to
hear all religion blasphemed," and abruptly left
the roum, and was followed by others ; whilst
those who remained, principally the occupants of
the back seats, rushed towa.t·ds the platform and
surrounded me ; and, under the pretext that they
had not seen any manifestations, demanded back
their money. 'l'hey then showed signs of moles•
to.tion ; throwing the water that stood on the table
over me and pushing me ofF the platform. Mr.
Powell, who had come forward, received a share
of the same kind of treatment. At length a few.
gentlemen who had some influence with the mob
-for it is worthy no better designation-ramon·
strated with them and advised me to leave the
room, but this I refused to do, although they
seemed to "'mean mischief." The number of
malcontents gradually became less, and on the
light being extiugui:shed my protectors escorted
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me safely to the hotel. I consider myself mainly
indebted to these gentlemen for my escape from
the jaws of the lion. I aftet·wat·ds learned that an
attempt was made to extinguish the gas in the
midst of my lecturt>, but the man who had
the key, valued his place too much to accept the
consideration offered him, to give it to those who
wished to obtain it. Hence the contemplated
dark Seance which would, in all probability, have
been attended with powerful manifestations did
not take place. Here is an account of the affair
from the SuBBez EzpreBB, also a letter of mine containing the remarks that caused the indignation
that was manifested, and led to the abrupt termination of the meeting.

Spiritualism at the Corn Exchange.
On Wednesday evening last Mr. R. Cooper, of Ea...tbourne, addressed a nuruerou11 assemhly 11t the Corn
ExchangE>, on "Modern Spirit M11nifestations."
Having requested an Englishman's privilege of being
heard patiently until the close of the lecture, when he
would invite discu~sion, Mr. Cooper procf'eded to say
1 hat some might Iidicule the su!.Ject, Rll he had doue
himself formerly. Indeed, if any one had told him six
or seven mouths ngo that he would ultimately believe
iu ~<piritual mauife>1tations. he would htlve fi1Llly contl·adicted them, but Spiritualillm was hrought before
his notice, and he inve~tigated it at first from curiosity,
aud after a careful study of the question ht~ came to
.the conclusion that it was what it professed to betruth (oh, oh, aud ironical cheers). He set out with
this proposition, "Let me l1ave oue f11ct clt>nrly established, however trivhtl, out of the ordinary course of
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nature, and I shall be prepared to think everything I
have heard may have been, and possibly was, true."
Now, he had seen not only one fact, but hundreds, out
of the ordinary course of nature; for instance, he had
seen a large and heavy table, without castors, move
about the room in his own house ; and if that was not
out of the ordinary course of na.tute, he hoped the
learned Editor who had been holding him up to ridicule at Eastbourne lately would come forward and explain it (laughter and cheers.) Mr. Faraday had
attempted to explain it, but had failed to do so, and
bad played a part in a farce a~ broad !lS any ever put
on the boards of the Adelphi (laughter and counter
cheers), a.nd he (Mr. Cooper) thought that his judgment upon the matter was quite a>~ good a>~ Mr.
Faraday's, or any other man's (laughter). The subject
was of great iutercst to all, for who would deny thR.t
there wR.s a natural instinct which taught us to look
beyond the tomb, and to endeavour to gain :m insight
into that state ou which they must all sooner or later
t!nter. All religion in the world recogui~ed the communion of the people inhabiting the eat·th with seen·
and unseen spirits, and this was true of Christianity.
Having mentioned several instances in the New Testament, in which spirits had appe;~red to living men
and women, which were not always angels, becaUSt
.Moses and Elias were seen, Mr. Cooper went on tu
state that spiritual influences were believed in by some
of the greatest men who ever lived, by Socrates, Cicero,
Pope, Dryden, Milton, Dr. Johnson, Byron, &c. Dreams ·
in mod~rn times were generally held to be utterly
meaningless, but 1,mquestional>ly the ancients believed
iu their prophetic character. Iu tb~s CIJUntry, however, the illlportance of dreams had been proved agniu
and again. He instailced the murder of Maria Martin, some forty years ago. She was killed by a man
she wad connected with named Cot~d~r, but his guilt
was not discovered, till her mothe5 three times successively dreamed that the hotly o~ her daughter was
buried in an adjoining barn. The~·e it was found, and
E
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in the end the man was hanged. Mr. Cooper then alluded to unaccountable noiae11 heard in hou~~ea, which
he attributed to the doings of spirits, and related
o;evel'lll anecdotes or the pranks these supernatul'l\l
visitQrs played. Some years ago loud and extraordinarily etrange noises took pl'l.Ce in a gentleman's holl!lt',
and continued for a long time ; they wne so loud as
to be heat"d iu the adjoining village, and this was te&tified to by the late John Wesley, on whose nracity
many of them could rely ( cbeer11). Belief in apparitions bad been ascribed to nervousness. but how was it
then that they had sltud<iered when exposed to supernatural inftueuce11, (A dismal howl from some ''dog"
in the back-ground and considerable laughter). The
extraordinary freaks of the spirits at the haunted house
at Romney Marsh, which were next referred to, were
fully reported in our paper at the time ; the furniture
of the houee jumped about in a moet amueing and
singular, not to eay alarming manner. The tables and
chairs danced round the room ; some boots on the
floor flew up to the ceiling and alighted on the table ;
the crockery ware kept time with the tables and chairs
and rattled away. Bedsteads marched gravely downstairs. A Bible left its place on the drawers in the
bedroom, ran down stair~, and hit a little girl on the
shoulder. Mr. Cooper stated that he actually proceeded to the locality, and the circumstances were
verified to him by a young man, who had seen much
nf it hilllaelf. The lecturer then proceeded to the real
point of the whole affair,-the question of mediums.
• The be~t were generally fema.le11. It might be asked
what constituted a "medium 1" and he would answer
the question by asking another, ''How is it that one
man's n08e is louger than another 1" (laughter)- that
QUe man could set! further, aud another hear better
than others. So it was with respect to spiritual manifestations. One person had greater capacity for holding spiritual communication than another, and where
that til.culty was developed in an extraordinary degree
they had a first-rate medium. Apparitions were often
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ascribed to a di~ordered stomach or an overtaaked
brain, but what became of those suppositions when
ehey had to account for apparitions which were observed by more than one person at the sarue time.
Surely every one must conclude that this was not imagiruu·y. (At this juncture a nnmher of liv11 sparrows
were let loose f1·om the body of the exchange, they flew
towards the platform, amidst some laughter and cries
of" Look out, there are some 11piritK for you.'') The lee·
turer, however, continued, the andieuce generally renmiuing attentive, that the :logian:5 hel<l that spirits
at'tt!r dctlth could not return to earth, and therefore,
c •nld not communicate with its inhabitants. He would
tell them a ft~\V instances. When the celebratt~d Miss
Porter was living at Esher, in Surrey, an old gentleman in the village used frequently to visit her of an
afternoon for the purpose of reading a newspaper and
partaking of a cup of tea. One evening he came in
11nd seated himself; she addressed an observation to
him, but receiving no reply, looked up, and saw that
be waa gone; thinking he was ill, and gooe home, she
sent to enquire after him, and the answer was that the
gentleman had died an hour before. He would also
give them two examples which bad come to his knowledge at Eastbourne. There was a poor woman
liviug at Eastbourne, named Pierson, who gained a
livelihood by washing and charring ; her husband had
been a soldier in the Peninsular War, and at Waterloo, and was at this time an invalid in bed with 'he
rheumutism. On one occasion Mrs. Pierson went out
to wash, &c., at a Mrs. Grilfiu's; and while she was
down on ht!l' knees scrubbing the floor, bhe looked up
and saw her husl•and standing uear her iu his shirt,
aud to show the prt>jndice of pe<>ple, h11 might state
that a Hastings paper had accused him of indecency iu
ta.lkiug of a spirit. 111 a shirt (laughter). To proceed
with the anecdote, Mrs. Piel't'on advanced towards tho
apparition, which dis~tppeared at once. When Mrs.
Griffin came down she told her it wall het• fancy, but
when the poor wotuau got home, sud tv say, she found
E.;(
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her husband dead on the floor, he having broken a
blood vessel. Anoth£>r instance was, that formerly an
old woman, named Downing. kept a sweet shop, and
under cover of this, used to sell contraband spirits to
the sailors. Her house was, some time after her death,
occupied by a Mr. Cook, and one morning last year
he awoke about a quarter past five and saw her apparition in his room. A fisherman named Hide, passing
the house early one morning, also saw the apph.rition.
She appeared to be about fifteenyards from him. He
halloed to his sons, but receiving no answer walked
towards her ; as he advanced the apparition receded
aud tumed side-face to ,him, and a very luminous
halo rendered her face and figure very distinct; she
then vanished. A woman named Knght also saw her.
The lecturer, having thus prepared the way, by a variety of marvellous statements, all resting on totally
insufficient evidence, as any man, "'ith a reas01.ing
power would have told Mr. Cooper, proceeded to
he said, his superstructure, that is
raise, M
to dilate on the wonders and progre~s of Spiritualism
in this country and generally. The audience had,
however, from the first consisted of two clas.~ez1 ; one
bent on hearing the lecture, the other on having a
sr.ree, in imitation of the Hailsham affair. The lattt>r
were in the back seats, and those had gradu11lly increased. So one of' the benches which had f:\llen w1 th
a loud noise at intervals was now plied with great
vigour. Then crackers were let off in the room, and
at this stage the respectable part of the audience began
to disappear. The lecturer most injudiciously, too, a:4·
11ailed the audience who might have been " managed"
by one more adroit, but the final blow was given by a
monstt·o·ns and utterly uncalled for onslaught 011
Christianity. He had already ventured 011 theassertiou
that the evidence on which the wo11ders of 11piritualist
s,·ances rested was atron~er th~tu that of tile mir~tclt!s
in the New Te~tameut, the one being matter of rec"rtl~d, ntal the otlu~r of tJiva floce, te11timony. Then l1e
\Hilt on tu sa~· that tht> dispensation of .Ju~lnis:n hl\d
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lasted 4,000 years ; that of Christianity 2,000 years ;
and now, to give faith in the soul's immortality, belief
in which had ceased to be real, the dispensation of
Spiritualism was-when Mr. Macrae rose, and declaring that he could no longer remain to hear all religion
assailed, left the room. He was followed by M.r. Button, who, however, returned, and many others, and
after this there being a slight lull, the lecturer proceeded more in dumb show, however, than anything
else. The form fell incessantly, and at last Mr. Powell
went on the platform, and a consultation took place.
A little knot of the.auditory gathered round, and then
we found Mr. Bates cross-examining Mr. Cooper with
respect lo a bag of nuts, the number in which the
spirits at some previous lecture elsewhere, had failed
to state accurately. There was great excitement in
the room, and Mr. Cooper being in positive, personal
danger, Mr. R. CrOSBkey appealed to the party with
some success, to leave the room in peace. Gradually
the numbers present had lessened; the stalwart form
of Mr. Geer, of the Star Hotel, was seen looming in
the distance, and a couple of policemen became distinctly visible. So, though there was still evidently
some da~&ger of " a rush " at M.r. Cooper when he got
off the platform, none took place, and even when the
last light was extinguished, Mr. Cooper pasaed safely
through the room and secured an undisturbed retreat
to the interior of the hotel. Of course, Mr. Powell
accompanied him. It is quite absurd in any one to attempt to give ''lectures" on Spiritualism unaccompanied by a medium.

In explanation of the matter which had given
offence to a portion of the audience, I wrote the
following letter to the Editor of the S118Bez
Expreaa :-
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SIR,- In justice to myself and the cause I have at
heart, I wish to lay before the public the precise words
which gave such great offence at my lecture at Lewes.
.After showing that Spiritualism was calculated to act
as a powerful agent in promoting Christian truth, I
said, ·• l::lome think the Bible is sufficient,-that it is
the sole and sufficient rule of faith and practice,-that
it contains everything necessary for man's salvation. '
" Such is douhtless the case as far as those who be·
lieve in it are concerned. But what of the mi!lions
upon millions all over the continent, especially in Ger.
many, France, and Spain, to say nothing of vut numbers in our own country, who 11re the most confirmed
and positive materialists, rejecting Christianity, and
for the most part a God. If such be the case after nsar
2,000 years of Christianity, and above 4.000 years of
J udai.Sm, it clearly proves some new dispensation to be
necessary to bring home to the mind of man the fad
of his immortality and his accountability. We have
it on the authority of Professor Hare, that in his time
i5,000 atheists and deists, in .America alone, had been
converted by Spiritualism to Christianity:•
. Such is the statement I made, and still make, and I
challenge any one to controvert it.
The remarks I made on the superiority of personal
evidence over historical testimony, is a proposition so
self-evident, that I cannot imagine any but the moe'
narrow-minded a'l:ld shallow-pated bigot, whose ideas
are circumscribed by tl1e four walls of his conventicle,
gainsaying it.
I remain, &c.
RoBERT

CoonL

Eaatbourne, March, 5th, l 864.

To which the Editor appended the following
note-
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[Mr. Cooper hae repeated in substance the remarks
which aroused the indignation of the Lewes meeting.
We cannot allow our columns to be made the vehicle of
Mntiments which can only arouse the unanimous indignation of our readers. What the Rev. Mr. Nangle
would say to Spiritualism ae developed by Mr. Cooper,
it seems difficult to determine.]
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CHAPTER VII.
Another Lecture-A Noble Chairman- Correspon·
dence- A 111are's-nut- Spirit-messages-CuriOIU
ez.periences-A nocturnal visit.

T1e next day I visited U ckfi.eld, a small inland
town about eight miles from Lewes. The first
thing that greeted my eye on arriving there was
a display of large posters, stuck side by side, occupying several square feet of the wall. The most
prominent words on these bills were " Attend,"
and " Spiritualism," and I at first thought they
were put up in my interest, but on closer examination I found they contained texts from the Old
Testament against witchcraft, and were evidently
the work of an opponent. I was afterwards informed they were stuck up by order of the resident
clergyman. The room, in spite of the unfavourable state of the weather, was well fi.lled at the
time appointed for the lecture to begin. At my
request a gentleman was appointed by the meeting to the chair. I did not know him at the time
but was afterwards informed it was Captain Noble,
who resided in the neighbourhood and filled the
office of county magistrate. He commenced by de-
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precating the conduct of the Lewes people, remarking" that any fool could make a noise but it wanted
a wise man to use au argument." He also expressed
his disapproval. of the clergyman's proceedings in
reference to the bills that were placarded about
the town. The chaiTman's judicious remarks
produced their intended effect, and my lecture
passed off without interruption. I was listened to
with wnsiderable attention and great interest was
evidently felt in the subject. At the conclusion
Captain Noble got up, and, afteT stating that he
had studied scientific subjects for many years, proceeded to raise the usual objections that are advanced by this class of objectors, advancing the
Stockwell and Cock Lane Ghosts in proof of the
fallacy of all supernatural occurrences. He also
raised the objection generally raised by scientific
men in reference to the dress of apparitions, ridiculing the idea of the "Ghost of clothes." In a
few days a letter appeared in the " Sussex Advertiser" relative to my lecture, which resulted in a published correspondence between myself and Captain
Noble, in which the noble chairman displayed
great ability and acumen, so much so, that a
gentleman of high position in London wrote to
caution me, saying that I had no mean antagonist
to deal with. In the course of the correspondence
Captain Noble overstepped the bounds of propriety, and, possibly, legality, by calling Mr.
Home a rank impostor. For this, he was called
to account, and threatened with an action for libel,
but on his making a gentlemanly and honorable
apology, no further steps were taken in the matter.
After this I visited Hastmgs, and thus ended my
first series of lecturPs ; and I had then no idea of
giving any more.
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Spiritualilm at Uclc.fitld.
" I have studied this suhject, and practically examined it
tht>se •even years, and I know much cleverer men who have
done this much longer.''-WILLUil Howrn.
TO THE EDlTOR.

SIR.-'' Go it ye ~ripplea, crutches are cheap,•' is an
old saying, revived by Professor De Morgan, as applicable to the opponents of Spiritualism, and appears to
me to be particularly suited to the Uckfieldites. who,
failing to provide anything in the shape of a Hailsham
ghost, or Lewes crackers, find fault with my lecture,
not with anything I advanced, but on account of the
absenCI! of the " sensational.'' Well, I will do my
Uckfield audience the compliment to say that on no
occasion, except at Hastings, have I been listened to
with such respectful and interested attention as on
last Thursday week. If I could only have caused a
table to dance about a little, the lecture would have
been a triumph in every respect. At the conclusion,
the chairman, in ave~ gentlemanly and proper manner, ad vaoced some obJections which I imagined to have
been satisfactorily replied to at the time, but such not
being the case, I ask you to grant me a little space to
set the matter in a right light before the public.
In the course of my lecture I alluded to two or
three supernatural evente of historic note. One was
the well-known case of tbe drummer of Ted worth, and
another the extraordinary and equally well·known
affair that occurred in the family of the celebrated
John Wedley. Captain Noble accused me of forgetting to tell the aud1ence what a certain MriL Cleaver
(is 11he any relation of Mn. Partington, and like her
thinks to keep back the sea ot Spiritualism with a
broom 1) had said on the subject. I preferred relyiug
<-n higher authorities than M111. Cleaver or Clever (I
don't know how the name is apelt),and I find, in reference to the Ted worth affair, that the followinJ. is a
compendium of the essential facts in the case, literally
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extracted from the Rev. Joseph Glanvil's account,
who was chnplain to Charles II.:The disturbances continue1l for two entire years-namely, from April, 1661, until April, 1663; and Mr.
Mompesaon took up bis quartl.'rs for the night, for
t.wo months at a time, in a particubr chamber, exprNI!ly for the purpose of obaerving them. The
sounds produced were so loud as to awaken the
neighbours in the adjoining village, at a considerable distance from Mr. Mompeaaona'a house. The
motion in the cbildren·a bed in Mr. Glanvil'a presence,
W&ll so great as to shake the doors and windows of the
house. The facta collected by Gla.nvil at the time
they occurred, were published by him four years
afterwards, to wit 1666, and the more important
of theee facta were sworn to in a court ofjustice. And
ten years after these occurrences took place, and when
it was reported that Mr. MompeMon had admitted the
discovery of a trick, that gentleman explicitly denied
· that he had ever discovered any natural e&Ulie for the
phenomena, and in the moat solemn mannl.'r indor:sed
bid former declarations to Mr. Glanvil.
Again, with reference to the occurrences in the
Wesley family, we h"ve the testimony of John Wesley
himself, and other members of the family, and au
account was ».lao ;published by .the philosopher
Priestly, fully admitt1ng the factA The events in
question lasted two months, and John Weeley made a
apecial journey to his father's house fur the purpose of
witnessing them ; and with reference to the Romney
Marah affair I bad the testimony oftbe inmates of the
two houses, and a young farmer, who happened to be
present when I was there, described several extraordi.Dary circumstances that he had witnessed. It was,
however, with great difficulty that I could induce old
M.ra. Gates to tell me anything about it. Witll
atreamiug eyes ehe said she wished to forget it.
I was "lao reminded that I bad forgotten to allude
to the Cock-Lane Ghost, a.n account of which was then
given, but in doing eo th& gentleman neglected to
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observe that '' The girl waa removed from one place
to another, and was said to be constantly attended
with the usnal noises, though bound and muftled hand
and foot, and that without any motion in her lips, and
when she appeared to be asleep ; nay, they were
often said to be heard in rooms at a considerable distance from that where she lay.'' The noises at length
ceased, and on being t.old that her. father and motlier
would be sent to Newgate if she did not reproduce
them, she took a piece of board to bed with her and
hegan knocking and scratching upon it, and it was at
once remarked that '' these noises were not like those
which used to be made.'' This, however;.was given
forth as the explanation of the mystery which had
"excited the interest of the learned and the unlearned,
the high and the low, the rich and the poor, the noble
and the beggar, and for months was almost the only
topic of conversation, not merely in the metropolis but
throughout the whole kingdom."
The chairman also took exception to the apparitions
of Mrs. Downing and Allen Pierson, on the ground
that they appeared dressed ; consequently he argued
there must be the ghosts of clothes. It would certainly, to my mind, have been very improper for
them to appear without attire. The evidence on which
these alleged appearances rest I fully stated. The
witnesses are known to me, and I believe are all
trustworthy. But it is with the objection raised that
I would say a few words.
The objection, it will be seen, is of wide range. It
applies not only to the well-attested accounts of ghosts
in secular history, in all ages, as well as contemporary
records, but also to those of the Scriptures. Samuel,
when calleJ up by the Witch of Endor, came
" wrapped in a mantle ;" of the angel who rolled back
the stone from the door of the sepulchre, we are told
that his "raiment" was "white as snow.'' We are
told that when Mary saw the risen Saviour she'' knew
not that it was Jesus,'' but supposed him to be the
gardener. He must therefore have appeared clothed
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like ordinary humanity. The angel who appeared to
Daniel appeared as a man, "clothed in linen," and so
on. Now I do not mean t•• assert that the worthy
chairman has intentionally sought to cast ridicule
upon these narratives, but the fact that he has thus,
however unconsciously, supplied material for ribald
jesting to the sceptic and scorner of holy writ. will, I
hope, make him pause, and reconsider the propriety of
burlesquing a subject, capable, at least in other hands
of this application, and to rell.ect that, perhaps, he
may have wade a mistake, and that the Bible and
universal experience after all are right. At any rate
his objection appears to me quite as censurable as my
asserting that I esteem that which I see with my
own eyes and f.,el with my own hands, superior
testimony to that I read of having taken place eighteen
centuries ago.
Exception was also taken to MiBll Fox, through
whose mediumship the manifestations first took place.
ShP. was asserted to bt> a decided humbu~. What
ground11 there are for this assertion can be JUdged by
reading the account now being published in the
Spiritual Timea.

But after all, admitting that Mr. Mompesson (a
magistrate) palmed a hoax upon the public-that Mr.
\Vesley and all the family, including the house-dog,
were deceived-that Kate Fox was an impostor-that
the people at Romney Marsh smashed their household
effects for no conceivable object-that the witnesses
who deposed to the appearance of Mrs. Downing and
Allen Pierson have combined to palm a lie upon the
public, or were themselves deceived, all this would not
affect one iota ot the phenomena I have myself wit·
nessed, and at times still witness, which cannot be
referred to naturul ,•ausatiou. This, at any rate, is
not the kind of evidence your correspondent alludes
to. " What somebody heard, what somebody told
somebody else."
There is one more point I wish to refer to, which
is this : There is an impression abt·oarl, that, though
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sincere in the matter myself, I am " inftuenced by
others who have not the same honourable intentions.''
This certainly is not paying me a very high compliment. I
to contradict entirely this false impret·
sion, which believe to have been set aftoat u one of
the many phases of opposition. I wish it to be diFtinctly understood that the course I pursue is entirely
inde~ndent.
I act on my own judgment, my
conv1ctioo having been the result of evirlence too
decided to resist. If there is any responsibility involved I have no desire to shirk it. Neither du I desire
to claim the merit, if merit there be, of aiding to
spread a great and important truth, though for itR
sake 1 have incurred the displeasure of friends and
braved the persecution of foes.
J\ut admitting, for argument's sake, that I am mad,
or the dupe of others, is such the case with everybody
who believes in Spiritualism 1 is such the case with
the hust of men of learning, integrity and
position, who ¥e its avowed advocates, at the head of
whom stand LOuis Napoleon, Profesaor De Morgan.
Dr. Elliotson, William Howitt, Sir Bulwer Lytton,
' and Judge Edmond., of America t And I would ask, is
it reasonable to suppose that Mr. Rllme would have
been ordered out of Rome had he posse88ed no higher
ability than to shove a table about with his foot, or,
as the Uckfield chairman would have us believe, wave
about in the twilight a stuffed glove at the end of a
wire 1 The thing is too absurd for belief, and any one
who takes the trouble calmly to reftect a moment
must see it must be so. Spiritualists may bide their
time ; they have the argument, and the facts to
support it; and herein lies our strength. This is
obviOusly admitted. What importance would be
attached to anything nn humule individual like
myself might say, were it not for the pos11ibility of
the facta on which I take my qtand proving true 1
Anything I might advance on my own account, cal·
culated to nffect the present order of thing!'!, would he
regarded as the idle wind. But armed with thE
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argument of facta my words have weight, and the
issue will entirely dE'pend upon their eslablishment.
The opponents of Spiritualism, let me assure them, are
playing a. de~perate game. The war they wage is nut
against we or against any other mortal. The weight
of evidence is on our side. They have facts to ove~
throw; they have truth to overcome, and the angel>!
of God to battle against.
I aru, &c.,
RoBERT C'ooPEa.

Eastbourne, March 11th, 1864.
TO THE l':DITOR.

S1a,-Inasmuch as Mr. Cooper bas thought fit to
drag me, by name, into his letter on Spiritualism in
your impreBBion of the 15th instant, will-,ou permit
me, in reply, to explain my appearance m that connection, and further to repeat my ol~ections to his
·• facts" in my own words. I mHy say, in limine, that
I attended his lecture out of :::uriosity, and with a
wish to hear the conclusions a.t which a. highly respectable and intelligent man had arrived from personal
investigation of his subject, I took the chair solely
in deference to the expreBBed wish of the mt!eting, and
most certainly with no intention . a.t the outset of en·
tering into any controversy whatever-my sole
function, as I uuderstood it, being that of keeping
order. As the lecture proceeded, however, I became
so painfully conscious that, albeit the audience might
be listeuing to the truth, they were by no means
getting the whole truth, that I felt it incumbent on
me, for ~he benefit of those present, whose acquaintance
with '' spiritual'' literature was slighter than my own,
to offer a few observations upon Mr. Cooper's" facts."
I was further moved to do so by the coDIIideration
that the town had been placarded with denunciations
against all who sought "familiar spirits'' and
" wizards,'• and that this wourlerful example of the
petitio principii n1ight poBBibly have induced some well
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meaning but weak-minded people to fancy that these
"manifestations" really had some supernatural element in them. Having said thus much in explanation
of my presence at Mr. Cooper's lecture, anJ of the
part which I took, I will pass at once to his letter in
the Susex Advertiser of Tuesday.
Auc.i her" one thing is most perfectly evident, and
that is that Mr. Cooper utterly ignores the aound old
maxim, audi alterem partem, auc.i studiously avoids
reading anything which might shake his new-born
Mr. Robert Dale Owen's, Footfalls on the
faith.
Boundaries of Another World is his gospel. E\·erything set down in that ~difying work is to be believed,
without cavil, question or examination ; the bare fact
of the appearance of Mr. Owen's name on the title
page, is to eilence objection, and stifle enquiry; and,
in fact, to sum up, this is THE BooK, and, as they say
on the pill·boxes, ·• All others are counterfeits." I aru
irresistibly led to this conclusion from the remarkable
circumstance that, intimate as Mr. Cooper is with the
detail of the "mauife~tations " in the Fox family
(the })l'ototypes of the wretchPd jugglers who" rap" to
parties at so much a beadl, he has never heard of Mrs.
Norman Culver, or, as he spells it, Cleaver. ]')frs.
Culver's best introduction will be her own deposition,
certified by two witnesses, and made at the town of
Arcadia, in tba province of New York. "I am,'' she
said, '· by marriage, a relation of the Fox girls ; their
brother married my husband's sister. The girls have
been a great deal at my house, and for about two years
I was a very sincere believer in the rappings; but
some things which I saw when I was visiting the girls
at Rochester made me suspect t.hat they were deceiving. I resolved to sati8fy myself in some way ;
and sometime afterwards I made a proposition to
Catherine to assist her in producing the manifestations.
I had a cousin visiting me from Michigan, who was
going to consult the spirits, and I told Catherine that
if he intended to go to Detroit it would be a great
thing for them to convince him. I also told her that
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if I could do anything to help her, I would do it
cheerfully; that I 11hould probably b& able to answer
all the questious he would ask, and I would do it if
she would show rue how to wake the raps. She said
that as Margaretta was absent, she wanted some one
to help her, and that ifl would become a medium she
would explain it all to me.'' I may say shortly that
Mrs. Culver did assist in this scandalous ft·aud, aud
was taught by Kate Fox her modus operandi. " Tht~
raps," Mrs. Culver goes on to depose, •· are produced
with the toes. All the toes are Ul!tld.
.After nt~al'ly
a week's practice with Cathedne, showing me how, I
could produce them perfectly myself. At fit·>!t it \\'&>!
vt~ry hard work to do it. Catht-rine told rue to warm
my ft:et, or put them in warm water, and it would
tht~n be e&>~ier work to rap; she said that she sometimes had to warm her feet tlu·ee or fou•· times in the
course of an evening • • • I can rap with all the
tues on both feet. • . • Catherine tulcl me how to
manage to answer the question11 ;" and so on, it being
quite unnece~~&ary to quote fut•ther, &>! it i11 tvlerably
evident why .Mr. Owen found it conveuien~ to omit
tl1i11 little expose from hit! account of the ·• Hydesvill.:
Sapping>~." The " account iu the SpirituaJ Times,"
dotld not, 11om~:how, r.:fer to it eithet· ; but Ad thhs i11
not yet complete, we must tr011t to Mr. UooJll!r t.,
publi>!h Mr>i. Culver's affidavit in extenso at the
conclusion of hts account of the Fox family.
With r~:gard to Mr. Moutpet~>~on, and tu~t Drummer
of Ted worth, Mr. Coopt:r telld us that Glanvil rect~ivt~J
an explicit denial that any natural cau~~e had bt~eu
discovered for the phenomena. Now, I would IUk,
does Mr. Couper adopL Glanvil's original account, or
hinclair's versions ot' Glanvil 'I and aJmittiu!f tunt
Glanvil was trustworthy in such a matter (whu:h h~t
clearly W&l! not, being a devout believer iu witches .rl
id gentU omne), what does .Mr. Cooper thiull of thuL
part ol the >~tory relating to Mr. Mompet~t~ou lnwu·~
J:ired a pit~tol into a heap of wood that Will! being d•.,turbetl, and subsequently finding blood traclu ou th"
F
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hearth and down the stairs 1 It is proverbially diffi·
cult to" get blood out of a stone;'' but I should f1mcy
a were trifle to getting it out of a spirit! I rlo not
know to which of John Wesley's "ghosts" reference
is made, but if your rearlers will t,urn to vol. 7, Boswell s Life of Johnson, Croker's edition of 1835, nt p.
141, they will find with what contempt Dr. Johnson,
one of M t'. Cooper's own autborit1es, Rpoke of Mr.
·wesley's evidence for his belief in one, in which his
brother Charles did not join. My " neglect to obFerve" certain statements with reftorence to the Cock
Lane Ghost arose from the fact that I deriv'ed my informntiou from original sources. lf Mr. Cooper will
kindly peruse Dr. Johnson's own accouut in the
Gentleman's Magazine for 1763, h~ will find that. so far
from the" usual noises" Leiug heard when the "~irl
was" bound and muffied hand and foot," nll "scratches
aud knocks '• instantly ceased when" she wa.~ r·~quired
to hold her hands out of bed.'' Here again Mr.
Cooper has been mi£led by a garbled account of what
took place, and, of cour£e, his belit·f has folluwed l•is
wish in the matter. I heard, for the fil·~t time, at tile
Uckfield lectlll'(', of the Romney Marsh butiiues~; bu•
the detaih, a.; giveu correspond ijO very accuratttly
with those of a much more f1~mous "eveut of hi~toric
uote, kuowu as the Stockwell gho~t," that I th\lught
it ouly f>~.ir to the original "spirit" to give the tmbstanctl of the confession of the servaut girl who phumt>•l
and executed it all. A very full account of the matter
may be fouurl iu that repertory of information, Hone':~
Eve1·y-day Book, Year Book and 1'uble Book.
The
clothe!! que11tiou I do not ca.re to debate ; it struck
me as absurd that Mrs. Downing's spectre shouhl
lmve appeared in the ghost of an old cottage straw
bouuet; but that was all. Of course it is only consonant with propriety that au apparation should have
some attire. A spirit wrapper would seem to be au
appropriate one.
With regard to M:r. Cooper's query a11 to ·• whether
it is reasonable to suppose that Mr. Home would hM·e
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been ordet:ed from Rome, had he possessed no higher
abihty than to ..hove a table about with his foot, or
. • • wave about in the twilight a stuffed glove
at the end of a wire r' I may answer, perfectly so.
In a city where Januariu>i' blood liqtlelieoi, statues
bleed, and picture>i wink, does any body conceive that
, a juggler would be suffered to exhibit for au instant 1
Of course not, "Two of a trad~ never agree.'' Robin
would be ordered off; Bosco's passport would be returned anstanter: aud even our own time-honoured
J~obs, would never be'suffered to make a pudding in
a hat. Horne is, as rank au impostor, I verily helieve,
us ever lived ; but the College of Cartlin:tls can't
afford even to have a clumsy conjuror's miracles set
up in opposition to those of the church. No good
Catholic ever dreams of asking for ''evideuce.''
Finally, I come to the array of names of the '' avowed'' advocates of Spirituali>m, with which, howeve1·
I am b.v no means paralysed . and, imprimis, when did
Louis Napoleon "avow'' himself au •• advocate'' of
it 1 He had, I know, Hon1e at the Tuilleries, as he
might have had Robert Houdin ; but when and to
whom did he avow that he believed in him 1 Professor
De Morgan has, I think, not yet " avowed " himself
by name as an advocate of Spiritualism. I should
grieve sincerel.Y to see him add one more to his own
·· Budget of Paradoxes.'' Of Dr. Elliotson I would
speak only with unaffected respect. I think as highly
of his integrity as I do meanly of his judgment. M.r.
Howitt has long been known as a discoverer of remarkable specimens of equine nidification.
8ir
Bulwer Lytton i:l a man of highly cultivated intellect,
and a clever novelist, but scarcely one who would be
selected to 11take au experiment. Judge Edmonds
may be a very good judge, but, unfortunately, we can
only hear of him in England ut second or third-hand.
So much fllt' Mr. CoopL•t··,. liRt. Now I will myself
promise to lll<li"ve in spiritual mauifest;ttions when he
can add to itt : ,~ nanl\~~ of L"nl Brougham, Sir John
llt>rschel, .Pn • l'<· s~o:· .Faraday, .\lr. Ait·y , the Astro:JO· ·
1' 2
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mer Royal, Professor Tyndall, Professor Huxley, Sir
David Brewster,and Sir Charles Lyell. Here ate
men whose whole lives have been spent in experiment
and investigation, who would come to the consider·
ation of the alleged phenomena with all the advantage
of their long Bt'ientific training, and who, at all events
could not be duped by the professional rappers and
d11.rkened rooms, nor-predisposed like Mr. Howitt
and Sir Bulwer Lytton to mysticism-accept whatever
was told them without enquiry.
Let me in conclusion earnestly recommend all who
wish to know what rank humbug spirit-rapping is to
read an account of a visit to Mrs. Hayden. a medium,
in voL 6, p. 217 of Household Words. Of another to
Mrs. :Marshall and her niece, in vol. 3 of All the Year
Round, p. 3i5; another article at p. 540 of the same
Vol. One in Vol. 7, p. 217 of Housthold Words, and
11rticles in Vol. 11. p. 153, 15, p. 217, and 17, p. 580.
If, after the perusal of these,thl'y are willing to receive
as •· evidence" M.r. Cooper's spiritual narratives, they
will only illustrate tl:e truth of what Butler says in
Hudibras, that
" Surely the pleasure is as great
Of being cheated as to cheat."
I,am, sir.
Your most obedient servant,
WILLIAM NoBLE.

Forl'st Lodge, Maresfield.
17th, March, 1864.

Spiritualism at Uclcfield,
TO THE EDITOR.

" All newly-discovered trnths have, at first, the lot of
•truggling Q~Rinst old belief:~, but, in the end, they are
alwwvs victorious.'.-! H. TJCHTE •
.. i rrefer what has been ~een by one pair of eyes to all
re.lsomng ami guessing.''-Da. CHALMERS.
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" I have studied the question of Spiritualism wherever I
have gone (in America) and the result ie most satisfactory.
There, the great figllt i.a over, !lnd you hear little comparatively ,said of it, but you will find it in all the church ea. It
has given ne1v evidence, new life, and a new leaven to Christtianity there."-RoBERT CB.UI.BBRB,
SIR,-I must again ask you to allow me to trespass on
your space, the importance of the subject fot·ming my
excuse, for in the words of the Britsh Standard in its
review of Mr. Powell's work on Spiritualism :-"The
inquiry is by no meanlil the contemptible thing that
many people wish to consider it. It deals with
alleged facts, which, if true, are aatounding; and if
false, still they are objects of interest and they ought
to re disposed of.''
Captain Noble seems to attl\Ch great importance to my
not having studied the subject from his point of view.
"Mr. Cooper,'' he says, "utterly ignores the sound
old maxim, audi alterem partem, and studiously avoids
reading anything which might shake his new-born
faith." This is true, if by it is meant that I did not
rake up all the ridiculous so-called exposes that have
been published, and if what I hafJe read is a fair sample of the rest, I have no reason to regret not
having read more • The fact is, I became convinced of
the truth of Spiritualism by actual experience before
reading anything on the subject. except the article in
the Cornhill Magazine, After this, I tell in with one
of those e:cpose1 which appeared to me so truly absurd
that I did not care to read any more of them. The
one I allude to was in Of/.ce a Week, which professes to
account for the rising of a table several feet in the air
by ita being lifted by the foot of the medium. The
window-blind was drawn down by Mr. Home with a
lazy-tongs. His figure floating through the air was
prOduced by a small magic-lantern, which he had concealed about his person. And as to Mr. Home's foot
which touched the shoulder of the narrator as he
ascended into the air, he simply stood upon a chair
near him, and laid his foot upon him. This is the
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childish nonsense that is put forth in the explanation
of the remarkable Col'llhill Seance; and now that
Mn~. Culver's statement is submitted to my notiet:,
I have still less rea>~on to regret that I did not trouble
myself about such publicl\tions. Those whohave been
to Mrs. Marshall's, and heard the rl\pe produced
through her mediumship, like· smart blows with
the knuckle, on the floor, on the table, on the chair,
and sudd;mly transferred to the walls and ceiling of the
room, ruuat come to the conclusion that the old lady
must have very wonderful toes to produce thosE'
sounds, and fail to see how any aruouut of soaking
in warm water could assist the operation. Truly the
objector:~ to Spirituali11m are, 11fter all. more credulous
than its believer>~, for they leud themselves to the
belief of anything, howevea• improhablt~ or absurd,
rather than" give in to spirit." 1 fear the noble captain himself has made the mistake he charges me
with. His investigatiouR have obviously been t;ery
one tridtd. He appears to have fallen iuto the common error of trying to pron Spiritualism to be fl\lse,
instead of adopting the more rational course-examining it impartially to see whether it be true.
Capt. Noble trusts that I shall publish Mrs.
Culver's affidavit in e:Ett718o in the Sptritual 'l'imts.
Why did he not tell us the sequel which, as he i.1 so
conversant with these matters, mu11t have beeu well
known to him. After giving Mrs. Culver's account,
why did he not go on and give the full exposure of
Mrs. Culver's own false statement 1 The whole of
Mrs. Culver's account was known by a further inquiry to be a tissue of the most barefaced lies. The
Fox girls were submitted to a committee of ladies,
believers and unbelievers, and tested all sorts of ways,
even to having them stripped naked and laid on
cushions, so that their every slightest motion could be
seen by all the ladies, and yet the knockings still went
on all over the room. These same Misses Fox, years
after (one of them now _Mrs. Browne), were tested by
the professors of Harvard College, tAgassiz amongst;
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them, and the knockiogs went on all over the room,
on the walls, ceiling~, &c., quite out of all reach ofthe
youug women. No 11ingle person has yet been able to
detect a single trick in either of these ladies, thougll
they have had many thousand Sia,ces. and are at this
day in the greatest esteem by all who know tht>m,
amongst whom are the highel!t persons in tbd United
States.
As to Fara<lay, Lyell, &c., they are good investiptors of physical matters, but they are the very worst
JUdttes of psychical ones, from their educational
pNJUdices. They are disqualified by their precon·
ceived theories, as much as the most uueducatt>d are
disqualified for their pursuits. Still worse, they have
to a man, refused to examine, storing their inveterate
hatred of everything spiritual. Faraday :and Brewt~·
ter, indt.>ed made an attempt to examine these things,
and their utter incapacity for such research has become
the laughing-stock of all Europe, the scientific worl•l
included. Faraday's machinery to shew that it was
muscular motion, which immediately went up to the
ceiling out of the reach of all muscles, has justly
become a by-word all the world over. As for poot·
Sir David Brewster, what does Dt·. Mllitlan 1, the
learned and witty librarian of 8alisbury Cathedt·al,
say in hi.s cau11tic Jittle work, Superstition and Science?
-"At Mr. Cox'11 house, Mr. Home, Mr. Cox, Lord
Brougham, and myself (Sir David) sat down to u. small
table, .Mr. Home having previously requet~ted us to
examine if th~re was any machinery. When all out·
hands were on the table, noises were heard, rappings
in abundance, and finally, when we rose up, the table
actually, lU appeared to me, rose from the ground.
"Here," says Dr. Maitland," is one of your men, who,
we are told are the best judges, and yet be does
110t know actually whether a,table under his nose does
or does not, rise from the ground ! Is it on men so
gr088ly and avowedly incompetent to judge of plain
matter-of-fact, submitted to their. senses, that we are
tu fix our faith on physical science 1"-p. 76•• Yet
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,Lord Brougham, Mr. Cox and Mr. Trollope, on the
same occasion, said, ''The table did rise, and no quell·
tion."
The best observers are men of plain, common
sense, the very worst are scientific men, tied np to
materialistic theories. They were such men as our
Saviour chose to be the judges of the reality of hid
miracles. Why does captain Noble believe in Christian•
ity, which had only a :mrpenter for ita founder, and
a set ofignorant fishermen and tax-gatherers for ita
witnesses1 Had he been then a Roman centurion on
the spot, he woulrl have spit his contempt on Christianity, as the learned Greeks and Romans did, and
that for centuriel'. To them Chriatianity was a
humbug, and wors~, as Spiritualism ia to the superficial anc:l prejudiced of tc-day.
Spiritualism does not depend on names. but onfacts,
at1 Christianity did. And yet it has far lUore learned
and scientific names than Capt. Noble's religion had
for <'enturies. In England we have Drs. Elliotson,
Ash burner, and Wilkinson, Professor de Morgan, aud
others who are as scientific and capable of judging as
any Lyells or Tyndals, We have in France the Mar·
quis de M.irville, Baron de Gulden11tubbe. As to ita
phenomena-the Counts Gasparin and Szapary, Favre,
Mathieu, Cahagnet. Clever de Maldigny, and a long
list of others. In Germany, Goethe, as great a pbysi·
cal philosopher as poet ; Dr. Kerner, noted for his
electrical and magnetic knowledge; Dr. Gassner, author of a noted work on natural science ; Schubert, the
author of the History of the Soul, equally famous for ita
physical as for its psychohgic learnings; Dr. Werner
and other great natural philosophers ; Baron Reichenbach, the discoverer of the od-force, ud the great
authority on the subject of rerolites-men all equal to
our Tyndals or Lyells. In Belgium, the witty and pro·
found Jobard, late conservator of the .Museum of Industry there. In America, Dr. Hare, whose. electrical
and chemical discoveries, Faraday has availed himself
of; Professors Mapes and Gray, with a fame equal t~
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any of our scientific professors. &c.&c.
Names are not wantiug to Spiritualism to Rettie any
question of evidence, But I agaiu repeat it, it is not
on names, but on facts, that it takes its stand, anti
these facts may be found any day at the firesides of
millions all the world over. These facts may be poohpoohed by clever captains, but they won' t budge a
foot for an army of soldier~ ; and whether they believe
in them or not, they will continue to exi"t , and grow,
and spread, in calm defiance of the world '~ contempt
or of its favour. If Capt , Noble can only believe ou
the faith of namell, his opiniou is just as valuable on
this question as that of the mother of Cuddie Hedrigg
was on winnowing machines in her day-who would not
let Cuddie work in a barn with such an impious rna·
chine that s~t aside God's own winds. Spiritualism
will manage to go on without the intellect of mere
con ventioualism.
It is hardly necessary to allude to Capt. Noble's summary disposal of the names I gave as men of note
among spiritualists. There is one name, however,
among the list, to which I would refer, before closing
this letter-William Howitt, whose literary fame and
moral worth are as well recognised in America as in
England and,Europe, and who perhaps has done more for
Spiritua.li.sm in this country than any other individual.
William Howitt, a mystic: I Truly, there is nothing in
his writings to indicate it. On the contrary, in every
sentenee we discover the honest, bold, common-sense,
and uncompromising champion of truth-a fine specimen of the Saxon, who says with regard to Spiritualism, " If they can put it out, let them. I, tor one,
will say, ' Thank you,' if the1 do, for I have no notion
of believing in anything that can be put out." No
sir, William Howitt is not the man to be a discoverer
of remarkable mare's-nests. Such are much more
likely to be1 found at Mareslleld I
I remain
RoBERT CooPER.

Eastbt1urne, March 26th, 1864.
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rWe muRt decline to insert any tut ther corresponrleuce on this aul·j~ct, as we canr:ot allow ouL· columns to be made the mediusu of a coutrover"y on
~pu·ituuhsru. Ed. S .d.j
I have already alluded to the publicity givt>n to
Spiritualism uy the pre~:~s. 'l'his last corresponc.J., 11ce hJtu pt-rlmps ser\'ed to ventilate the subject
lJetter than auything that hud pret:eded it, and the
l'uhlic had the arguments, both for and against,
plat:ed Utlli.Jre them ; but I always found th., Editors much ruortl ready to admit articles against,
tSpiritualism than in its favour, and I generally
found that when I was getting the best of the argument, which I always (lid, for the. simple reabon that I had truth on my side, it was intimated
thut "th ~ corTespondencemust now cease." As an
example of this uufairnt-ss, in the affair of the
llui1;hanr Ghost, Mr. l'uwell and I were botll attacked and we both t·eplied. This produced another letter from Oue liard of Belief, but a second
letter was refused on the ground that two letters
on onr side had already been published. Iu consequence of this one-sided conduct, I determined
to :stur·t a paper of my own, which l did under tho
title of tho ' Spir·ituul 'l'imes and 'Veekly News.'
Fhe number:> ouly appeared in this form, and the
title was then alterell to •Spiritual'l'imes,'and the
contents restricted to spiritual and kindred topics.
'l'u.is was printed for several weeks at .Eastbourne,
bur, the bulk of our subscribers and contributors,
beiug !!pl'ead over England and the major part of
them living in London, it was thought advisable .
to ,have the paper printed in London which was
consequently done. But of this more anon.
Our Seances were continued, but not in a regu-
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lar manner, and were for the most part composed
of our own family circle : occasionally howeVtll'
they were attended by others who desired evidence
of the spiritual facts or who were pNmpted l•y
motives of curiosity. The commnnicttting intelligencPS were generally our own spirit friends. The
question of indtmtity is undoubtedly a difficult one
even to experienced Spiritualists. I have had,
however, the most satisfactory proofs of iuentity in
the case of my wife, and feel as certain of it as if
I saw her standing before me in an embodied f\mn.
The communications were perfnctly characteristic
of herself and when made in writing exactly corresponded with her original chil·ography. Besides,
on one occu.~ion, she addresRod me by a name she
was in the habit of calling me, which name I
had not thought of l<•r years, nwl I did not at
first recognise it. This nam~> lmfl freqnontl.v been
repeated. I am of opinion that it iR Ly nu means.
uncommon for spirits to personate ot.hers, either
for the purpose of deceiving, or in consequencl:l of
the one desiring to communicate not being ahle,
from some cause, to,do so. I believe also that,
in the case of professional mediums, the communications are often made by the spirits that
attend these persons, and that the infurmatiun
given is obtained by reading the mincl of the vi~itur.
Doubtless there are exceptions to this, Lut I conaider this to be true in niue instances out of ten.
In the case of the Marshall!! and the Dfl.venports
there are companies of spirits whose work it is to
give tho manifestations. 1'hese spirits are well
.,known to the mediums, even their names. 1'he
Davenports claim to have a dozen concerned· in
their manifestations, but they are only acquainted
with two or three of them.
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In addition to our own spirit friends we were frequently vi~:~ited by spirits of whom we had no
knowledge whatever. On one occa~~ion we had a
spirit who gave his initials L. 8. On my askiug
for his name in full, Laurmce SmitA was written.
I next asked him to communicate. This for some
time he refused to do. At length the vords TM
lettera for communicating were written. Hereupon,
I procured the alphabet and pointed to the letters,
when the following sentence was signalled out:I once waa a dmtiat and lived at Clapham. I failed
in buaineBB and went to live in France where I died of
tAe clwlera.
I then said " Have you ever communicated in
this way before ? 11
No.
" Would you like me to communicate with any
of your.friends? 11
lt'o, my frienda med me very badly, was the reply.
This spirit in the course of' the day wrote his ·
name again, adding the date of his death which
corresponded with the number of years he said,
in the n10rning, he had been in the spirit world.
After this he was frequently present and used to
indite short sentences such as the following:I hope you will have a great many people at your
lecture. 1 wuh you &ucce8&. I take great inter&t in
your affairs.
Our lwme ia a happy one. L. 8.
I on~ had two little babie8 that died; they are with
me.
Another spirit came who declined to r·ve his to
name, but said he was very unhappy.
asked
him to tell me the cause of his unhappiness, bat
this he would not do, saying I do not want to, and
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on my asking him again, he said I tell you I do
not want to, ia not that moug/1 ?

Some spirits however would not hesitate to tell
the cause of their trouble, and would indite sentences seeming to imply that we could benefit
them by praying for them. Thus one saidIJo all you can for me, and God will bleu you.
A spirit who gave the name .Adele Omen is came
to us one day . In answer to my questions she
stated that she used to live in Bloomsbury Square,
where she died of consumption, some yuars ago,
and on being asked, whetner she was a good or
bad spirit, replied Middling. On the following
day she came again and wrote :
Je ne auia paa fauaae, maia je ne dirai rien aujour d' hui.
One Humphrey Short used to visit us, and was
in the habit of making communications of a religious character, such as tile following:From the earth I waa taken to live with the apirita
in their world. .At .ftrBt I felt afraid to die, but
when I sato the saints in glory it waa only like throwt'ng off the eartltly cruat and putting on the apiritU4l
form, ao you muat not be afraid to die, but prepare
to meet your Gocl.
Beware of all earthly marea, and look towarda
that which is Heavenly.
You mU8t try and do your duty in thia world and
you will be rewarded in the next; the corruptibh
will put on incorruption and the mo-rtal will put on
immortality in the laat day.

The old clergyman's spirit who used so frequently to visit us, wrote the following:.A.a the stars shine out from the darkened aky, ao it
is that the spirits deacend to earth to open the veil of
mystery. They take the mist frJm our eyes, and
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then we behold the glories, beauties and realdics of
Spirituali8m.
'l'wo circumstances I must not omit to mention.
There were two clergymen'c; widows residing in
the town, one of whotu had recently lost a son,
and the other a husband. These two departed
spirits were constantly in the habit of manifesting
at our Seances. I at h'ngth at!ked them whether
they would like their friends to he present to
witness the manifestatioufl ; they replied in tho
nffirmutive. I cuusequently spoke to the ladies
on the suhject, and they expres!:!ed their willingness to attend a Seance, remarking that they knew
JJOthing of the matter, lllld Wt>re d1sinclined to
helieve anything of the kind. At the Seance the
table moved in a more vigorous manner than we
had before seen it, which drew· forth from the
lady who had lust hl-'r son, such expressions as
these, "llow wonderful," "How extraordinax:·."
Presently the s1•irit twou signified his wish for the
11lphabet, and then rnpped uutJI'!Im tJ,e Lord took me from this state I knew I
slwuld be llflpJI!f.
The taLlt~ theu tippf'd to the other lady, and this
commullicatiun wus mudo to her.J/ay I lie ble~si11g of God be upon you,
and the recipient burst iuto tears. It may be
well to remark that the lady who had lost a son,
holding the ordinary orthodox theologic views,
was in doubt about his happiness, in consequence
of his being called away suddenly. It would
appear that the spirit, knowing the doubt that
existed in his mother's mind, was anxious to remove it, ancl hnvin~ donfl FO nnd assured ltnr lot'
Jds hnpl'int·~s, \\'alt(.•U l1is Hight to hi;;IJL·r :-p!:m·e~,
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for it is remarkable that he never visitetl ns a;ain;
neither did the husband oi tbe other lMh·.
One day after dinMr a child whom ~e knew
sai<l, IJiner din, 1 lil.·ed diner once ; little G!tarl!~.
A spirit wrote on one occa~iun in a language we
did not understand and s :gneu hi!! name; a verv
peculiar and characteristic autograph. The next day
he came again, and again wrote his name, which
exactly corresponded with that of the previous
day. He said he was Purtu·g uese. In the auto.gra11h of Laurence Smith there was a peculiarity in the formation of the letters which was
alwny!! the same whenever produced.
A spirit purporting to be George Fox, the
cE~lebruted Quaker, paid us a few visits.
He
sigualised himself by writing a characteristic
lettPr to "Friend Howitt."
I might thus go on enumerating similar experiences, but must restrict mi observations to :L
iew cases involving some peculiar and nc.tc~ worthy
feature~<. The first I will mention is this.
Mv
daughter's mediumship was prineipally confined
to writing; in this she was as good a medittm as
I huve mot with in my subseqttent investi:;ati•ms,
the excellency consisting in the communictition!!
that were made through he1·, being pure and
simple, and fhe from the idiosyncracies of her
own mind. Occasiouo.lly, however, indications of
the drawing faculty would be developed ; Lu~
these were, for the most part, scarcely worthy of
notice. One circumstance I cannot pass over
without recording.
vVe were sitting round a
table one evening when the hand of the medium
wa:~ seen to be engaged in forming a sort of
design, which none of us conltl nt tirst compr~
hond.
'Vl.teu nearly complote,l, my ::o·m.;J·st
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daughter, who was looking over the shoulder of
her sister, exclaimed, "Why it's my collar," and,
sure enough, on comparing it with the collar round
her neck it was found exactly to cor1espond, not
only in the particular pattern, but in the number
of them that composed the collar. Although my
daughter was not what is known as a drawing
medium, her magnetism appeared to be sufficient
to develope the latent faculty in others. Thus,
calling one day on a clergyman and his ludy,
after a little conversation on the subject, a few
ruessages were indited through my daughter's
hand. It was then suggested that the lady should
try, which she did, but after holding the pencil
for some minutes no apparent effect was produced.
My daughter then placed her hand on the left
hand of the lady, and in a few moments the hand
holding the pencil, was seen to be convulsively
agitated, and it then began to draw little sketches
consisting of landtscapes and flowers. The lady
said they wt:re done without any volition on her
part, in fact she did not know what they were
going to be whilst they were in the course of forruation.
I have already spoken ofbein"' awoke by spirits
just as! was falling to sleep. I will now mention
another circumstance which occurr.d to me in the
night. The experience of all times proves that
the organization of some persons is more susceptible of spiritual influence when asleep than when
awake, and in this state they become the subject of
visions, dreams, &c. ; to quote the words ot Job" In a dreau1, in a vision of the night, when deep
sleep falleth on men, in slumberiugs on their boo,
theu God openeth the ears of men and sealeth
their i:cstructiou." A rt:ct>pth ity to spil·itu11l in-
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ftuence appears to be indueed at a certain stage of
somnolency; the sound sleep of a person in robust
health is not the condition that favours it, but
the light sleep of the invalid ; hence it is that
these resUlts are oommorily attributed to a disordered imagination arising from ill health. This
state may be promoted by the administration of
certain drugs, and the mediumistic power generally
may be increased by the employment of them.
PoeseBBing no mediumistic power by which the
spirits can manifest· through my organization, I
neverthelesS am susceptible of spiritual impression, and my susCeptibility appears to be increased
when in a semi-wakeful state. One night-!
appeared to be perfectly awake, but I doubt
wliether I was so; the probability is, I was in
some abnormal condition:.:.._well, when in this state,
awake or asleep, I heard a person in the room.
He came to the side of my bed, and leaning over
me placed his face against mine. I raised my
hands and grasped a head with an old-fashioned
cotton night-cap on. I exclaimed in fear " Who
is it? a voice replied, It'8 your father, and the
apparition, or whatever it was, was gone. The
next day, when communicating with the spirits, I
asked, in allusion to the occurrence of the previous
night, whether it was a dream or whether it was
really my father's spirit that had visited me ; they
said in reply it was his spirit. " What did he
come for?" I enquired, To remind you of him
was the answer. In addition to the seeming
reality of this occurrence-for the sounds of the
footsteps, the ftesh-like feel of the face, the
distinctness of the voice, all bad the effect
of reality, differing entirely from a dream-it is
wcrthy of remark that my father, dying when I
G
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was young, is but little re~embered by me ; my
principal recollection of him being derived from
l!lleeping with him, when he wore a cap such as
I have described. This was the only occasion he
ever manifested his presence to me. My mother,
however, did so more frequently, but not very
often. I am of opinion that the longer persons
are in the spirit--world the less inclination they
have to return to earth. There are however instances on record where spirits, from some
cause, have hung about their earthly abode for
two hundred years or more. We hear a good
deal frd'm. sceptics about mediums cl~ming to liave
the power of " calling up " any spilit at will I
need scarcely say that thi!l arises from an entire
misapprehension of the subject on the part of
sceptics, . or from a pretence, either de~igl).ed or
from ignorance on the part of the mediums, to a
power they do not posaess. They may " call spirits "
as Shakspeare says, but .no power on earth can
compel them to come. I never made it th_e practice to ask for any particular spirit; I complied
with the conditions necessary for the production of
the mani.festations, and then allowed the spirits to
present themselves as they thought proper,
never attempting to exercise any control over them;
and this I am l!lati.sfied is the best way to manage
these matters.
A Russian gentleman was sometiines present at
our iMancea. Though not a professed believe!' in
Spiritualism he had received evidence of a spiritual character that disposed him to accept the
communications whi~ came through the table as
genuine. He asserted that when at se!l. he distinctly saw his sister, who was in Russia at the
time, ·and on his a.rrioval there he found she had
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died at the time he saw the ap,Parition. At our
meetings be used to get into couununication with
Russian spirits and conversed with them in his
own language. One of them volunteered some
curious information, to the effect that the late
Czar eommitted suicide by taking poison, mentioning the kind of poison and other particulars.
A young lady who was on a visit to Mr. Powell
came to my house one evening. She had never
witnessed any manifestations, and in fact knew
but little of the subject. In the course of the
Seance she be~me under SJi>irit influence and gave
evidence of strong mediUDUStic power. She asserted that she could see a spirit whom she recognised. On retiring to bed she could not sleep on
account of the furniture in the room being in a
state of locomotion. Being alarmed, she called
Mrs. Powell to sleep with her, and they then both
saw several articles of furniture in motion. The
next day she received communications through
her own hand and, afterwards, had some very
curious and interesting experiences. I believe she
did not cultivate her medium powers to any extent,
for on her return home, the subject met the disapproval of her friends, but the 'spirits gave
occasional evidence of their presence in spite of
their objections.
It has hitherto been the custom to regard all
such events as I am considering, by those who admit
them at aU, as supernatural, but it will be found
that the term is hardly a correct one when the
facts in question are viewed from a scientific point
of view and in the light of modern ·experience.
That higher and more recondite Ia ws than those we
are ordinarily familirr with come into operation
is undoubtedly true, but that any breach of law is
o2
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involved in their production there is no ground
for sup}lOsing. Viewed in this light, one of the
most formi(bblo ohjrrtions of the materialist, who
d(·Di<.'s the possibility of infraction of any natural
law is doue away with, and the most thorough
sceptic iu theso matters requires only a reasonable
amount of evidence or reliable testimony to induce
him to arce})t the spiritual phenomena.
In ordPr proprrly to observe spiritual manifestations it is necessary to secure conditions. In
addition h• having a person through whose organ·
izatiou the spirits can operate, there are other points
to be obscn-ed, such as the harmony of the circle,
the state of the atmosphere, and the amount of
light; and above all the spirits must be present
and willing to act, for it is a mistake to suppose
that they are alwa~·s present or that they will pro·
duce manifestatiuns without a purpose. In the
course of what I shall further advance one or two
remarkable instances will be given in proof of this
and I will now mention a case illustrating the im·
portance of suitable conditions.
One evening we wore seated round the harmoni·
um engaged in singing and not thinking at all
about spirits, when my daughter said, " The spirits
are here, they will not let me sit still." Upon
which I said we would finish our piece and then
hear what they had to say, On the oompletion of
the music, we turned to the table and it was then
intimated that they wanted us to go to Mrs. Tebb
(a lady on a visit to the town who possessed medi·
umistic powers.) I said in reply, "It's late and
the weather is stormy and Mrs. Tebb is not expecting us." IJo .qo, they said, we can give yOtA good
'lltanijestatio11s to night, the conditions are rigAt.
I said, "You must excuse us; we really ~u't
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go to night."
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After repeating tho request for us

to go, and on my positively declining, they rapped
out, Tken we go8orrowi1~f1. It may be well to ob-

serve that the weather at this time was stormy,
with sudden wind squalls aud heavy showers of
rain and hail, accompanied by thunder and lightning.
I have already spoken of the advice given to my
children producing a salutary effect on them.
On the occasion of my daughter's birthday we held
a Seance at whieh a. few friends were present.
The physical demonstrations were unusually powerful, the large dining table being mised a foot in the
air and also moving without contact. A request
was 'made that a communication should be given
suitable to the occasion ; the answer was Not ..eow,
when we are alone-to-mot•row at three o' clock. At
the time named we were on the Downs at Beachy
Head. We sat down on the grass and immediately received the following beautiful and appropriate message
I am here. I tru&t you may 9row up to h8 a hles8ing to your dear Papa, hrothers, and sisters, and all
tke kind friends around you. May you ever love and
8tr1JIJ your maker, ana wltetJ you look around on tltese
beautiful works of nature, you see in them tlw lovfJ Goa
hal had for you, poor sinners. 0 look ltigher and may
you ever, my darling child, look up to Jesus a& your
.fathw ana counsellor. Pray to him dear one. E ch
year may '!JOU ever feel that he is nearer to you ana try,
dear Mary, to worship him and do not think too much
of tkese earthly things, hut look ktgh8r1 highw,
highw.-E c~oper.

I will only mention two or three more incidents
and then pass on. My daughter being ill was visited
by tho spirits RS she lay in bed. They told her what
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had made her ill, and gave directions to promote
her recovery saying to her at the same time words
full of kind and affectionate sympathy. They
also reproved one of my sons for not controlling
his temper, and, on an array of photographs being
displayed of different members of the family, they
gave an opinion as to which was the best portrait
of each individual.
Thus matters went on, till the month of April,
not a day pasaing without receiving communications
from our spirit-friends-if we happened t~ forge
them they did not forget us-when they began
again to urge me to lecture. This I declined to do
on the ground that there was a difficulty in getting audiences without exhibiting manifestations.
But the spirits were as importunate as in the first
instance, and at every Seance made urgent requests
for me to give some more lectures ; the requests being
couched in such words as these, Whm are you.
going to do what your dear wife asks you ? At length
I consented, and forthwith arranged to deliver
lectures in several towns in a westerly direction commencing at Brighton. Having done this I received
this remarkable communication, I have done my
work and shall now only come on special missions.
"What work do you mean"? I asked.
Eatahliahing this great fact in your mind.
From this time the visits of our spirit friends
ceased to be made with any degree of regularity,
but were as angels' visits are said to be," few and
far between". The anniversary of my wedding day
occurred soon after the above incident when my wife
neither forgot me nor the event, but addressed me
as follows;I am diad and get alive. My body is in the grou.ad
hut my 1pirit enjoys everlasting happa·ness in MMm.
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I well remerlthtW the titM wkm we Wtn'B f1UW1'ixl, lwto
happy I WQ8; hut I am fM' happiet"now, and if you follow
the footatepB of JeBUB you will mjoy t'M Bame I'VerlaBting
happineBB. FMetOBll detW68t; we part but for a time
to meet again in CJ world of bliBB.
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CHAPTER VIII.
Lecture at Brighton-A. clerical opponmt-A.jfray at
Southsea-Lectttres at Ryde-.4. scientijic toitrteSIVentnor-Southamptora, etc.,

I commenced my lecture tour at Brighton and had
an audience of about two hundred persons, most of
whom were the upper claeses. I wae attentively
listened to, and the whole p8.88ed off without inter·
ruption beyond a demand or two being made to "see
something;" one gentleman asking me to make a
table go up in the air then and there for his ea.tiafaction ; upon which another got up and said he
had not come with the expectation of seeing any ex·
periments, a lecture only having been announced.
Thil remark of course, had a bettereffectcoming from
one of the audience than from myself. My lecture
being finished a clerical looking ~n tleman, who
during the lecture I took for a b18ho£m~~t 'who
turned out to be the Bev. Bobert
· ·e the
Unitarian minister of the town, moun ted the platform and commenced by ea.ying that he had the
day oefore spoken to his congregation about the subject of my lecture, and recommended them to come
and hear me for he did not think I was fairly
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treated at Lewes. I, of course, admired the
speaker's candour and sense of justice and began
to think I had made an important convert to the
views I was propounding. But I soon fqund I
was mistaken, .and discovered that his real object
in adopting the apparently liberal .course towards
me was, not that his congregation might be edified
by hearing me lecture on Spiritualism, but that
they might witness his dexterity in setting me
down. He then commenced a long ·tirade against
Spiritualism displaying;entire~1gnorance ofthe subject and offering the usual materialistic objections.
" Shew me a table in motion" said he'' and I will
very soon shew.you. what makes it move". He
said he once saw something in the moonlight which
he took for a ghost but which ~urned out to be a
donkey or something of the kind. This of course,
had great weight with the audience and produced
much laughter. The Rev. gentleman brought his
l'emarks to a climax by asking in an emphatkmanner "Do you think the Divine Being would permit
a happy spirit to leave its ethereal home to count
a dozen nuts ?" As a concluding piece of folly
one gentleman proposed to the audience to hold up
their hands to ascertain how many converts I had
made, and as none held up their hands, he chuckled with delight, forgetting that I commenced my
lecture by saying that I did not expect, by my rem&.rks, to make converts-that my aim was to induce investigation.
The next lecture r;gave was at Southsea in: the
large Portland Hall, at which an incident occurred
of which the following is an account taken from
one of the local papers:The following amusing conversation then took place
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between Mr. O'Reilly and the lecturer :.:..Mr. 0• Reilly :
Can you do anything of this sort now ?-(Laughter,
and hear, hear.)-Lecturer: I am not a medium.-Mr.
0' Reilly: But if there is a medium here 1-Leeturer:
I don't think the experiments are suitable for a public
audience.-{A laugh.)-Mr. O'Reilly: How do you
know 1-Lecturer : I judge from the experience I have
had in the matter. The spirits are not always under
control:-( A laugh.)-Mr. 0' Reilly: Why not try.-Leeturer : We. will try if there .is a medium here. I
tried it once at a public meeting, and it was:suecesaful.-Mr. O'.Reilly: Can anything of the kind be done
now 1-Lecturer :Not unless there is a medium present.
-Mr. O'Reilly: How do you know a person is a medium 1-Lecturer: That is only done by actnal trial.
I aud several othel'!l tried one night, and we were abo11t
to give i~ up in despair, when up went the table.-Mr
O•Reilly : I suppose you've heard of the man who made
an extraordiJuiry leap in Rome, and when asked if be
would repeat it, said he was not in Rome.-(Laughter.)
-A gentleman near the platform, who had frequently
manifested his approval ofthe lecturer's remarks, roee
and said he could testify to the truth of a gteat deal of
the lecturer's statements.-Mr. O'Reilly said he had
come there for information.-The gentleman near the
platform : We don't come here to listen to you, we ®me
here to listen to the lecturer.-Mr. O'Reilly: I sup~
not, and the less you say the more you'll shine-Tl:l,e
gentleman near the platform here rose with great
warmth, and was about to rush upon Mr. O•Reilly,
when he was seized by two ladies; who bigged him to
compoae himselt:

The next day I vieited Gosport where I found the
whole attention of the town taken up by a gentleman, who assumed the name of " Parallax," promulgating a new theory respecting the shape and
size of the earth and the distance of the heavenly
bodies; in fact he endeavoured to make out that our
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system of astronomy was wrong altogether. I
learned on my arrival that the room I had engaged
t.o lecture in had been :nightly filled for several
days past by an eager crowd interested in listening
to a debate which had been got up by" Parallax,"
between himself and some naval officers. The result was as I expected. The public had had
enough of lectures on either mundane or supermundane themes and I obtained no audience; they
were too much interested about the shape and size
of this world to care to hear anything about the
future one. Instead of lecturing I adjourned to
the house of the Independent Minister, who had
come to the Hall to hear me, and had some conversation with him on Spiritualism. The nextday the
Rev. gentleman witnessed some writing through my
·daughter, the comunicating intelligence professing
to be a former member of his congregation. This
gentleman, like most of his cloth, seemed more inclined to question the propriety of Spiritualism
than to doubt its faots, and like most persons had
a ghost story to tell. He told me that the house
he occupied before he came to Gosport had the
reputation of being haunted ; that sounds like a
man walking up and down stairs with loose slippers on were perfectly heard. This was supposed
·to be the spirit of the late occupant of the house.
A v6ty remarkable circumstance occured which
could never be accounted for. One day whilst the
family were at prayers a loud noise, a!! if a tray
full~of china and glass were suddenly let fall, was
heard in the adjoining room, and though an immediate search was made to see what was the
matter nothing could be found to account for the
·
sound which had caused the alarm.
I next visited Ryde in the Isle of Wight. Here
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I found a friend to the cause-the first I ha(met
with in my travels. Mr. Broderick the author of
an excellent little book " Is it true ?" is he to
whom I allude. His little book was then in
manuscript ct.nd my opinion was asked as to the
advisability of publishing it. I pronounced
favourably and think still better of it now that I
have read it in print. To my surprise Mr. Broderick, although very well acquainted with spiritual
matters and on which .h e had ~ritten an excellent
book, had never seen any manifestations ; accordingly I invited him to my rooms at night intending
to hold a Seance that he might witness some phenomena if any could be elicited. We sat at a
table and :;ucceeded in getting it to move, but nothing very astonishing took place. He was however informed by the spirits that he was a medium,
which turned out to be true, and in the appendix
of his book he has given a very interesting account of his development.
·
I delivered my lecture at the Victoria Rooms and
was listened to very attentively. At its close a
gentleman, who, I was afterwards informed wua
doctor, asked, in reference to the levitation of Mr.
Home, to which I had referred, whether I believed
the · law of gravitation was suspended to produce
the result. In reply I told him I did not believe
anything of the kind ; the phenomenon was produced by a force coming into operation which
overcame the law of gravitation. Hereupon a
gentleman named Paul arose and said he could
corrobQratemystatewents sofa.ras the table phenomena were concerned, for he and his brother had
paid a visit to Mrs. Marshall and they were both
satisfied of the reality of the phenomena, but
questioned their spiritual origin. He then went
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on to describe how M had rlfquested a table to remain suspended in the air while he counted twenty
which was done. Mr. Paul illustrated the suspension of the table by holding a chair in the air.
He had also written to ProfesSQr de Morgan, whom
he knew very well, and received the following
reply:" I am perfectly satisfied that phenomena su.:-h as
you describe are genuine, and this from what I have
seen and heard on evidence which I cannot doubt.
What they ari~e from I cannot tell. The phy•ical
phenomena you deacribe.are beyond all explanation ;
but still there may be physical forces we know nothing of. The mental pheuoweua are far more difficult.
There mu1t be, so far as we can see, some unseen
intelligence mixed up in the matter. Spirit or no
spirit there is, at least, a reading of one mind by
something out of that mind."

Mr Paul had, previous to my visit to Ryde, read
a paper before the Philosophical and Scientific
SociP.ty of the town on the subject. This is pllb·
lished in Mr. Broderick's book and is well worth
perusal.*
Proceeding to Ventnor I gave my lecture there.
The clergyman of the parish was present and was
an attentive listener. When I had finished he
expressed belief in my sincerity, condemned
Spiritualism as satanic, and advised his "dear
friends " to have nothing to do with it.
I next went down to Cowes and thence to
Southampton where I made the acquaintance of
" Parallax." This gentleman evinced great interest in Spiritualism, and seemed much more indined to accept my views concerning the next
world than I was his relating to this. The lady
with whom I lodged told me of some spiritual
• 11 it True ? Pitman.
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e~ences ahe had had. One was to this efFect.
She dreamed ahe attended a funeral. The corteg6
pBSIIed through a long avenue of trees, and the
burial took place by the side of a cyprns tree.
The locality was unknown to her at the time.
Her dream was realized in every particular.
Another old lady in whose hoWie I lodged at
Havant told me of a cUriou circumstance that
happened to her husband. He possessed a boat,
and when he went to it he .said he saw himself
sitting in it. In a few days the boat was run
down by a revenue Cutter and its owner drowned. Visiting other towns on ms return home,
where nothing worthy of note occurred, I completed my lectnl'ini toUJ', which, though not so
successful as I anticipated, was doubtleBB the
means of bringing the subject, through the pree<J,
to the minds of thoueands ; full and. accurate
reports of the lectures appearing in many newspapers.
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CH.A.PTER IX.
.4• ..4merican. medium-Singular disturbance~- The
1olioitOUB mother--The doors ope~~ed by spiritsseance• at Mrs. Marlhall's -A guitar played in
tlulligkt.

A few more circumstances of my earlier experiences remain to be recorded before passing on
to the main objeet of this book-my experiences
with the Davenport Brothers.
Mr. Conklin, a medium from America, being
on a Tisit to this country, I a.vailed myself of the
opportunity to give some friends evidence of
spirit action throngh his mediumship. At my
request he came to Eastbourne, and I mvited
about a dozen persons interested in the subject to
witness the manifestations that take place in his
presence. All these persons were, I believe, convinced of the reality of them. Mr. Conklin is
what is known a.e a test medium. I also invited
two Lewes ge».tlemen, who were connected with
the press, to have the evidence Mr. Conklin could
give, and the foD.owing is an account of their experience as publiehed at the time.
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Mr. J. B. Conklin, the~American teat medium. has
very remarkable evidences of his mediumlatic powers. He was entertained by Mr. R. Cooper,
at whoae houae some very conclusive illuauatbns of
spirit preaence have been given. On Saturday evening a number of gentlemen who had formerly, at a
public meeting, been elected to make some investi~t&
tions along with Mr. Cooper, with a vi&w to test the
reality of the alleged phenomena, were favoured with a
sitting. Mr. Conklin desired them, one by one, to sit
at the opposite end of the table to himaelf, and to take
a number ofpieces of paper, write on each the degree
of relationship of some friend or relative deceased.
This was done, and the paper rolled up into pellets and
thrown into the centre of the table. The medium then
picked out one of the pieces of paper and threw it towarda the person ~iving the test. A number ofother
pieces of paper, w1th the christian names of the departed were 1nscribed ; the papers being rolled up in the
same manner, the medium picked out one as before.
Afterwards the diseases-the ages-and the places of
death were each written and made into pellets ; and
singular enough the medium picked out of each lot a
single pellet. When the aelected pieces were opened
Uley were generally found to correspond.
Mr. Jaa. Bates ancl Mr. Alfred Duplock, of Lewea,
two gentlemen who had been promised by Mr. Cooper
when he was at Lewes, that he would' give them an. opportunity of witnessing some illustrations of spirit
power, were next favoured with a sitting, at which
some e:ttraordinary,and confessedly to them unaccountable, phenomena took place.
~1r. Bates tried the pellets, and having . used twelve
pieces of paper was wonderfully astonished to find that
the medium picked out three of the pellets containing
the degree of relationship-christian name, and the age
of one dead. He Wall the more staggered at this from
the fact that. he had written most ot his pellets in ~.<hort
h:\ud. A similar p1·ocess was adopted with ¥r. Duptuck, with nearly the same success
~ven uaaome
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At a third and last sitting a gentleman desired to
have the name given of an enveloped photograph
after he had failed in getting the right ageofhis deceased relation, but had obtained the place of death. .A
number of eight or nine names was written-the tabl8
eignalled one"Robinson ;· and the communicating apirit
persisted in having it "Robinson." Mr. Cooper was
requested to close his eyes and draw a b1a~-lead pencil
slowly along· the paper over the written names. He
did so; when the pencil reached "Robinson" the table
ambled. The pr.per containing the names ~as then
turned over, the blank side uppermost. Mr. Coopet·
cloaed his eyes again, drawing his pencil over the paper
as before -the table knocked-1\{r. Cooper stopped,
and to the astonishment of most ofthe company his
pencil was on the name" Robinson "again. Mr. Bates
then took the paper containing the names-tore the
names ~~eparately off, and made the111 into pellets. It
was impoesible that any one could say which pellet
eontained the writte.tt name Robinson; but singularly
enough the t9.ble knocked out assent when the right
pellet was held up. The name Robinson was signalled
altogether seven times in different ways. During dli11
aitting five of the company had unmistakable toucbestaptt or grips fr<>m invtsible hands. We oursehes were
four or five times taken hold below the knee.
.Mr. Duplock felt a pressure on his knee, aud put his
hand down to feel the cause, when he bad the satisfaction of feeling a spirit band take hold of his. Mi~a.
Cooper and a Miss Peel each had several grips, or pulls
and Mr. Conklin was dragged from b is chair partly under the table.
During these sittings two tables-one weighing
about 80 lbs., and the other about 112 lbs.-were several time-s raised by spirit-power auove terrafirma.
Mr. Conklin's visit to Eastbourue is very sati•·
factory. He appears an unassuming, earnest, intelligent man, and from the marvellou~ medium powere
he poo~~~e111es, mus~ b~ regarded as a man amour
wen.''
H
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Soon after this Mr. Conklin went to Glasgow,
where he experienced very rough and unfair
treatment. A pamphlet, written by a Mr. Paterson, profeeeed to be an exposure of the wholo
affair, but according to the writer's own statements
there are many things, connected with the answering of questions, difficult to account for. ·The
lifting of the table was explained by suggesting
that the medium had hooks concealed in m.
aleevee!
Some time after the events I have :recorded
took place we had some very singular experiences,
a brief account of which, I will endeavour to
give, Strange and unaccountable noises were
heard in my house at times during the daysometimes rappings; at oth~r times sounds like
sweeping with a brush; and once sounds like a
amall silver bell were occasionally heard in the
adjoining room, and on going there to see what
occasioned them, they were heard in the room
that had been vacated. At night the noises increased to such an extent that it was difficult to
sleep. I was awakened by them and my children
were kept awake and had a light burning nearly
the whole of the night. They continued at intervals throughout the following day, and weN
renewed with increased vigour at night. For
about two hours there was the sound as of a
})(!rBOn walking up and down the stairs moaning.
'l'he servants on going to their bedroom heard the
name Sartsk, which was the name of one of them,
distinctly whispered. The noises continued at
int~>rvals again the next day, and increased to
• nch an extent in the evening that the servant/
•aid they were afraid to be in the kitchen. It
~hen occurred to me that the spirits desired k
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make a communication, and accordingly I took
my daughter tothe kitchen, and we sat at the table

and very soon ascertained what was the matter.
A. spirit who purported to be the mother of one ·o f
them wanted her to come to the table and receive a
communication. . This she refused to do; -she had
been advised to have nothir,g to do with it, she
eaid she " did not believe it was spirits." After
eome ,persuasion she W86 at length induced to sit
at the table, when communicationa .were written
out by her own hand. The purport of these
communications was ~ warn her against
eome young man with whom she had becoDJe
acquainted. .After this the servants went to their
bedrooms when the noises were as bad as ever,
and in addition they ftJlt hands pressing all round ·
the 'bed. In the morning this curious ~message
was given through the girl:Ther• •h4ll be great noiiW in flu nigkl, ij t~ny tn4n
14g1 we are not apirits, ke 1kall be plagued.
The young wan was given up, the mother's
solicitude was at an end, and from that time the
disturbances ceased.
At day break one morning Mr. and Mrs. Hicks
were awoke by hearing a sound as if the table were
muck with a whip. On looking in the direction
of the sound they saw the lower drawer of a
chest come a little way out and presently a little
farther. Mr. Hicks got out of bed and shut the
drawer and on opening it again it made the B&me
noise that had awoke them. This was occasioned
by the drawer hanging at first starting. At night
I went to Mr. Hick's house and he told me of the
circumstance and shewed me the drawer. After
tryingin vain to find a solution we adjourned ~o
the room below and held a Seance, and in the
H2
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course of the evening the mysterious affair of the
drawer was alluded to. I said, ...Perhaps the
spirits can tell us something about it. "
I clid it, was instantly rapped out.
" What did you do it for?" I asked.
To 1et you thinking, was the reply.
Mr. Ricks be it observed was on$ who, like ·Sir
David Brewster would not " give in to spirit,"
and referred all the wondrous'doings he had witnaBBed to magnetism a.nd attempted to explain the
opening of the drawer by the expansion of the air
by heat. Truly there is no credulity like incredulity!
· It is a remarkable faot in conneetion with the
manifestations of spirits that at times they cannot
even move a table unless it is in contact · with the
medium, whilst at other times they oan operate
when no person is near it; thus I haTe occasionally
heard the furniture, in the room where we had
been holding a Seance, in motion after retiring to
bed ; and on one occasion we were surprised ·at
finding, on coming down stairs in the morning the
front door and the outer door, also the door of dle
bailement floor all wide open. These were all
fastened as usual on retiring at night.
One circumstance only remains to be mentioned
in connection with my preliminary experiences. A
distinguished preacher in London expressed a desire
to witness some manifestations. Mr. Powell and I
Accompanied him to Mrs. Marshall's. After making an examination of the table to be used, we took
ou.r seat!', with Mrs. Marshall, round the table.
Our friend asked for his: name to be spelt out,
which was immediately done by raps. Neither of
the Chrit:tian names were known to us, and one
iii a wry peculiar one. Questions wfre then aeke~
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and answered, more or less to he satisfaction of
the inquirer. A guitar was then held in the position of a bass-viol when played on, and the strings
were then forcibly thrummed. Two or three specimens of direct writing without visible hands were
produced; and on a ring and a tumbler being placed
on the floor a clink was heard and the ring was
found inside the glass. All these _things took place
in broad day-light and under circumstances that
admitted of no possible trick or deception.
I have thus endeavoured to narrate, in as plain and
simple a manner as Iam.capab~ of, the principal
events of my first few months' experience in Spiritua.liam. I entered upon its investigation a disbeliever ~n tbe aupematural, but (belief being an
involuntary action or condition of the mind) the
force of facts was so great that a revolution was
wrought in my opinions, and the evidence I received resulted in making me a decided and practical

oo:aTert.
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CHAP.rER X.
The age rJj lrwmtiOfl.- Greater martlels. - Tile Dtlflllft•
port M4nijutatiOM.- Sioieratfic Incredtllity.- aclaittJed impouibilities.-High ltupirattora.r.

" This is the patent age of new inventions". So
wd Lord Byron some forty years ago; and looking
..>ack to that period- the time of my childhoodwhat many and wonderful inventions have since been
made and brought into use; Invention has succeeded
invention and discovery discovery with extraordinary
rapidity, and society in every department, has been
more or leBB affected by them. At the period referred to the steam engine was invented but not
developed. Railways were in their infancy and
ateamboats a novelty ; the Electric Telegraph was
not dreamt of. In fact all these mighty agencies
of progreBB by wbieh work is done, labour saved, and
time and space almost annihilated, may be said to
have had their birth and growth during the last
half century. The period has also been prolific in
other important matters; great advance has been
made in the arts and sciences ; inventive genius baa
l>een active in a variety of ways. !rlaohinery baa
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been made to supersede manual labour in almost
everything. The Sewing machine has superseded
the needle: lucifer matches have taken the place
of the old-fashio~Ml<l tinder-box, and are now
m&llUfactured to the extent of 500 millions annually. Chloroform has rendered surgical operations painleBB. The sun paints our likeness with
marvellous·jfidelity, and a portrait can now b&
obtained for a trifle, more striking and characteris..
tic, than any amount of money could before have
purchased. Great Exhibitions were things nnknown
to our ancestors and underground Railways above
their comprehension. The improved character of
our war implements has, owing to their efficiency
been the means of settling a dispute in as many
days as it would formerly have taken years. Our
war ships are made on a principle that would be
an enigma to Nelson. The Great Eastern is a
grand triumph of naval architecture, exceeding
Noah's Ark in its gigantic proportions. The Printing Press sends forth an abundant supply of useful and excellent literature at an almost nominal
cost, and the daily Penny Paper is the cheapest
thing a penny ever purchased. The Penny Post
circulates our letters with despatch and subservea
the interests of business and affection, at the B&ID.e
time ~romoting the cultivation of the intellectual
faculties among the masses. Gas has taken the
place of candles and oil lamps, and the wonderful
diacovery of Petroleum renders it probable fuat
Coal gu will be superseded by it; and, in enumerating the moat remarkable discoveries of the last .
half oentury we must not omit the finding of Gold
in Oalifurnia and America, the satisfactory solution
>ftbe North W eat P88118ge, the unsolved problem of
.hree centuries, ~e diaovery ofthe sources of the Nile,
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and the canal connection between the Red Sea
and the Mediterranean acro88 the Isthmus of Suez.
The extinction of Slavery in America and Serfdom
in Russia are also notable and niost important even~.
In contemplating all these marvels of the past few
years which are fast oeaaing, by their familiarity,
to be regarded as such, and which the ignorant
take as signs of the end of the world, the mind
naturally asks, What next? for we cannot suppose
that·we haT.e arrived at the culminating point of
diecovery. The probability is, we are on the eve of
something still greater ; for like a descending stone
wh01!9 impetus increases in its Hight, invention, like
jealouy, "grows by what it feeds on;" and therefore, reasoning by analogy, the discoveries of the
past will give impetus to further progressive deTelopmen~, and, in the future, their effects will be
seen in the physical and moral elevation of the
human race and the amelioration of the oondition of
ita individual members.
Truly the past half-century haa been productive
of many wonders, a hundred times more eo than
any similar periodof theworld's history, and, as if to
crown them, the greatest wonder of all-the direct
action of spirit on matter-is now made manifest
amongst us ; for in th9 spiritual manifestations
votwhsafed to the present age we behold a marvel
unsurpassed in the history of mankind, ''the marvel of inanimate matter moving without mortal contact and displaying in~lligence, and that intelligenoe embracing a knowledge of the alphabet, of
reading, writing and arithmetic; speaking in many
tongues and reading human thought, and revealing to na what purports to be the spirit life with
details which no imagination can fabricate."
In addition to these varied forms ofmanifestafin.-~
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adopted by the Spirit World to gain recognition,
still more remarkable phenomena are witnessed in
the presence ')f the Davenports; such as playing of
musical instruments, · the tying and the untying
ofropes, the formation of hands and arms, not
spectral, but real, tangible and palpable hands,
formed in a moment of time and as quickly dissipated into " thin air ; " and the extraordinary
fact of matter passing through matter. The intelligent mind has only to be satisfied of the
truth of these occurrences to be forced to acknowledge that they far transcend in marvellousness
all the marYels I have attempted to summarise.
These spiritual phenomena arcJ too wonderful to
come. within the scope of the comprehension of
most persons, educated as they have been in the
principles of materialistic philosophy; and the
result is they deem them unworthy of investigation,
set them down as a " popular delusion " of the
age, and will not trouble themselves to ascertain
whether they are false or true. They form an
a priori judgment based on their preconceived
notions, and ignore the subject as preposterous
and absurd ; and yet these facts have been demonstrated to the satisfaction of thousands, and it
would be a very easy matter to make a long lis
of names of men, eminent in their respective de
partments, who, after a lengthened experience an•
a most critical examination, have acknowledgeo.
the verity of the facts and their spiritual origin.
That th~y are rejected by the quasi learned ia no
argument against them; on the contrary, if th•·
past is .any criterion to go by in reference to th"
reception of new truths, the con duct of our s•·
called leaders of the intellectual world in tt
matter, is strong evidence in their favour, for, a:o
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Mr. Howitt justly observes, "the scientific, the
journalists and the clergy have always been the
foremostJin opposing the nascent truth of the time;"
and these are the very men who are the principal opponents of Spiritualism.
No new truth is ever
ushered full-blown into existence, but, like a
flower, has to go through regular stages ot
development before obtaining general recognition ;
and as the tender plant is almost beaten down by
the force of the contending elements but in the
end is invigorated by them, so Truth, though kept
down for a season by various forms of opposition,
ultimately triumphs and takes deeper and firmer
root from the ordeal it has passed. It is the inevitable fate of all new truths to meet with opposition, which generally proceeds, not so much from
the ignorant as the learned, who never appear to
be made wise by the folly of their predeceSBors.
One important lesson we learn from the cursory
retrospect of past achievements, and that is, that
many things that were once deemed impossible
are now accepted and familiar facts, having a
practical realization in the present. Who, for instance, twenty years ago, would have deemed it
possible for a message to be sent from London to
New York and an answer received in the short
space of an hour or two? and yet it is done ; or
who a few years ago, would have thought it possible to go from London to Paris in about ten
hours ? and yet these journies are daily accomplished; or, to take another example, who would
have contemplated the probability of a portrait
being taken with, in some cases, an almost objectionable accuracy, in the space of a few seconds ?
yet such is the case. These examples suffice to
ahew the unwisdom of limiting the possible b1
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own standard of experience and knowledge.
He is the wisest man, who, recognising the
eomplex nature of man and his mysterious
surroundings, refuses to assign any limit as to
what can or cannot be, but like the great Sir
Isaac Newton confesses that he is " like a child
picking up pebbles on the shore, whilst the great
ocean of Truth lies before him unexplored!" It
has been well said that "we &re never farther
from the Truth than when we imagine that the
largest amount of human knowledge is anything
but as the light of a taper in the sunshine of the
bfinite, or when we cease to perceive that we are
girt about on all sides by mystery!"
The spiritual phenomena which are now regaTded with so much distrust have under the name of
the supernatural, been known in all agee and
among all nations, which may be proved by a
reference to a number ofreliable authors. Those
who have not time to make the necessary researches for themselves cannot do better than read
llr. Howitt's" History of the Supernatural," in
which they will find a vast and compendioue
JOllection of well authenticated spiritual facta from
a variety of sources. It will be seen by a reference
to this work that spiritual facts are not confined
to Bible history but, as I have a.lready observed,
are to be found in the history of all nations ; and
iutead of ceasing, as some assert, at the time of
Ohriet, have continued in some form or other ever
sinoe.
What are known as modem spirit
manifestations, differ from the Spiritualism of the
past in this respect, that they are capable of
being elicited almost at will in the presence of
ceft,ain persons; and so true is this in the case of
the Davenports that they rarely fail to get the
11111'
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manifestations when they desire them, although
they are sometimes much. more powerful than at
others.
I have already stated the difficulty I experience<:
at my lectures on account of my inability to illw:tra.te them by experiments. Wherever I went ther(
was a demand for manifestations. The publi<
seemed to be under the impreBBion (that is, thol)(
were disposed to believe in my statements) that I
could " c.ill spirits from the vasty deep " at will
and that the manifestations were. under eontrol;
that the spiritual phenomena in fact could be e~
hibited with as much facility as dissolving views;
but, at that time my experience taught me that
there was so much uncertainty about them that
.i t would be unwise to announce anything in the
way of manifestations. I had seen accounts from
time to time in the American papers of the pablic
manifestations of the Brothers Davenport and I
determined to invite them to this country, believing
they would supply the want I stood so much in.
need of. I accordingly wrote to them, and by a
curious coincidence I received intelligence o£ their
intended visit to England about the same time my
letter must have reached America. About the
time oftheir arrival in this country (Sept. 1864)
I was on a visit with my daughter to a gentleman in London who was mncla interested in the
~>ubject of Spit·itualiBm.
During this visit two
curious circumstancet! occurred, which, though
they have no connection with the Davenports ve
worth recording. Our host was in the habit o£
driving us out in his catTiage, and one day on
passing the Monument, he proposed t:b.a.t we
should make its ascent. ·we did so, andwhenon
the top he suggested that we shr--1-i endeavour to
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get a communication from the spirit world, remarking that it might probably be of an elevated
character. The trial was accordingly made and
immediately the words Hook it, were written,
followed by the name Tho mas IIood. After a brief .
interval the following words were written in a
different hand, Be charitable ; give a penny to tnat poor
man. It was at first thought that the man alluded
to was the man in charge of the monument, but
on enquiring the medium's hand was directed to
the street below, and on looking down we
observed a wooden-legged man soliciting alms-a fair object of charity. I need not say that on
descending, the wishes of our spirit friend were
complied with. The next day we ascended St.
Paul's, where the following communication was
given:Ye frail children of men, ye worthless generation,
ye whofn Jesus died to save, ye are hut mites compared
with the Great, Good, and Infinite Being who maiU
you all.
Oh ! bless and praise IIim.
OJ.! ye
children of men, give Him tka"ks for all tiis hountif~tl
ootlM&B. May the grace of tM Lord be with yo11
.dmm.-.~ Clergyman .
. on being asked his name Charle• GrRy was
ClV&D.
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CliAPrER XI
Tlw DtWmport& in .Lond<m-Herr TolmtJqw-JiW, 8ianc8-M«lical critic•.
I took an early opportunity, in company witl

Kr. K. of calling upon the Davenport party tc
make their acquaintance. Just at this time thf
firet notices of the manifestations a.Ppeared in the
newspapers, occaaioning great exmtement in the
public mind and setting the conjurors on the alert.
The day on which I visited the Davenports, a letter from Herr Tolmaque appeared in the papere
undertaking,to do, by natural means, all the Da
venports did and more too, if I remember right. It
wu written in such a plausible and decided manner that even those favourable to the Davenport.
were staggered by it; and Mr. K. with great simplicity took Dr. Ferguaon aside and said, "There
is a man who pledges himself to do all the
Davenports do. Now I don't wish to be mixed up
with this matter if it is mere conjuring; tell me
therefore candidly whether it is true or no." I
all.all never forget the Doctor's reply. In a solemn
and emphatic manner he said, " IT's AS TaVJl AS GOD."
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With this assurance we started off to find
Herr Tolmaque to inquire into his pretensions.
His address was a coffee house near the Strand,
but he was not at home. We afterwards learnt
that it was an indispensable condition with Herr
Tolmaque to be paid £20 before he would
consent to reveal any of his knowledge. Thi•
information saved us the trouble of further
eearch after him.
The fil'St Seance I attended was at the Hanover
Square Rooms, in an upper chamber, about twenty persons being present. On this occasion Dr.
Radcliffe and another medical gentleman acted aa
eommittee. The manifestations were witnessed by
me in silence amidst the sceptical remarks of
most of those present. The evidence to my mind
was conclusive and I imagined the world would
.aon become convinced of the reality of the spiritual pheno100na. All present were more or leu
puzzled, and several explanations were attempted.
That which found most favour was, that there ,..
a communication with the back of the cabinet,
which stood about six inches from the wall. The
committee, at the close, looked crest-fallen, for they
had evidently come there thinking, as hundreda
ha?e done before and since, to UD.l'&vel the mystery,
but had failed to do 110. Only the cabinet Slane•
wok place, but Dr. Ferguson described the principal features of the dark Seance, which were
received with much apparent incredulity, especially
his allusion to the taking off of Mr. Fay's coat
while his hands were fast tied. An account of
~his Seanee was published in the Lancet, in whick
the writer made the sapient remark, that there
would be no difficulty in accounting for the manifestations if they could understand how the
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Davenports could untie and re-tie themselves so
quickly! After all, this shrewd criticism is perhaps equal to any that subsequently appeared, if
we except that of a writer in the Field who suggested that the real use of the boxes in which the
cabinet is packed, is to secrete a small boy in,
who produces all the wonders.
On leaving the room and reaching the foot ef
the stair-case I encountered a number of medi·
cal students emerging from the room below, 'V"here
the Annual Address of one of the medical schools
had just been delivered. "What's going on up
stairs·?" asks one gentleman of another. " Its
the Davenports," was the reply. "What's that?''
"0h, awful humbug; perfect rot;" and judging
from the address recently delivered by Mr. Richard
Barwell, F. R. 0. S. at the opening of the medi·
cal school at Charing Cross Hospital, this is the
estimate still formed of the Davenports by the
medical profession. Here is what this modern
15olon says, "Mesmerism, clairvoyance, electrobiology ~ucceeded each other, and as each experimenter outbids his fellows in the marvellous so
the public was stimulated even to the swallowing
of Spirit11alism and table-rapping. A mind greedy
of the marvellous would scaroely he checked by
atnything, but the limits of absurdity had probably
been reached with the idea that disembodied
epirits should delight themselves in the company
of two mountebanks, hid up in a cupboard playillg "Sally come up," or other graceless melodies
on a 'rile guitar or wheezy accordion." This, the
professor no doubt thought "'ery clever, and hi1
audience evidently thought so too,for it elicited
"loud laughter."
It has been said that a goose that quacka in the
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Lancet finding that his blunderbuss misses fire,
takes the usual alternative of trying to knock
down truth and fracture enquiry with the buU-end.
Thia Profeesor Faraday at first did in reference to Spiritualism, but latterly he has adopted a
dift'erent COUl'Se,-he now prefete giving it a
wide berth. Some three or four years ago an arrangement was made for him to witness Mr.
Home's manifestations when he required to be
furnished with a programme, and as this could
not be done he declined to attend. Professor
Faraday was invited to the test Seance of the Davenports, that took place at Mr. Boucicault's, at
which several distinguished persons were present.
Instead ofaaking for a programme in this instance
which he might have had, he sent the following
letter:Royal htitution of Great Britain.
Gentlemen,-! am obliged by your courteous invitation, hut really have been so disappointed by the
manifestations to which my notice has at different
times been called, that I am not encouraged to give
any more attention to them ; and therefore leave those
to which you refer in the hands of the professors of
legerdemain. If spirit communications, not utterly
worthless, should happen to start into activity, I will
trust the spirits to find out for themselves how they
can move my attention. I am tired of them. Witb
thanks, I am very truly yours,
.
M. Faraday.
The Brothers Davenport.
The assumption and self-importance displayed
in this letter are hardly worthy a great philosopher; but Truth will assert its claims in spite of
the Faradays and Brewsters of the time, although
spirit be the "last thing they will give in to."
I
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In all ages it has owed more to credulity than to
conceited scepticism and self-sufficient prejudice,
and unfolds before those who watch and wait in
humility sitting like children at the feet of a revered teacher
It will be unnecessary for me to follow the
Davenports in their short, and for the time, successful career in England ; my object being to ·
record the principal incidents that occurred
during my more immediate connection with them.
It will be sufficient then to state that they gave
public Seances at the Hanover Square Rooms, and
private ones, almost nightly, at the residences of
the nobility and gentry, to the end of 1864. I,
then, arranged with them to visit Brighton and
several other towns where I had delivered lectures,
and hom this time they continued in the provinces
till the fracas at Liverpool and Huddersfield occurred. 'Ihese organized conspiracies to put the
exhibition down "ere in a measure successful,
giving, as they did, the impression that the "bubble was burst," and from that time the popularity
of the Davenports began to wane. They, however exh;b1! ei immediately afterwards with complete
tmccess in London, Cheltenham, and Bath, and
then resolved to visit Pal'is.
For some time after their arrival in France they
were unable to exhibit in public. This arose from
inability to obtain the necessary permit which was
J>rol:ably 'vitheld on account of the disturbances
that had occurred in England. During the time
they were "laying on their oars " Seance& wero
given in private before many distinguished men
and members of the press '.Yitieh caused notices to
ap1>ear in the newspaper:; aur:l sorue of these were
of a higllly sensational char(l.ctl'r. A controversy
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ensued which was kept up for several weeks and
raised the excitement and c'V'iosity of the public
to the highest pitch; and when at length a public
Seance was announced the Salle Herz was filled
with an eager an excited crowd. The manifestations had just commenced with every promise of a
triumph, when an emissary of Robin, the
conjuror, stepped on the platform, and, under
pretence of examining the cabinet, tore the rail
that supported one of the seats from its place,
and holding it up oefore the excited crowd, asserted that he had discovered a secret spring. Great
confusion ensued which prevented au explanation
being given, and although the Davenports
offered to proceed with the exhibition, the police,
to avoid a row, ordered the room to be cleared.
This affair was of course trumpeted forth as
another exposure, and for the time they did not
know how to make enough of it, but in a few
days they were constrained to admit that " the
exposure of the Davenports had not been so
complete as was at first supposed." The Sianee1
were continued, but by order of the Prefect the
audiences were restricted to sixty persons. Just
as they were on the point of leaving Paris they
received a summons to appear at the palace of St.
Cloud, where the Emperor and Empress and
a party of about forty witnessed the manifestations with astonishment and at the close expressed
their entire satisfaction.
A few days after, Hobin gave his exhibition-&
professed exposure of the Davenports-at thtt
palace. It wus supposed at the time, by those
who knew the Emperor to be a believer in spiritual phenomena, that his object in sending for
Rubin was from motives of policy, Lut it subst~r2
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quently transpired that it was done to allay the
excitement of the youthful Prince, who witnessed
the Davenport exhibition and had since done
nothing but talk about the " spirits." The Emperor pronounced Robin's performance the greatest rubbish he had ever seen.
While in Paris the Davenports were visited by
Hamilton, the successor of the far-famed Robert
Boudin, who seems to possess more honesty and
candour than the generality of the conjuring
fraternity. In a letter addressed to one of the
Paris newspapers he says"The phenomena surpassed my expectations, and the
experiments are full of interest for me. I consider it
my duty to add they are inexplicable."

A manufacturer of conjuring apparatuR named
Rhys, also published a letter in which, after
enumerating the conditions under which the
Davenport exhibitions take place, says" Under the conditions you observe no one has yet
produced anything similar to the phenomena I wit·
nessed, indeed, I belit.ve it would be impossible.''
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CIIAPrER XII

The visit of the Davenports to Paris can
hardly be considered a successful one, taking
into account the time they spent there and the
few Sian~ that were given. This, following
uvon the disastrous break-up in England, had a
disoouraging effect on them and they were almost resolved to return to their own country. At
this juncture, knowing the value of their medium- •
ship on account of its capability for public display,
I proposed to them to give some more SeancBB in
England. To this they assented, and acco!dingly
I arranged with them to exhibit at the Hanover
Square Rooms, undertaking the part myself
recently enacted by Dr. Ferguson. The Slt111M1
p&88ed off quietly and suooessfully, but the attendance was not so good as desired. At this time I
was visited by Mr. Lauder from Dublin, who
strongly advised me to take the Davenports to
that City, assuring me of success. I submitted
the proposal to the Brothers, and it was agreed to
take the advice of "J'ohn," for, be it observed
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the Davenports never take any important step
without consulting their spirit friends. Ira
Davenport and I took an early opportunity
therefore of adjoining to a dark chamber that we
might take the opinion of "John" on the proposed visit to Ireland. Wehadnotbeensecluded
a minute before I was touched on the shoulder,
and, in reply to my question, a gruff voice almost
too thick to be intelligible, said Go immediately;
but nothing more could be elicited. It was however afterwards rapped out as we were sitting at
the table, Bewar1 of till Bhillelagha.
It may be well here to observe ~hat the spirits
in communicating with the Davenports usually
speak in an audible voice. This, I am
aware, will be discredited by most persons, but it
is nevertheless a fact which numbers of persons,
both in America and England, have realized and
are as well satisfied of as myself. It will
probably be objected that, inasmuch as articulation is produced by the action of the vocal organs
on the air,-that in fact it is a mechanical act-it
is impossible for a being of a spiritual order to act
on the air in such a way as to produce the phenomenon of speech. This is doubtless a valid
objection, which I would meet in'.this way. Spirits
eX18t in a spiritual form, and their power over
matter is such as to enable them under favourable
conditions, to materialize their forms, or parts of
them, the production of hands and arms being of
very common occurrence. These banda are, for
the time, real, palpable, material hands, and
possess the qualities and properties of living,
human hands. I have seen the veins and felt
the nails on them. They are formed momentarily
and are dissipated as quickly. How this is effect-
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ed we cannot understand ; neither can we how
the earth is suspended in space, how the grass
grows, h:ow the egg is converted into a chick,
or how the food is assimilated and converted
into blood. Yet these are all familiar facts, and ·
if the production of spirit forms was as common,
it would excite no more wonder than they do.
The spirits themselves say it is done by an effort
of will. To produce the speaking, the vocal
organs are · doubtless materialized in the same
way as the hands, and if the one be possible why
not the other? As I shall frequently have occasion
to allude to conversations held with the spirits
during my connection with the Davenports, it.
will be well, I think, to state a few more particulars with regard to this wonderful fact, so that, if
possible, my readers may be satisfied that it is no
myih, but a truth that can be established as well
as any of the other facts of Spiritualism.
I will first describe the circumstances under
which I first heard spirits speak. One evening,
just after the Liverpool riot, I was in company
with the Davenports, and they said to me, "We
are going t':> have a talk with "John" to-night;
he has expressed a wish to speak with us. Will
you come and hear what he has to say?" I
readily assented, and, accompanied by Mr. Powell
proceeded with them to the Great Western Hotel.
The window of a bedroom being darkened for the
occasion, we took our seats, the party consisting
of the Brothers, Mr. Fay, Dr. Ferguson, myself,
Mr. Powell, and a gentleman, a friend of the
Davenports, who was residing in the Hotel. The
Brothers sat on the bed, Dr. F. in front of them,
Mr. Fay by his side and the rest of us sat facing
them. The room was a long one, and on a table
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at one end was placed the horn used in the
cabinet. The candle was blown out and we sat
about a minute in silence ; raps were then heard
on the wall. " Will John speak to us now ?"
asked Dr. Ferguson ; on which a report took
place a'.l if the table were struck with a heavy
hammer, and the horn on the table was heard to
be in motion. The next minute a shrill female
voice was heard immediately in front of us. It
was like that of a person of the lower walks of life
and talked away, like many persons do, for the
mere sake of talking. It was intimated that it was
"Kate" who was speaking. There was a great
attempt on her part at being witty, but according
to my ideas of such matters, most of what was
said would come under the category of smallvery small-wit.
The gentleman present, to
whom I have alluded, was the especial object of
her facetiousness. He, it appears, was in Liverpool at the time the cabinet was smashed, and,
being recognized in the crowd, a fragment of
the broken cabinet was thrust in his face with the
cry, " That's one of them, he ought to be made to
eat it." This episode formed the subject of Kate's
jokes, and she rung the changes on it to a moat
ridiculous extent. The horn at length fell on the
floor, and was again raised in the air and a gruff
voice was heard speaking through it. This we
were informed was the redoubtable ".John," who,
judging from his salutation had not reoovered
from his displeasure at the Liverpool row. In an
earnest and emphatic manner he proceeded to
tell the Davenports how to act in the emergency.
He told them not to take any steps in reference to
the Liverpool affair, but to go on as if nothing
had happened-to go on in spite of every kind of
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opposition
He told them to put no more
billa out challenging the conjurors-these,
he said, had served a good purpose, but ware no
use now, and then, in an authoritative manner
added, Tell Palmw I want to speak to him. Palmsr i&
lill8 a bull in front of t1 steam engine, not so much
oourage, and after a pause, nor as mueh sen&l.
"Shall we have any more rows, John?" asked
one of the Davenports. It's tJery probable. The
voice then ceased, and the female began speaking
again, reverting to "eating the cabinet." Sounding immediately in front of me the voice asked
Wlw's this man with th8 glau eyes?

"That's Mr. Cooper•
.And tOho's thil '!
That's Mr. Powell." The horn then rested on
my knee and I said " am I to take the horn ?"
To which I received the following very ungracious reply, If you do, 1' ll knock it about your h8ad.
We were then wished Good night by the invisibles.
A light was struck and every thing was found in
the same position as when the light was extinguished, except the horn which was lying at
our feet.
The readiest explanation of what I have described will be, that I was imposed upon, and that
the alleged spirit voices were the result of ventriloquism; but of this I am the best judge and
am certain such was not the case ; besides, my experience has since been much extended in this direction, and if I had any doubt of the genuineness
of this phase of the phenomena at the time, I am
now in a position to speak most positively as to its
reality. These proofs I shall give as I proceed.
Besides, the phenomenon of spirits talking in an
audible voice is not peculiar to the Davenports.
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It takes place in the presence of other mediums.
It has frequently occurred in Scotland, accounts of
which are published; it occurs in the presence
of the sister of the Davenports, and is
heard almost nightly at the house of Mr. Champernowne, at Kingston-on-thames. To prove its
reality the Davenports submit to the test of
holding water in their mouths. With a view to
corroborate my statement I give the testimony of
Dr. Nichols, who was present at a Seance which
took place after the break-up in Huddersfield,
and which was held in the same room and pretty
much under the same circumstances as the one I
have given au account of.
On the evening of Feb, 28, 1865, I received a telegram from Dr. Ferguson, asking me to come to room
120, Great Western Hotel, Paddington. I took a
cab, found him at the place appointe•!, and heard
from him an account of the riot at Leeds the night
before.
The two Davenports and Mr. Fay came into the
room, but the latter, being ill, soon retired. An
English gentleman of property residing in the hotel,
interested in a scientific examination of the phenomena attending the Brothers, was also present.
When the matter of the riots and outrages at
Liverpool, Huddersfield, and Leeds had been discussed
and we had consulted on the steps proper to be taken
in view of so violent an opposition, the Brothers, Ira
and William, proposed that "John "-the name by
which they desiguate what seems to be the chief of
the invisible intelligences attending them-should be
invited to take part in the council.
The conditions Mcessary to an oral converse with
the invisible "John " were darkness and a speaking
trumpet-horn-tube of pasteboard-in short, a small
hard tube. The gentleman above mentioned, whom I
will designate as Mr. X., volunteered to go in search
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of such an instrument. In his absence the window
was darkened, and the fire in the grate extinguished.
He returned with the only thing of the kind he could
find, a .common tin funnel. Thia was place•t upon a
small table. The two brothers, Ira and William, sat
on each side, Mr. X. reclined upon a couch and Mr.
Ferguson and I sat fronting the brothers some six feet
distant. The door had been locked, and the light
was extinguished.
Observe that here was no question of money, and
no interest to deceive. The brothers, for their own
sake, wished to ask about the riots, and to be advised
respecting the course to be taken in an emergency.
Dr. Ferguson had the same interest, while Mr. X.
and myself were the only other persons present, and
either of us had any interest but curiosity. I, would
observe, also, that I was.thoroughly acquainted with
the peculiarities ofthll voices of every person present.
As a physiologist, and as an elocutionist and musician,
I have studied the voice and its capabilities. I also
understand ventriloquism, and can produce 11ll its
illusions.
The light had not been extinguished twenty seconrls
when the tin funnel was heard to rattle on the tahle,
and a voice, at first coarse and indistinct, came from
it. Mr. Ferguson said that he was touched several
times, both with the funnel and what appeared to be
the hand.;of some person, and two large soft finger ends,
as they 1.1eemed to me, were pressed deliberately upon
the back of my hand.
Then commenced a conversation between the "oice
and .Mr. Ferguson, and sometimes Ira. ·The voice was
. formed in the funnel, for its metallic ring could be
distinguished, but it seemed to be formed not at the
small end, but where it begins to broaden. The words
were well formed and clearly articulated, but as if by
organs somewhat thick and soft, a little like those of
a fat person or a negro. Statements were made,
questions answered, and advice given. I do not care
to report the words. 1.'he persons interested, Mr.
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Ferguson and the two Davenports, were told that
they would probably meet with more difficulties, but
that they would be protected as they had been.
~The voice was not that of any of the persons in
the room. It was not the ventriloquial voice. Every
voice has its own character. Every observing person
can distinguish an educated from an ignorant man, by
the tones of the voice and modes of enunciation.
Many shades of character are revealed by the speech.
Many think the ear judges better than the eye. The
blind are thought by some to be as well able to judge
of character as those who see. For my own part I c:m
never form a satisfactory idea of a person until I have
hllard him.
This voice, then, was that of no person I had ever
seen. It was that of a. plain, sensible, common man,
rather below the middle class in culture, but earnest,
and, if one could so pronounce from a. voice, honest.
If, the room being dark and the door unlocked, a
stranger had entered and spoken in the same way, I
should have considered him a plain, practical, earnest,
well-meaning man, who might be a master mechanic,
mariner, or man of business in any similar occupations.
I watched carefully not only every tone and
inftection of this voice, but the place from which it
seemed to come. It was not more than four feet from
me, in front of Mr. Ferguson, and not above a yard
from the door. When the last word had been said,
and a candle lighted, Mr. Ferguson sat still with his
hands clasped together resting on his knees, and the
funnel was seen placed over them. It is very certain
that the funnel was brought from the table by some
force and volition not belonging to either of them, and
I am as certain as it is possible to be of any fact whatever that the voice, distinctly heard in a conversation
of ten or fifteen minutes' duration, was not that of
any one of the only five persons present.

On the first day of the New year, 1866, early
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m the morning, I, in company with the Davenports and Mr. Fay, arrived in Dublin. On leaving
the boat we went to an Inn on the quay to obtain
some breakfast. We had not been long seated at
the table before our spirit friends greeted our arrival with a showerofraps. We first sought Mr.
Lauder who introduced us to Mr. I. Me. Donnell.
This gentleman I found knew but little of
Spiritualism, but had been fighting the battle of
mesmerism for~several years, and is an earnest and
intelligent advocate of other unpopular subjects.
With the aBSistance of these gentlemen we esmblished ourselves at the Queen's Arms Hotel
Backville ·street, and made arrangements for giving a Seane6 there. For this purpose invitations
were sent to the Press and several influential
gentlemen, some of whom were connected with
Trinity ' College. About forty attended. I commenced by asking them to dismiss from their
minds, as much as possible, all they had heard,
through rumour or the press, about the Davenports and to form an opinion from their own observation. I told them that on no subject that
had come under my observation had there been a
greater amount of falsehood and I was afraid
Wilful misrepresentation propagated by the press ;
-not only were the Davenports abused and misrepresented, but the public had been grossly
abused and imposed upon by it. I said we came
before them to submit facts on which every one
was capable of exercising his faculties and forming
his own judgment-that we offered no theories,
and called upon them to indulge in or accept no
fancies, but simply to witness a number of facts
which would be put before them without mystery
or disguise. I remarked that the fact of the
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cabinet being broken to pieces at Liverpool and
Huddersfield was a proof there were no mechanical
appliances about it. I alluded to the contest that
had been going on with the conjurors, who at
first boasted they could do all the Davenports did,
but when challenged, declined on the ground that
they had not had so much practice as the
Brothers. I assured them that theDavenports owed
nothing to practice, for at the age of t\velve they
possessed their extraordinary powers in full; and
ihat had they chosen to come out in Europe as
accomplished professors of legerdemain they
would have carried the whole world with them
und made a large fortune. I begged them to bear
in mind that for twelve years before coming to
Eur<)pe the Davenports had displayed their phenomena in every part of the United States, before
the largest and most intelligent audiences. Judges,
senators, the ablest and most practical lawyers,
the acutest men of science, had seen them and
examined their manifestations, and tested them by
the most searching examination, and yet, neither
in that country, in France nor England, had anyone been able to detect the slightest atom of fraud
or delusion, and would never do eo for the si~ple
reason that it did not exist. I concluded my remarks by alluding to the wonderful phenomenon
of matter passing through matter as demonstrated
in the coat experiment, and calling upon scientific
men to investigate these facts as the most important we were acquainted with.
My speech evidently had a good effect and increased the interest of my hearers, and one journal
remarked of it that it was " free from the jargon of
conjurers." The U>lual manifestations took;place
and were witnessed with astonishment and caused
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much speculation. A Mr. Trail, a man of note at
Trinity College, entered the cabinet with the
Br<Jthers and on emerging from it exclaimed
" That's grand by Jove." One of the Editors of
the Tri&h Times also entered the cabinet and reported favourably of hit! experience. The Dark
Sea1Jce fol!owed and went off equally satisfactory.
A profound impression was obv10uslv made ou the
co~pany which included two Rev. D. Ds., one of
whom Rev. Dr. Tisdal offered his coat to be put
pn Mr Fay. This gentleman, considering his posi·
tion, which was that of the most popular and
fashionable clergyman in D11blin, acted a bold and
manly part. He not only stood up for the .facts,
but proclaimed them far and wide, and wrote in
thtl public papers in defence of the Davenports
when their integrity was assaile,f. The next
morning long and favourable notice~ appent·ed in
all the papers and an excitement was created that
for the titUe threw Fenian ism into the shade. To
convey an idea ofthe favourable impression produced by the first Seance, I give some extracts
from the articles that appeared.
The " Freeman.' s J ourn.al," after describing the
phenomena witnessed, sums up thus•• It would be perhaps, wearisome to go further into detail
-suffice it to say that we witnessed the strangest and most
unaccountable performance that could be thought of next to
the sacred miracles. The Messrs. Davenport could not
cert.Unly have had assistance in the cabinet from any human
being whatever. It is nothing but a thin ·shell of wood
placed upon three trestles, and all who wished could watch
every outside part of it during the whole night. During the
dark part of the performance Messrs. Fay and Davenport 83t
on the same floor as the audience and within reach of almost
a dozen of them. They certainly succeeded in astonishing
all who had the pleasure of attending their soiree naterday
C\'Ciliug.''
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The " Irish Times" bas the following sensible
remarks to begin with" The D&Yenporte, respecting whom eo much baa been
written, ha•e Yisited Dublin, and laat evening held a 14!ance
in the Queen'• Arma Hotel, upper Sack ville Street. That
they are pOIIIelllled wilh myaterioue power, bordering almost
on the eupematural, would appear to be undoubted, The
phenomena which they present aatound the audience and
defy all eft'orta at diecovery. It ia better to abstain from the
expreaaion of any decided opinion aa to the agency employed
in the manifestations, and aim ply relate what one baa witneaaed. Many opinions respecting them have been formed,
and aome of an adveree character urged with a degree of
acerbity by the English preea. Statement. too have been
made that their agency baa been diecovered, and that the
manifestation• produced were merely the eiforta of aucceuful
conjurol'll. In that opinion few impartial peraona can
concur, and certainly, none who were preeent at the ll!ance
laat evening. Mystery of the darkest description pervades
the entire performance to au~:h an extent that the aceptical
were almost induced to abandon scepticism and join in the
very extravagant and absurd opinion that the phenomena
presented were the reault of a supernatural agency.

"Saunder's Newsletter and Daily Advertiser"
says of the first Seance" For three hours we were in an atmosphere to pervaded
with mystery and wonder that lon~r ere the performance wu
over we had given up all hope of finding the key to anything
we saw."

The " Daily Express," equally bewildered, goes
on to say" Much baa been said and p•1bliabed of the surprising feats
performed by these young men-and however prepared those
pteaent might have been to witneu all that the most extra\·agant fancy could imagine-and notwithstanding the scepticism of many waa openly expreaaed, the proceedings last
evening eclipsed the anticipation• of the most sanguine,
staggered the prejudices of those the last to admit of supernatural aaency, and evoked from all the most unequivocal
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and decided marks ot approbation.
To account for these by ordinary laws of nature aeema
impossible; that a supernatural agency should be invoked
common eenae forbade believing, and the audience while
acknowledging the unaccountable nature of the means em·
ployed, were content to expren their aa\oniahment and give
the Brothers every oredit for candour and extraordinary
ability."

It. will be observed that, in: all these articles; it
was ende8"Voured. to qualify the accounts by
suggesting conjuring as an explanation. This
was the error that the :tondon Press fell into.
Had the writers beenoontentwith simply reporting facta and abstained from offering a theory to
account for·them, their subsequent difficulty in the
matter would have been avoided ; but having
o11'ered a theory at the onset they vainly endeayoured to bolster it by misrepresentation and
unfaime811. As an example, a letter appeared in
the " Star " stating· that a Mr. Dempster at
Eastbourne, had detected Mr. Fay's band in the
cabinet.
I wrote a letter in explanation but its
insertion was refused. I then called upon the
Editor and remonst'rated with him on hit~ unlair
conduct, his reply was "We believe the Davenports tu be impostors, for Tohnaque can do all
tbey do, and we have determined to publish every
thing we can against them and to aJmit nothing
in their favour."
To render what I write more intelligible to
such of my readers who have not witnestted the
manifestations, I think it will be well to give a
brief description of the SianceB, anu t'Xplaiu how
they are conducted. Two gentlemen al'e first
selected to act as a committee, their uutie11 being
to examine the cabinet and its properties, to tie
the Brothers, to close the doors, to watch closely
11:
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the manifestation• i.nd to report to the audience
from time to time what takes place. The method
of binding and the extent of rope are left to the
discretion of the committee.
The usual plan
adopted is to tie the wrists together behind the back;
the cords are then placed through holes in the
eeata and carried to the legs, round which they are ·
passed above the ankles ; the legs are also tied
above the knees, in such a way as to prevent any
lateral motion. The instruments, consisting of a
guitar, tambourine, violin, horn and bells, are then
placed in the cabinet and the doo•s are closed;
all the bolts, which are simple slip-bolts, being
inaide, the last door that is closed can only be
Jastened from the inside, which is immediately
done. The horn will then be thrown out at the
hole in the centre door, and is frequently ejected
while the door is being shut. After every manifestation an examination of the fastenings is made,
and in no instance is any alteration observable.
lt consequently follows that if the Davenports
threw the horn out they must not only have
untied themsdves but t1ed themselves in the
s~me maJlller, in the space of a few seconds.
The
bells will be rung at the window, and hands
appt>ar of diffen·nt sizes; long, naked arms are
also protruded thro·1gh it. 'l'oe viollll is tuned
and played upon, the other instruml.'nts nccomJ•Ilnying it. Durmg these proceedings the doors
are frequently tl•rown open and generally in the
midst cf the noi~· · · when the Brothers are alwavs
found to be tied i11 the same manner as at first.
At length th"Y ::nl released from tl1eir bonds.
They ag1un t·• 1•·r lite cabinet \\ith the ropes at
t hti1· febt, 11111i in ,about three minutes al'e discov, red bouud k1111 und foot iu a \ery skilful and
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secure manner. The same kind of manifestations
are then renewed, and one of the committee it
allowed to enter the cabinet and sit between the
brothers, resting a h1nd on each, so as to detect
any motion if tllere were any. While thus seated
the committee man will be manipulated by hands,
anri the instruments carried about and played
around him. .A.s a final test flour is placed in ·
each hand of the Davenpo1·ts, and whilst holding
it the instruments will be played, clean hands exhibited and the complicated fastenings removed,
and no mark of the flour is ever seen. The
Davenports then come out of the cabinet and
empty their hands of the flour before the company.
This last experiment ought to be conclusive to
every impartial and unprejudiced mind, for a
little reflection must enable anyone, capable of
judging of facts, to see the great improbability,
not to say utter impossibility, of a person dressed
in black cloth, being able to disengage himself
from a series of knotted ligatures by his own
agency without showing traces of the flour on his
cloth€s, which is never the case with the Dal·enports. It is one of those things which no amount
of practice would enable a person to accomplish ;
as well might we expect un acrobat by practice to
ruaiuta~n himself ou a rope insufficiently strung
tu support him.
The dark Seance is conducted as folloi\'S . The
company sit in chairs arranged in the form of a
half circle, the ends of "hich join the wall so as to
prevent any ingress. Those occupying the frout
seats are requested to join hands, which is a security against persons il·uving their places during the
intervals of darkness. A sm til table is plael'd w1thiu
the semi-circle ou 11 hich arc plao:cd two guitars, a
K 2
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tambourine, and bells. Mr. Fay and Mr. Ira DaTenport sit on either side or the table. The light
is then extinguished and a lashing of ropes i&
heard, also the guitars floating in the air. On the
production of a light the mediums are found with
their hands behind them securely bound.
The
light is again extinguished and the guitars are
heard twanging and flying like birds in eTery
direction and with great rapidity. This experiment is ~peated with the instruments illnminated
with phosphorous, by the light of which their careering in the air is clearly seen. To prove that
the medi urns do not move from their seats, paper
is placed under their feet and their position marked upon it.
At the reque!lt of one of the company Mr. Fay's
coat is taken from his back with the rapidity of
thought, and n light being struck at the moment
the coat may be frequently seen in its flight upwards. Ou an examination being immediately
made, Mr. 'Fay's wrists are found to be tightly
bound to the back of the chair. A coat belonging to one of the company is then put on with the
1111me marvellous rapidity as his own was taken ofl:
The ropes nre then unbound, the guitars at the
same time ~ounding in the air, and as a concluding
and couelusive experiment, two of the company
are req~~t·sted to hold Mr. Fay, and whilst he is
held hand and foot the guitar is floated and played
upon.
L·ke the rour test at the termmation of thE" cabinet
S/tmce, tuis test of holding l\lr. Fay puts the matter beyond all doubt, for when a man is securely
hdd he i~ disqualified from doing any act requir,
ing the mo,·ement of his limbs. ThP. rest depends
upon the g<~od faith of those who hold him aDd
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the precautions taken against the cooperation of a
confederate, and I need not say that these matters
are well looked to by sharp and shrewd investigators.
It will be seen from the foregoing description
of the two Seances that the principal use of the
cabinet is to avoid placing the audience in darkness by providing the condition of darkness
necessary for the production of the manifestations.
Darkness, if not a condition absolutely necessary,
is one that favours the phenomena. Why it
is so has never been satisfactorily explained. For
the first few years of their mediumship the Davenportsobtained·their manifestations only in the
dark Seance form, and,it was, tuat the hands which
were felt in the dark, might be seen in the light,
that the cabinet was devised. It was at first a
mere box with a hole in it, and its only use was, as
I have intimated, to enable the spirits to show
their hands. A Mr. Lewis, re~:~iding at Dublin,
who knew the Davenports as boys at :Buffalo, told
me he was present the first night a cabinet exhibition took place. In a letter to the Iriah Timea he
says "the statements of your correspondents are
not borne out by my experience extending over
a period of fifteen years. The Brothers Davenport were then known to me as boys at school,
yet more astounding demonstrations then occurred
in their presence than thol!e which have been witnessed in Dublin. At that time they were beneath
the claim to praise now so lavishly heaped on
them of " expert conjurors," for they were only
children and exhibited their phenomena to pleaee
their friends and to satisfy and dissatisfy others,
very much like the present time barring the
charge at the doors."
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The Seances continued to be held in the Queen's
Arms Hotel lor about a week when, in consequence
of a letter calling on us to give the public an opportunity of witnessing the exhibition, we decided
on removing to the .Antient Concert Rooms.
This new series of Seances was well attended and
the people were well behaved and courteous. A
lively controversy was kept up in the newspapers,
and during the first fortnight it was no uncommon
thing to see a dozen letters, for and against, in the
lriak Time& of a morning. Then there was a
conjuror, Dr. Lynn ( his real name is Symonds)
who had a cabinet and did the "'rope trick"this exposer of the •• humbug of Spiritualism "
took part in the discussion ;while a rival conjuror
asserted that Dr. Lynn could not do what the
Davenports did, neither could any other conjuror.
A correspondent under the name of Jledicua published a challenge but it was of such a preposterous
nature that it was evident he knew nothing of the
subject, and I replied to him to the effect that he
had better make himself acquainted with the
nature of the exhibition before sending challenges,
and that we were not in Dublin either to give or accept challenges but to exhibit facts.
Thus matters went on very swimmingly for
about a fortnight when a circumstance occurred of
a most unexpected and inexplicable nature, which
to this day I hate never been able to account for,
so far as the conduct of the principal actor is concerned.
On one evening during the dark Seance just as
Mr. Fay's coat was about to be removed, a match
was struck but not ignited, which emitted sufficient
light for objects, for the moment, to be clearly
aeeil. I protested against the striking of a light
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as contrary to the conditions, begged it might not
be repeated, and thought no more of the matter.
Judge then of my surprise the next morning, when
Mr. Lauder, in company with a Mr. Robinson
came to us with very long faces and expressed a
wish to speak to us in private. They said they
had a very serious accusation to make, which was
that Mr. Lauder had observed Ira Davenport out
of his place when the light was struck the night
before. I expressed my suprise and told him he
must be mistaken, for I was sitting close behind
and saw him sitting quietly in the chair. Nothing,
he said, would convince him to the contrary, and
it was proposed to test the Davenports then and
there. The room was accordingly darkened and
some musicaJ. instruments procured. I was requested to leave the room, which I protested
against, alleging that as it was a test Seance, I ought
to be allowed to witness fair play on the part of
the Davenports; but they still persisted that I
should leave the room. I told them I would take
my position between them on the sofa and that
they might hold me. No, they would not be satisfied with anything that took place while I was
in the room and almost in plain terms intimated
that we were all swindlers and that I was the biggest. I appealed to the Davenports as to how I
should act; they said I had better leave, and
accordingly I did so. In about half-an-hour the
Seance terminated, and I was then informed that
no manifestations could be obtained. It was then
arranged, contrary to my wish, to try again the
next morning. In the course of the day Mr. Fay
said to me " I don't like the idea of being humbugged about by that Lauder, let us go and hear
what John says," and forthwith I and Fay started
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off to the .Antient Concert Rooms and got into the
ca.binet. The doors were hardly closed when the
horn was heard in motion and Kate's shrill voice
speaking through it. " We have come to talk to
you about this affair with Lauder," Fay said.
Oh, John mU8t come and talk to you about tlu!.t.

The uext minute John's voice was heard salutin~
us like any mortal visitor. I said, '' How waBlt
yon did not give any manifestations this morning
-weren't you present, or weren't the conditions
right ? "
That wa&' nt it : they insulted yov,
Cooper, that's why we would not give any manifeatatiom.
You have arranged to go to them to morrow, but don't
do so. Write to Lauder and tell Mm that the Brother•
are under a contract with you, and·tellltim that in consequence of the manner in which he acteJ toward& you
th,is mormng, you will not allow the propossd Seance to
take place: .but fkn't tell Mm I told you.

Mr Lauder had threatened to publish his accusation in the new-spapers, which, with the subsequent failure of the Seance, I considered might be
very damaging to the Davenports and the call8e I
sought to promote, inasmuch as his letter would
only too readily be copied by the English press,
whilst any statements I might make by way of
explanation would receive no notice whatever. I
was therefore anxious, if possible, to prevent him
adopting the course he threatened, and endeavoured
to conciliate him by proposing a test Seance, to
take place before a number of qualified gentlemen
whose testimony would have weight with the public; the advice of John therefore took me by surprise. It seemed like taking the bull by the
horns aud defying Mr. Lauder to do his worst. I
wrote the letter in accordance with the instructioue
of " John," and in due course appeared a letter
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from Mr. Lauder making the charge against Ira.
Davenport, and also a letter of a half-apologetic
character from Mr. Robinson regretting that he
had ever been favourably disposed towards the
Davenports. Both thflse gentlemen were in a.
very awkward position ;-Mr. Lauder for having
been instrumental in getting the Davenports to
Dublin, and, when there, doing aU he could to esta.blish them in public favour; and Mr. Robinson for having a few days before written a. letter
to the Irish Timea fully endorsing the genuineness
of the manifestationfl. In this letter he says,
" During the dark Seance the motion of the musical instruments through the air is most a!'ltonishing. 'fhis could not be accomplished either by
strings, wires or any other mechanical contrivance,
and I may mention that while witnessing this part
of the exhibition in London, some person suddenly
lighted a wax-match, hoping to discover the trick,
but instead of making any discovery the MesSl'S.
Davenport and Fay were seen tightly bound in
"their chairs, and the musical instrumants were
falling to the ground."
" Viewing all these matters, I have coma to the
conclusion that the phenomena are of a most extraordinary character, that they cannot be produced by any mechanic,tl or physical means, and
consequently that the Davenports possess a power
'
which we do not understand."
Six days after writing this, Mr. Robinson expresses his opinion that " AU their performances
are merely the result oflong and acquired practice,
aided by their own conditions and darkness '' and
concludes by saying " I rather regret having, on
a former occasion, expressed a. somewhat different opinion, the result of my first crude observa-
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tiona ; but had I not acted as I did, I could not
have had the opportunty of so thoroughly investigating the matter, and so fully exposing their delusion to the public ".
1\Ir. Lauder in his letter says " Should the
Davenports attempt to continue their exhibition,
and represent their sleight-of~hand tricks as the
result of occult or preternatural agency, they can
be always detected in their dark Seance by having
a darkened lantern in readiness which can be
rapidly flashed-a match being too slow for these
expert operators."
But alas; for Mr. Lauder, his positive assurance
that the Davenports "could always be detected"
by the employment of a dark lantern was proved
to be a fallacy, and by Mr. Robinson, who not
satisfied with seeiug a match struck in London,
sent his son with a lantern, and in the course
of the Seance flashed the light on the mediums,
who were discovered seated quietly in their chaira
and " the instruments falling to the ground."
In reply tv Messrs. Lauder and Robinson I
wrote a letter which is too long for reproduction
here. In it I commented on the inconsistent conduct of these gentlemen and said it W!lS an exemplification of the saying "Save me from my
friends," and asked " Is it reasonable to suppose
that nobody among the hundred persons present
have seen the delinquent but Mr. Lauder?" and,
hy way of addenda, I published the following
letters from five gentlemen all well known in Dublin
and esteemed for their worth and honour. The
fil'st is the Rev. Dr. Tisdal of whom I have already spoken. Mr. Armstrong is a Solicitor.
Mr. FarraH a veterinary surgeon. Mr. Fitzgerald
a Magistrate and Deputy Lieutenant, and Mr.
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Lewis a lithographer. Such testimony ought to
aettle the matter for ever. I may add that I have
been present, at least a score of times, when a
light has been struck, but nothing was discovered
except perhaps the folly of those who forfeited their honour in attempting to find out the
secret.
On the evening of last monday, the 15th, I was present at
one of the dal'k Seances gheu by the l\le88rs. Davenport. A
light was suddenly struck by one of the audience. I saw
Mr, Ira Davenport and Mr. Fay seated as before the darkne88
was produced, and remarked to the gentleman who accompanied me to witne88 the results, and sat next me, with his
hand in mine, that the unexpected production of the light
had, at all events afforded no discernable evidence that Mr.
Davenport and Mr. Fay moved from their seats. My Impression then was, and is still, that the striking of ihe light was
an instance of complete failure in the effort to detect motion
"pon the part of Mess .... Davenport and Fay. The coat of
the latter was on before the light was extinguished, and wl.en
the match was struck the coat was off, and vistbly descending
upon the floor.
To the proof of the foregoing statement I can bear testimony.

c. E. TISDALL.

Januarr 18, 1866.
When, at l\londay evening's sl!ance, the ligM was suddenly,
and as I said at the time, unfnirly struck by one of the audience, inHamuch u it was contrary to the condition of the
~ance, Mr. Davenport and Mr. Fay were sitting tied in their
chairs. 1 watched closely, and they did not appear to have
moved. My friend and I were sitting within a ft:w yard~ of
Mr. Fay.
The sudden production of the light seems to me to have
totally failed in detecting any movement on the part of either
of those gentlemen, as the lriend sitting next me, in whose
hand mine' waa at the time, remarked, there was no evidence
whatever of either Mr •.Fay or Mr. Davenport having &tined
from their places.
·
JOHN A•IIISTROJ.'IG;

4i, Lower Dominick-street, Jan. 18, 1866.
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T" Messrs Davenport and Fay.
Dublin, 18th January. 1866.
Gentlemen,-Seeing letters in the "Irish Times " of this
morning referring to your s«!ance of Monday night last, the
]lith inst., and stating that when a matt'h had been ignited,
that Mr. Davenport was seen away some distance from the
chair on which he had been previously seated. In justice tn
~· ou, I wish to observe that I, with some other friends who
were seated in the front row, and within a few feet of thoe
who were manifesting the URual pht.>nomena, saw not the least
movement in the case of those who were then performing,
'Tis quite true a match was ignited, and, insufficient as the
light was, it afForded those sitting in front the full opportunity
of obsening that those parties manifesting the phenomena
were seen in the same position as that in which they bad been
previous to the light being turned ofF.-I am, gentlemen
your obedient servant,
J. J . F .t.RR.t.LL.

Out of evil comes good, and the result of this
Irish expose, which, as I anticipated, was published in the English papers without my reply, was to
strengthen the favourable impression that had
been produced, and, the interest excited, to
give addtiional publicity to the subject. As the
topirits afterwards remarked to me in reference to
the exposure in America of a counterfeit m~dium
-a young girl who was detected in having secreted things about her person, that even an affair of
that kind did good, because it drew public attention to the subject ,-anything, they said, that
caused the subject to be agitated, whether favour
able or unfavourable, benefited t)piritualism " because it was true." Although one Seance is for the
most part a counterpart of another still incidents
frequently occur to vary the proceedings and give
additional interest. Sometimes these incidents
are of an amusing character. I will mention a
few that happened in Dublin.
At one of our early Slan_ce1 we experienced great
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annoyance from an Englishman, who kept calling
out •• humbug," and words of a similar meaning.
He at length impugned the honour of the committee, who were military officers. Asking my
permi8sion, they got down fr.,m the platform, and
took the offender by the collar, and walked him
out of the room, to the great satisfaction of the
audience.
On another occasion, in consequence of a guitar
resting twice on the lap of a gentleman occupying
a seat in the front row, some remarks were madtl
by a person behind, implyin~ confederacy. This
roused the blood of the Iri8hman, who forthwith
began by saying, " Do you know who I am? I am
the editor of," &c. and in~isted upon the accuser exchanging seats with him.
By the adoption of the bailoting system, we
were on the whole, fortunate in obtaining good
and fair committee mttn. On one occasion, however; we had a pt'lrson, named 81mington, a photographer (our principal opponents have been
photographers,) "ho adopted the Hnlley and
Cummins tactics He operated on William Davenport, who very soon began to complain of the
brutality of the tying. I asked if there was a
medical man present who would examine thl.l
cords. Immediately an old gentleman stepped on
the platform, and at ouce began by assuring the
audience that he was in no way prl'judiced. He
examined the wrists, aud said he could get his finger in. I then began to feal' trouble. William
Davenport still complained of the pain, and had
yet to undergo the process of having his le~:1
bound. I advised him to bear the pain ifpossible,
knowing, that if I could but g.. t the doors closed,
he would soon be released. This was at lengtll
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accomplished, and the efforts were at once directed
to liberating the medium, which took about ten
minutes, during which time but few mKnifestations
took place. Mr. S- urged this against us. On
the Brothers being re-tied, }lr. S- said they were
not tied with a knot, but with a twist. Tu satisfy
him that such was not the rase we had the ropes untied and he acknowledged he was wrong. }'inding
himself defeated on all points he stood sulkily in
a corner of the platform, and would neither retire
nor t.ake further part in th£' proceedings. Thia
affair• was within an ace of being a repetition of the
Leeds affair·, The doctor who felt the wrists evidently put his finger into the rope that encircled
both wrists. It resulted in triumph to the Davenports, and the feeling was strong against Mr. Simington and his partizans.
On one occasion a gentleman entered the cabinet without invit&tion from the Brothers. He
pulled the doors to and then began to show his
hand at the wiudow, and nttorwards grinned
through it at the audience. lie very ~oon beggt>d
to be let out, and came fort.h looking very pale
and woe-begone, holding his hand to his head,
having received some severe blow&. His scepticism appeared to have been put to flight by the
1triking evidence lu~ l111d recerved that there is
something in creation besides matter. The next
. eveuing one of the committee entered the cabinet
in the usual manner. He very soon began to beg
to be let out. He complained of beiug struck on
the bead. I told him he was the first I knew of
who had complained ofrough treatment. I told
him also that he was the first I had seen wear a
hat in the cabinet, which might ba1·e had &ometuiug to do with it. There had evidently been
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an attempt to bonnet the gentleman as it is vulgarly called.
Sometimes when persons enter the cabinet and
sit with the Brothers strange freaks will be practised o 1 them. Their neekerchief will be taken
off, the breast pin removed and stuck into the coat
behind, and if spectacles happen to be worn they
will be transferred to the face of one of the Davenports. When Mr. Coleman entered the cabinet in London, his handkerchief was taken from
his pocket and tied over his head. I have, at
different times. seen at least three hundrei persons
enter the cabinet, all of whom certified there WM
no movement on the part of the IJrothers.
While at Dublin we had occasional visits from
the spirits in private. Sometimes while seated at
dinner with the mediums. I would observe a gentle
tapping on my knee which was followed by a g•·asp
as of a large powerful hand taking hold of
litUb, and often too vigorous to be agreeable. The
Davenports would also have the same kind of experience, and sometimes they would be constrained
to remonstrate with the spirits on accotrnt of their
ro Jgh treatment, and in one or two instances.left the
1able to avoid it. Raps would be heard and sometimes
loud reports as if the table were ~truck with a
hammer. In addition to feeling hands underueatl1
the ttlbie, they might occasionally be seen protrudia~ under the clotll, and on two or three occasions,
in auswer to Hr. Fay's question " Can you lif'
the table John'?" the table was raised in the air
with all the dinner things on it. All this took
place in the ltght and nobody present but ours~lves. The table, I may observe, was a square
dining table about four feet square, of considerable
weight. Once during these uusougbt and uulook-
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ed for manifestations my bread lying beside my
place suddenly sprung into the air. This is
about the extent of my experiences with the Davenports in tne light, but I had others in the dark
which I shall allude to in due course.
I frequently made suggestions to the spirits
with a view to vary and improve the Seances and
to render the experiments more conclusive, but I
found them for the most part opposed to anything
in the shape of innovation. They would however
give their reasons for not adopting my suggestions
and I generally found there was wisdom in their
conclusions. Once in reply to a suggestion. to do
Fomething still more extraordinary they said
"Peopl8 can't bel£eve what theyseenLw- Tl1we was a man
last nigktfr£ghtened and lejt the room. No, we can't
make any alterations-at any rate at pruent. It de.
pends more upon the state of the mind of those who set
these things than wltat u:e do; some men can't belieu
their own sense•" However, they acquiesced in one
of my suggest:ons. I said " you make so much
drumming noise when you play the instruments
that the violin can scarcely be heard. I think if
you were to play a slow tune and not make so
much noise with the other instruments it would
have a good effect." This hint was taken and at
night a tune was played differing in style to any
thing I had heard before, and the time was softly beat on the tambourine. This tune I have
&ince ascertained to be "Washington's March
over the Delaware," and it has been played at
every subsequent Seance. During the time we were
in Ireland there was a !;Teat v11riety in the tunes
played, sometime:~ Irish and Scotch melodies, and
once" Yankee Doodle" was played, the speed in·
~reasing at every repetition until the tune wo»
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hardly distinguishable.
After exhibiting for three weeks in Dublin we
left that city and visited Cork. Just as the railway
enters this town there is a tunnel. Whilst passing through it I felt something tapping me on
the head. I then heard a voice which was rendered
indistinct by the noise of the carriages, and I consequently took no notice of it tilllra Davenport said
"Cooper, there's Kate calling you." The voice
then spoke loud enough to be heard above the
rattle of the train, which was now going at a slow
rate. It said, You must be careful what you say in
this place-they are queer people here-say nothing
abmtt Spiritualism. Jlefirm--youare notfirm enough;
don't give into them.
I then said " shall I put it upon a scientific
basis?"
Put it tm no basis at all-let the facts speak for
themselves ; the less that's said the better.
I told Kate her wishes should be complied with,
and the next minute we were at the station. It
will not be worth while to enter into the particulars
of the Seances at Cork. We remained there a
week, during which time the exhibition was witnessed by most of the principal inhabitants. Everything passed off satisfacto'rily, and a profound
impression wap obviously made. In this town I observed less scepticism than in any, before or subsequently, visited. After visiting Limerick and
Waterford (where a gentleman called and desired
the Davenports for his satisfaction to take a "Bible
oath" that they were passive agents) we returned
to Dublin, intending to exhibit at the Rotunda,
and then, either to visit other towns in Ireland, .
or to go to Scotland. On the Day we arrived
at Dublin, Fay said to me ''John wants to speak
.L
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to you, he came to me after I got to bed last night."
In accordance therefore with the expressed wish
of" John" we went to a bedroom, and darkened
it by nailing a rug before the windows, a. matter
of no little difficulty. When this was nearly done
Kate said, There, tltat will do-that's dark mough.
'Ve then took our seats in a corner of the room,
having extemporised a. horn by rolling a. piece of
music into a cone and tying it with string. This
was laid on the bed. John's huskv voice was
soon heard speaking through it, and proceeded
to tell me what to say to the audience at night.
He then said, Ooope~·, I want you to go to Russia
with the .Brotlters ; you ltave done a good work in
thi& country, hut it i8 no use stopping any longer-get
on to Scotland as fast as yon can and then go atraight
away to Rttsaia. The voice ceased and the paper
horn was thrown across the room.
I have frequently noticed that "John" is very
short and concise in his conversation, and by no
means dispot~ed t-o be communicative. He rarely
condescends to talk upon subjects that have no
connection with his mission, and always speaks
at once to the point, his atterances indicating great
earnestness ofpurpose. He is what might be
called a man of few words. Kate once said, ~u
will he surprised when you see John what a great
man he is; he possesses wonderful wt'll power. He
f!-lways has an answer ready, but sometimes
hesitates to find the right word in conversation.
At times he is witty and I have even known him
make a joke. Ira and I got into the cabinet one
day after the Seance was over, when Ira said "You
gave me a precious rap on the head just now."
John's ready answer was, It wasn't me, it was tluJ
trumpet. Kate, too, attempts to be witty at times.
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She was asked (I was not present at the time),
whether she and John ever quarrelled, to which she
replied, 0 yea, we are married you .know. Unlike
John, Kate will talk any length of time, as long
in fact as she can find anything to talk about, even
if it be the most frivolous nonsense; but! must do
her the justice to say that she talks sensibly
enough at times, and I have heard great wisdom
in her utterances, and satisfactory answers given
to profound philosophical questions.
On our return to Dublin a letter appeared in
the Irian Timu calling on those, who had boasted
so much of their ability to discover the secret, to
make good their assertions, saying it was evident
the Davenports did not shirk investigation. This
put some of these knowing ones on their mettle,
and desperate attempts were in consequence made
to fathom the mystery by striking lights, putting
black on the hands of the mediums unknown to
them, and other cunning devices, but all to no
purpoae ; notwithstanding all these attempts to
" find out the trick," they were just as far off as
ever. The man who had charge of the hall told
me that numbers of persons had been to him to ask
if he could throw any light on the matter, which
:he confessed he was unable to do, but told them
they might examine the cabinet. As a last resource Dr. Lynn, the conjuror, came to the rescue,
and announced a lecture in which he undertook to
expose Spiritualism thoroughly. This, of course,
like all conjurors' tricks was a mere device for getting
money. The l'esult of this lecture I do not know,
for my career in Dublin was unexpectedly brought
to a close some two or three days earlier than it
was intended, the particulars respecting which ~
will proceed to state.
~-2
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I have already spoken of establishing a paper
in the interest of Spiritualism. This was published
at the Spiritual Lyceum, London ; and both the
institution and paper were under the management
of Mr. Powell. Just before I left London Mr.
Sothern, the actor, addressed a letter to the Glalgow Citizsn in reply to a statement in the
Spiritual Magazine, to the effect that Mr. Sothem
was formerly a member of a spiritual society in
America, known as the Miracle Circle, and that
Mr. Sothern acted as medium. Mr. Sothern in his
letter admitted the existence of the " Circle " and
his connection with it, but denied the spiritual
origin of the manifestations that were produced,
and stated that he had systematically hoaxed the
public for two years for his amusement, and
concluded by stigmatising " every Spiritualist as
either an impostor or idiot, and every Spiritualist
exhibitor who made money by his exhibition as a
swindler;" and asserted his ability to " do all
that they can do and more." In reply to which, I
addressed a letter to the Glasgow Citizen, the substance of which was that as Mr. Sothern had
asserted that " he had done and could do all the
Davenports did and more," if he would satisfactorily explain the modus operandi by which the
Davenport manifestations were produced, I would
give one hundred guineas to the Dramatic College.
Mr. Sothern took no notice of the letter. This is
all I had personally to do with Mr Sothern.
The Sothern letter reached America and
attracted the attention of Col. Du Solle, Editor of
the New York Sunday Times, who was acquainted
with the whole proceedings and knew Mr.
Sothern very well. He wrote an article on the
subject in hi& paper and aentioned facta that
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did not refl.eet favourably on Mr. Sothern's private
character. The paper containing Col. Du Solie's
article was brought to the Spiritual Lyceum by
an American gentleman, and Mr. Powell incautiously gave it insertion in the Spiritual Times.
Of the whole matter I was entirely ignorant, and
almost the first I heard of it was on reading in
the Iri1h Time& a report of the proceedings at
the Police Court in London, and that a warrant
had been issued for my apprehension to answer a
charge of libel. The same evening at the conclusion of the dark Seance a policeman took me
in charge and conveved me to a police station
preparatory to taking me to London the next
morning. I wrote the following account, at the
~me, of my experience under the title of

Thm Nights in the Poliee Cell.
I

All about to give, or rather attempt to give, a simple
a~count of my premature aud unexpected return from

Dublin, and my incarceration in the police cell; and
had I the practised hand of the writer of "A Night;
in a Workhouse,'' my experience might be as inteie.!ting to the public as that world-known narrative.
Lacking this ability, a narrative of the following facta
will doubtless be read with interest by my friends,
independent of any sympathy ther may have for the
principal actor in the three nights drama. The hero
of the Casual Ward was an amateur. My sufferings,
though not like his, self-imposed, were equally unmerited:At the instance of Mr. Sothern I was arrested by a
police officer at the conclusion of a Davenport Seance,
at the Dublin Rotunda-fortunately the last but one
in Dublin, I proceeded with the officer to the hotel
to collect my luggage, where I took some tea. I was
next conveyed in a cab to a Police Station. This was
about eleven o'clock at night. Here I was conducted
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into a white-washed room, on the side of which were
doors with little grated openingR. These I afterwards
discovered to be cells, in which offenders are temporarily
confined. There was a fire in the room, at each side of
which were forms, on which eat two or three policemen.
The first object that arrested my attention on entering
this place was a woman's face at the barred opening of
one of the cells. This face was of an ashy paleness, and
made grimaces, and uttered very hideous noises. In
a little time the utterances became articulated, and an
appeal to be let out for warmth was cle1~rly heard, and
persistively repeated. At first the appeal was met by
a threat to exclude the light if she did not leave off;
but after the application became more moderate, she
was promised a five minutes' warmth at the fire. The
bolts were drawn, the door opened, and out came a
fine young woman, very dirtily dressed, who at once
proceeded to take off her shoes and stockings, and dry
them by the fire. After sitting a few minutes she was
told she had'been there long enough, and was again
locked in the cell, when after a few remonstrances and
complaints she became quiet. In the room were two
benches, on one of which lay a poor miserable object,
in the form of a man, to whom I shall presently refer.
It was intimated that I could lie down on the other.
I did so, m&king use of my portmanteau for a pillow.
I had not been reclining long, when the Brothers
Davenport called in to take another farewell. Allusion was made to their incarceration in Oswego Gaol,
and they gave an account of the opening of the priso11
doors by the spirits. This naturally excited the
attention of the big policemen (they were all over six
feet, and appeardd to be selected for their size, like the
body guard of Frederick the Great), and I need not
say they looked very incredulous. The Davenports
also said that their prison was a much wor:~e place,
that they had to suspend their bed by ropes ti·om the
ceiling to keep clear of vermin. · The Brothers also
spoke of the kindneas of friends, the number of vi11it•
they received, the quantity of good things they had
brought them, that altogether, they somewhat regretted
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when the term of imprisonment had expired. This
visit ended, I lay down again, and got into a doze,
when a fresh arrival disturbed my partial slumbers.
It was a woman, or what was called a woman, in a
dreadful state of intoxication. She wanted to go to
the tire. Her wish was opposed, and she made an
effort to go there by force, which was resisted by the
great policemen, who, without any parleying, each
. taking hold of an arm, dragged her to the cell, and
closed the door against her, as she vainly essayed to
force her way out as it was being closed. Then began
a storm of human rage such as I had never heard
before, and could not have conceived possible. The
iron door was frantically struck by the closed fists of
the desperate wretch in her vain effort. A continuous
howl, a mixture of rage and despair, through which
an occasional articulate word could be heard, was kept
up. Presently the wild howling relapsed into articulate cursing. She swore by all the saints in heaven
a.nd devils in hell. For five minutes, ·at least, her
objurgations were made in the name of the Holy
Ghost. "Let me out to warm myself. Give me
a. ha.'porth of tire. My mother never brought me up
to be a. - - - . If a woman comes here with tine
clothes, you do not treat her so. If it was not for such
as me, you would not have such a good coat on your
back." Such were the kind of utterances she gave
forth, as soon as her rage allowed her to speak, to all
of which the · policemen were perfectly indifferent.
They took but little notice of her, except to say now
a.ncl then as they paced the room, "You shall have a.
ba'porth of fire when you are quiet," They said but
little, knowing from experience that anything they
could say would not avail in arresting the torrent of mad
passions, but wouid only stimulate it. At one time
she was threatened with having the little barred window closed up, so as to render the cell dark. This
threat succeeded for a time in quelling the frantic
noise, but a fresh outbreak caused the threat to be
pot in force, and increased for a time the wretch's
eries and curses. I feel sure that had they allowed the
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poor creature to sit a. short time by the fire, when she
first came in, this dreadful scene would have been
avoided. In proceBS of time the noise ceased, and
once :more asking for a "ha'porth of fire," she was
allowed to come out and warm herself. And then
was brought in a poor old woman. What her offence
was did not transpire. . Probably she was homeless.
She was conducted to a cell without uttering a word
or murmur. There were some more arrivals not
calling for special notice.
About four o'clock, as I lay on my bench, I found
the man who occupied the other bench bad ari11en and
was seated by the fire adjusting his rags, one of the
women looking through the bars volunteering to
render him as~istance with a needle. I looked up and
saw he was a close-cropped, bullet-headed vagrant,
who, from his appearance, had not long been out of
prison. He was called by the policeman ''Paddy,"
and judging from the conversation, appeared to be a
"character," and "well known to the police ; " one of
those waifs and strays of society, whose life is passed
between the gaol, the workhouse, and the publichouse. He was seated among his custodians telling
them tales ; and as soon as he had finished oue, was
asked to "give us another tale, Paddy.'' I arose
and was addressed by Paddy liB "Doctor," and was
asked my ad vice for his swelled throat.
At half-past five my policeman, in plain clothes,
made hie appearance, and announced that it was time to
sta1·t. I had no other preparation to make than to put on
my hat and take up my portmaut~an, and was at his
disposal ; I thanked the police for the night's lodging
they had afforded me, bade them "Good Morning,''
and was taken in a cab to the ·railway station, and
thence to the steam boat at Kingston. The morning
was cold, the wind was biting, and the sea. rough.
During the passage my custodian C'-me to me in my
prostrate condition and charitably administered a
little brandy. He was a good-natured, simple-minded
man. and behaved very well to me ; and I understand
he reported that I had behaved very well to him.

··-.
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We were conveyed per Holybead to London, nearly
300 miles in six hours, and arrived at our destination
(the Police-station, in John Street, Edgeware Road),
about seven. Here my name an•l address and offence
were entered in a book, and I was conducted to a cell
similat' to those I had seen in Dublin. There were
three of these cells in a row, with a passage along the
front, the middle one of the three being allotted to me.
It was a place about eight feet long by six feet broad,
built of brick, with a saw-dust covered floor. It was
fitted with a broad seat running along the back and
one side, ending in a water-closet. This was the only
furniture it contained. In the centre of the door was
a little opening covered by a perforated piece of metal
arranged to slide up and down. A gas-light from the
passage shone through the holes of this window, by
the light of which I was enabled to read ; but to do
so I had to shift the paper, so as to cause the light to
rnn along the lines. This reading under difficulties
was at length removed by the insrctor ordering the
slide to be let down. A.bout ten
lay down for the
night on my hard bed, but it was not long before I
was disturbed by the unlocking of doors, and the
flashing of a bull's-eye lantern, and by the inquiry if
all was right, to which I had to answer. This process
was gone through every hour of the night, and would
be anything but pleasant to a sound sleeper. There
were two or three fresh arrivals during the nigh~,
which were attended by some noise, but nothing like
I had experienced iu Dublin. I was assured that I
had been greatly favoured, as it was the quietest
Saturday night they had had for a long while. I dre&ded
more than anything having another prisoner put in
my cell. Early in the morning I heard a man's voice
and a boy's in the cell on my right, and a considerable
moaning on my left. About eight o'clock I was informed that I could have what I liked brought from a
neighbouring coffee-house, but nothing stronger than
tea. and I ordered my breakfast accordingly. My
neighbours were also asked whether they wante~ any
breakfast. Had they any money? The man satd he
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had fourpence, and ordered provisions to the run
amount. He was advised not to spend all at once as
it was a long time till to-morrow morning. He decided, after some deliberation, on spending only
threepence. The boy said he had also lourpence, and
would like a cup of coffee and four slices of bread attd
butter. The policeman was astonished at such a. large
supply being wa.ntlld for so small a. boy. The boy,
however, sairl he would spend his fourpence all at
once. '' Well, growing boys do want as much to eat
as men,'' was the answer ; but the growing boy got
nothing more till the next day. He a~>ked for a. little
'baccer,' and was told that birch would be more suita·
ble for him.
In the course of the day I managed to ascertain
that my neighbours on my right were a man and two
boys.
The man was in for begging and the boys for
exhibiting white mice, Their conversation showed
them to be professional reggars. In· the other cell
were three women whose offence was drunkenneBB. All
the first part of this Sunrlay (it was a glorious Sundl\y
as I could Bee by a stream of sunlight that shot acrOBB
the passage, and once actually found its way into my
cell), I heard but little of my female neighbours; they
had not recovered from their lMt night's delu~ouch-an
occasional yawn was all I heard of them. They were
asked if they wanted anything to eat. They said they
had no money, and were consequently without food
till the next morning, when they were provided with
some. One of the police was a. pious character ; be
administered a little ad ville to the prisoners, reminding
them where the broad road led to, aud expressed his
sorrow that they still persiBted in walking in it. He
was evidently a. member of some little Zioll, and
judging from hie familiarity with Scripture, and the
readiness with which he met every argument with a
text, I have no doubt he occasionally officiated aa
preacher to the congregation of which he was a mem·
ber. We got into conversation about Spiritualism,
but everything I advanced was met with a text.
However, I succeeded in interesting him, anJ he was
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anxious for further information. I also spoke to one
of the inspectors on the subject.
At noon Mr. W. came to consult and console. His
visit was like the gleam of sunlight that had before
entered my cell.
In the afternoon the females, having revived, began
to talk among themselves, and at length opened up a
conversation with the prisoners on the other side of
me. Presently I was saluted with the familiar sound
of raps on my wall, and was asked what I was in for 7
As I had but a dim idea oi it, I could not give them
much information. The ''jolly beggars'' now began
singing, and in this way passed an hour or so merrily.
The man was evidently a jovial companion, who could
entertain his pot-house friends with a song when
called upon. His favourit6 song was "The LowBack'd Car." The boys also sang, and were well-up
in the popular songs of the day. "Good-bye Sweetht>art ''and "Here we are again" (not an inappropriate one) were the style of songs they delighted in;
and when they were tired of singing, or had exhausted
their repertoire, would whistle the "Mabel Waltz,"
and other popular melodies. One of the boys had an
excellent idea of n\Usic, and with proper attention
would make a good musician. I must do my companions in dhltress the justice to say, that I nevet•
heard anything immoral while I had the pleasure of
their society.
In the midst of the singing the policeman enters and
all is quiet. He opens the cell and enquires if all is
rigllt, and finds " all serene.'• He looks in upon me
aud.then goes to t.he next cell, saying, "Now, then,
ladies, is there anything I can do for you 7" A
<.oonversation ensues ; policeman retires, and I am
again saluted by raps, and am asked a question I cannot, in consequence of the Scotch brogue of the
speaker, catch. My neighbour, the "jolly beggar,' •
antwers. " I do not mean you, I mean the gentleman
in the next cell." The Scotch voice proceeded to
inform me that she bad ascertained what l was in for.
She was _entered "drunk and disorderly,'' and I
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was in for "a bad libel.'• She asked me if she made
much noise when she came in. I said I heard a great
noise in the night.
Have you been often here 1 I asked.
Yes a g~d many times.
I wonder you don't take warning from this.
I can't help it. They treated me to some whiskey,
and my old man takes no account of me.
Does your husband know where you are 1
No. and would'nt care if he did.
What punishment do you expect to get 1
,.. That depends on who the Magistrate is. Mr. Yardley lets u11 off with seven days. The others give us a
month.
Do they give you anything to do?
Yes, pick oakum.
Well, I think you pay dearly for a little pleasure.
I advise you not to do it again.
I am afraid I shall though.
l:)be now began to question me.
Where did they taJCe you 1
In Dublin.
Is that where you live 1
No. I have not been home for two months.
Have you a wife t
No; but I have five children.
Poor things, I hope they are taken care of.
They have to take care of themselves at present.
Do they know you are here Y
I don't thiuk they do.
This colloquy, which helped to beguile the time, ia
sufficient to show tha.t, degraded as the poor creature
was, there were gleams of goodness in her nature.
She asked if I had a newspaper, and if there was
any particular news in it. I looked to see if there
were any murders. robberies, or suicides, and finding
nothing very strikin~ in that department, told her
there was no news of nnportance. I thought it would
be of no use telling her that the Habeas Corpus was
about to be sutipended.
The remainder of the day wu spent in reading, and
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reflecting, and writing with a ~neil a short lecture
which I now find difficult to dec1pher.
The night came, and the prisoners began to come in.
I dreaded every fresh arrival, lest one should be put
in my cell. Fortunately this did not occur. : In the
morning the beggars grumbled among themselves
about lying on each other. Not being able to adjust
themselves, they saluted the early morn with the
songs they had sung the day before. At length the
wished for hour of ten arrived. The prisoners were taken
from their cells to the courtyard, when they \tent
through the process of standing in a row, and
answering to their names. I was left in my cell. My
female friend, as she passed a!ong the passage, looked
at my window, and gave a smile of friendly recognition, and I sa.w by that glance, that sunken as this
poor creature was, the " woman " was still there.
I thanked the police for their kindness to me, was
conducted in a cab to the Police Court, and soon found
myself in the presence of the great and impartial administrator of justice, the magnate of the Police
Court. I there heard, for the first time, and rather to
my astonishment, what a bad character I was, what a
dreadful crime I had committed, that the libel was
concocted by me in roy office, and that I was captured
in the theatre in Dublin. I was committed for trial
at the Old Bailey for an offence I knew nothing of till
I read, in an Irish paper, that a warrant was granted
for my arrest.
I was at liberty again, and in the streets of London ;
but my mind was bewildered and as befogged as the
.black air l breathed. One street seemed as another to
me ; all seemed alike. In the evening I heard Emma.
Ha.rdinge. She discoursed most eloquently on "Mystery," a fit subject, for everything seemed a mystery
to me, even the kindness and consideration of so many
friends. Miss Hardinge was said to excel herself
on that occasion. Of that I know not ; I only know
she excelled everybody else I had ever heard.
I
would fain ha.ve a.ddressed a. few words to the meeting,
iu return for their ~:xpressiou of kindness and sym-
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pathy, but could not do so ;-my head was in a. maze.
I could not collect my thoughts, a.nd was compelled to
let my silence be. the expre1111ion of my overburdened
heart.

After these experiences in the Police cell, I hoped
to be treated by the free prm of England at least
as an innocent man 1-1ntil I was proved guilty.
The magistrate, Mr. Knox-before whom I was .
placed, gave me some rough knocks, entirely prejudging my case. The "Daily Telegraph," assu·
ming it"4 own immaculate purity; in a leader
introduced this choice sentence:"The proper punishment is that the offender
should be hauled to the bar with a policeman's
hand on his collar. Other and more sl.'riou!'penalties may have to be inflicted afterwards, but
the first thing to do is to stamp and brand the
libeller, to fix upon him the stigma of disgrace."
I wrote an explanatory letter couched in respectful language to the "Daily Telegraph," but
of course the letter did not appear. And yet, the
"Daily Telegraph" is a liberal journal!
The Davenports then went to Belfast and thence
to Edinburgh and Glasgow, where they were
very successful, especially in the former of the
two places. Mr. M•Donnell, of whom I hav~
· spoken, acted as my substitute at Belfast. On
his return to Dublin, Mr. Lauder said to hi!Jl,
"Well, did you find out the rogues?" "Yes, and
the foo~s too," was the reply!
Mr. Sothern and the Davenports were at Glasgow at the same time, when a letter in one of the
local papers called his attention to my challenge.
He, however, thought " discretion to be the be~~r
paJ"t of valour," and took no ~otice of it.
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The Davenports then came to London, when
there was of course more said in the papers about
the "irrepressible Davenports." They exhibited
at the Hanover Square Rooms for a week under
my superintendence, but the audiences not being
sufficiently good to justify their remaining in
London, it was determined to consult John, with
reference to the future, who tendered his counsel
in the following conversationWell, Cooper, glad to tee you again-you left us in
a hurry.
"Yes," I replied, '• It was an unpleasant
affair."
'
Never mind, John went on to say, you are a
martyr, every good cause kaa its martyrs.
Mr. Powell, who was present, then remarked
that be was the proper person to be put in prison.
Then you are a martyr by proxy, was John's
reply, who then went on to say, You have come to
a q·ueer place now. Thinking he might mean the
cellar we were in, to which we had come on
account of its darkness, I said, "What place do
you mean?" Why, London,-you can do no good
Aere now ; you may as well try to reruscitate a
corpse, yo right awa.v to some nete place. It's too
late for Russia now-Bruasells is too near Parismy advice ,·s to go to Berlin; there you will create as
great an excitement as when you first oame here-lose
no time, go at once. Thanking John for his advice
we bade him ' adieu.'
About this time a paragraph went the round of
the papers to the effect that the Davenports had
renounced their spiritual pretensions and now exhibited as conjurors, " professors of a peculiar
species of legerdemain." This statement purported to be made on the authority of the ":3cotsman,"
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but that paper &imply said that persons need have
no scruples now about witnes&ing the exhibition
as nothing was Aiel about Spiritualiam. A para·
graph appearing of the same tenor in the
"Athenmum," I wrote the following letter to that
journal, which the Editor had the honour and
faimeea to insert.
The Davenport Brothers.-In jll8tice to Mr. Howitt
and his "fellow worshippers,.. allow rue to say, in
reference to the paragraph on the Davenport Brothers,

which appeared m your JOurnal of the 31st. of March,
that there ia no truth in the statement that they have
avowed themselves to be conjurors. The Brothers
and Mr. Fay, in the most full and explicit manner,
den1 that they have ever admitted themselves to be
conJurors ; and they still affirm that the manifestations
whit:h take place in their presence are neither produced by themselves nor by confederates. Mr. Fay
baa already contradicted the statement which appeared
to his prejudice a short time since in most of the
newspapers ; but few of them however, had the sense
of justice to give his letter publicity.

I am sorry to add that other journals did not
act so honourably in the matter, refusing to
admit an explanatory statement, even as an advertisement. Among these waa the "Times;"
this could hardly have been expected ofthatjournal,
since it once asked for Spiritualism, " a full, free
and impartial inquiry; an exposure of the sham if
it be one ; and a recognition of the truth, if truth
be in it:• How true are its own words " How
often must a great truth come forth to light, and
be received and overborne, and lapse into obscurity
before it achieves general acceptation !"
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CH.APTER XIII
Dr. J. B. Ferguote.

In making a brief sketch of the career of the
Davenports in Europe I muat not lose sight of
Dr. Ferguaon who enacted an important part in
the little drama that excited for the time the attention of the world, and to whose tact and good
management its success was much indebted. It
may be well therefore to state here a few particulf!,rs respecting him.
Dr. J. B. Ferguson was until recently the pastor of a large congregation inN ashville, Tenne&se,
of which the present President of the United
States was a member. Here his ministry was so
successful that a l~ger building became necessary
to hold his increasing audiences, and accordingly
a new and handsome church capable of accommodating 5000 persons was erected and placed at his
disposal. In a work entitled " Supramundane
Facts in the life of J. B. Ferguson," published in
England during his residence here, it will be seen
that for many years he bas been acquainted with
the facts of Spiritualism; and he was not the man
to preach doctrines he did not believe in, ortowithhold truths he considered desirable to be known.
11
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Hia nature was far too honorable, bold, and conecientioua for this. Aeoordingly when his convictions became matured by a lengthened study and
an t~xteuded experience, he did not hesitate to
proclaim them ; which, as might be expected,
proved distasteful to the majority of his hearers.
Diaaatiafaction was expressed, an open rupture
followed, and in the end the pastor resigned his
position and voluntarily gave up his right to the
church which had been built expressly for his
use. His subsequent connec~on with the Davenports may be best stated in his own words.
"On the night of the 26th of April, 1864, in company with a friend, I attended the exhibition of the
Brothers Davenport at the Cooper Institute, New
York. On the night succeeding, in company with five
of my friends from the Southern States. ! attended
another exhibition at the same place. I had been for
years familmr with phenomen:l and experiences of a
similar character to those represented as attending the
Brothers ; and from the knowledge of this fact, my
Southern friends were anxious that I ehould accompany them.
"Of the Davt>nporte themeelves personally, or as
representatives of the' wonders • associated with their
names, I knew nothing. Of course I ha(l often aeen
their names in public prints, but. my attention to what
was said either in their favour or to their disparagement hnd never been sufficiently attracted to secure
any conviction respecting them. Accordingly, ou my
way to their proposed entertainment, in reply to a
question of my friends, I remember to have stated
that, if the Davenports were not jugglers or deceivllh,
andl were really instruments through which man'11
allied nature to the invisible or spiritual world was
reftected, we should receive evidence such as no candid
man could refuse to accept. I also expressed a hope
that one of my friends, who was a sceptic in the saddtst sense, would receive the tangible proof of what
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he had heard me assert and defend for fifteen years. " When we came to the place of meeting-the large
lecture-room of the Cooper Institute, the largest in
New York city- -we found some thousands assembled.
The entertainment-for such it may properly be called
-opened, and a committee was chusen to secure the
young men in the cabinet and report to the audience
what occurred. I need not describe the manifestations,
or their effect on the audience, as the New York
papers gave graphic reports at the time, and have indulged in tiresome repetitions since. It is enough to
say that I was convinced that the Davenports were
nojugglers, and that the displays of power through them
admitted of no explanation according to any known
estimate of natural laws. I called upon the Davenports in private, and attended their public entertainments for eleven days and nights. My sceptical friend
after the closest scrutiny, admitted that there was no
clandestine mechanism or arrangement of machinery.,
and no sleight-of-hand in what he had so doubtingly
and thoroughly examined. He is a man of the tirst
eminence at home and abroad in discovery, and in the
application of di~covery in the most intricate and difficult mechanics, and in mechanical skill has few equals.
"When the Davenports appeared at Brooklyn, near
New York, it happened that their representativtl
before the public was absent ; and they, through
their friends, invited me to introduce them to the pubIn that city, at
lic of the city of Brooklyn.
the time, I was solicited to meet the representative.i
of a highly respectable religious sc~ciety, wtth a view
to becoming their pastor. 1, however, consented to
introduce the Davenports in ·• the City of Churches."
I did this in a spirit of candid enquiry and experiment respecting a subject which I hoped might pro\·e
of interest. 1 did so knowing that, however desirable it might be that 1 should become the pad tor of the
church above-mentioned, my Mtion in this matter
would put an end to all hope of such pastoral charge
bein~ entrusted to me.
I did so because I was fully
convinced that the phenomena which occurred in the
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presence ofthe Brothers was a part of the supra-mun·
dane evidence given to this age-evidence not to be
measured by the conventional res~rictions of time and
men, however respectable the time or however religious the men.
"When I saw and knew, for myself and not by
another, that the evidences given through the Davenports were true, I accepted a proposition to accompany
them to England and Europe-if, after three or four
months' experience with them before the public, I
should find the work such as I could perform without
detriment to them or to myself. Accordingly, I spent
three months in the interior towns and cities of New
York State and .New England, and a month in the
cl1ief citied of Canada. During this time they were
brought before every class of the communities they
visited ; every conceivable form of fastening and other.
methods of ' test' and trial were submitted to-such
as being held by the hands and feet while the manife~tations o"f force were witnessed, the use of sealing·
wax, and many other devices--and always with
complete and undeniable succesa. Indeed, it were
impossible for rue by any use of language too strongly
to Htate thi11 fact.
''During this time I resided with them at the
same hotels, and we often occupied the same suite of
apartments. I travelled with them,iu the unavoidable
intimacy of travelling companionship, ovt>r thousands
of miles of the wide-spread territory referred to, and
cons~queutly must have had every opporLunity of
detecting fraud, if fraud there were to be detected.
But it becomes me to say that I never detected any,
uor the appearance of any. When they were, -to all
appearauce. sound asleep, eome ot the mo&t marked
of the manifestations have occurred. In kavelling by
rail. wbeu eutering a dark tunnel, I have, to a 1uental
wish. received them in tang1ble and unmistakeable
forms ; and this Pxperience has been repeated in
Euglaud. For example, upon our ani val at I.iverpool, \'hen we had taken our seat.. for Loudon,
lWtuediately upon leaving the former city, amid
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expressions indicative of the natural anxiety of young
Americans in their first observations and experiences
as strangera in a strange. land, on entering the tunnel
·Dear Liverpool, one of our party, I think Mr. Fay,
~aid,'' I wonder if John came with us over the sea1"
The question was instantly answered thus :-I was
grasped·by a strong hand, and so was each one of the
company. .At the same time that I was thus grasp11d,
my face and hands were gently felt by seemingly
human hands. I confess the evidence was so palpable and satisfactory as to distinctness of touch,
responding to my wishes, that I feared some one of
our party was . t.he operator. I pleasantly charged
·them with it, wheu each solemnly protested he was tbe
recipient of similar evidences, a11d had not moved,
nor even desired to do so. I then desired mentally
..that I should be met by an evidence of such a character ·that it would admit of neither doubt nor denial.
As we entered another tunnel I changed my position
in the railroad carriage, ao that no one of my .party
could touch me without my knowledge. In response
to a mental wish I was touched, my face manipulated,
and my person distinctly handled, when I knew
pQt!itively that no one visible . was near me. or the
aatiafaction given by such an evidence I need not
•peak: no w.ords can do it justice. I state the fact,
and leave it to the ..appreciation of all who have the
desire for similar evidences. I could give many other
inatances of force guided by invisible intelligence,
On extinguishing .the light in my room, I have had my
chair. instantly lifted and placed upcn my head, .with
~he lega upward, and the cushion resting on the top
of my head. .A voice-not mine, not that of anyoue
present-has directed me to feel the position of those
present. I did ao, while the chair held itself, or was
held, firmly where it was placed. In distinct vocal
tonei I was invited to be seated, the chair being at
the. same time taken from my head . and placed
properly, that I might comply with the invitation.
" I might record a volume of su~h and similar
manifestations, But with respect to all these evi, ud
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.dences,expressions,or demonstrations from the inYisible
world, I have one remark to make; I wish it to lli.nk
deep into the minds of my readers. These are not
given in response to mere curiosity, idle wish or selfish desire. They have come when aud where they
were needed, and where there was a degree of F
faith in the individual to use the evidence for WUT~
11a.l good. The rule w1th me is, that whenever and
wherever the mind is ready for an ascent in.actual progress, evidences are given that transcend all our
existing standards ef truth and good.
" For six months I have travelled with the DaTeD•
ports, and in various conditions, advantageoua aDd
disadvantageous, I have witneued the evidencee of the
powel' that attends them. I have seen them i!ubjectecl
to every form of scrutiny that scepticism could devise.
I have seen their professed frieuds. with anxiety,
caused by a bigoted and sensuous denial, retum to tile
Davenports with fresh doubts, to bemetandre&SI1ll'ed
by evidences that admitted of no denial. I can trn~
fully say that no time, place, or conditio~ of the mollt
diverse and promiscuoua audiences1 or the moet select
companies, has ever prevented tll.e manifestatiou,
though they have been rendered leiS satisfactorr in
various ways. The anxiety caused \he Brothera by
aimless di~~eussion, . captious criticism, and obatinat.
denial is a very unfavourable condition. I haTe lien
them associated with J>Sr&Ona who only wished to make
gain of their gifts, and whose methods of presenting
them to the public were calculated only to produce
distrust, and to place the evidences of the power
aUending them on a level with ordinary juggler)'.
I have seen these peraons confonnded, moat unexpeotedly to themselves, by the nidenees of truth, wildom,
and power attending the manifestations. Through
the most painstaking ordeals, the aeverest scrutiny,
the most searching analysis th11e evidences han
passed. They have ever come forth more clear, mon
satisfactory and convincing to all honeat enquil)'."
When the J)avenporta w~t to France Dr. Ii"er~
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guson accompanied them, but finding he could
be but of little use to them in consequence of his
inability to speak the French language, he left
them and returned to London. During the short
time he remained in that city he interested himself to promote the cause that lay uppermost
at heart and to which he had devoted his life; and
rendered it esaential service in many ways. Hia
commanding oratory h'-Cl a magical effect on those
who heard his eloquent expositions of l:;piritualism
in public, and his logical aud affable manner in
private won over many to his views. However
humble the individual who sought information and
advice at his hands he received the same attention
and was treated with as much courtesy aa the
high-born, intellectual inquirer. Amid all the
abuse that was heaped upon him and the offensive epithets that were applied to him, I never
heard a harah word esoape his lips ; his feeling
seemed to be only that of pity for his calumniators.
To sum up his character in a few words, he is a
giant in iD.tellect, a child in simplicity and an angel
ingoodness,and ·oneofNature'snoblemen. I look
back with pleasure to the time I spent in his
eociety. indebted as I am, to him for the high and
ennobling views ofthework, and itsultimateiunes,
it has been my privilege to engage in. The following letter by Dr. Ferguson shews his too partial
appreciation of my humble services in the cause of
the truth we mutually recognised.
London,-28th March, 1885.
My Friend, my Brother,
Your kind letter and ita timely suggestions
are before me. At present it is not practicable for me
to appoint a time to visit Brighton. My relationship
to the phenomena attending the Dannports does not
allow me to make any arrangement for other perhaps
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equally important duties, and privileges the knowledg.t of these evidences mutually awaken• in minds
alive to the cause of truth or right. But rest aasnred,
dear air, that 1 heartily appreciate your desire and
the noble generosity of your intention respecting expences. If able at any future time to designate a
night for a lecture at Brighton I will readily do so ; but
I think, in common justice, it ought to pay all expenses
and not throw an additinnal burthen on one already
devoting all to the good of humanity. Nor can I
write thia eentence without adding, that amid the
many seeming embarrassments attendingthe advocacy
. of the great principle we mutually recognise ; the ignol'IUlCe, prejudice, selfish distrust we are compelled
to meet in the gross and materialistic tendencies of the
age, my mind turns to you and your exalted virtues
· and faithful labour. with a confidence · an1l hope no
language can express.
Let one man bear hie unbought testimony to your spirit in the \'fork upon
which you have so unselfishly entered. Its reward is
not yet, nor here. It is known and recognisetl above
the bel!etting currents of human feelings and express. ions. ·· ~o man in this realm, that it has been my
privilege to meet, is doing more, or as much as you
for a good that no time can measure or destroy. I
·shall carry its memory with me wherever it may be
my privilege to speak or act for our common humanity.
Disappointment may come in many directions to
which your hope is turned ; but your work will remain and its great and signal benefits return to your
own soul in the garnering hive of more auspicious
times. Humanity is one and nothing done for good
·is ever lost. Receive my soul's best blessing aud my
heartiest fellowship ; for this I have ever felt towards
thee and thine. Remember. me to every member of
your household. The spirit of love breathes over each
and all, and holds its vigil for their unfolding natures
ill a trust not lost in death nor wasted on the deaert
path which mortals are treading.
. Wi.th every sentiment of respect, thine ...

J. B. FERGUSON.
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The proposed lecture to "Brighton did not take
place. I was just making arrangements for the
delivery of two lectures in that town and in
others by Dr. Ferguson, when amessage from the
spirit-world despatched him summarily to Amel'ica
to intercede in behalf of Jefferson Davis.
As a specimen of Dr. Ferguson's oratory I give
the extract from his last public address made on
a? occasion of a t.estimonial being presented to
him:A few months since I found myself, by a series of
unexpected events. in your midst. It was my first
visit to the mother country, but it was n&t my good
fortune to make many and cherished acquaintances
until during the visit now about to terminate. My
connection with th.e BrothersDavenportand Mr. Fay
is known to all before me, and doubtlese to most of
those who shall read these my last words to the
British public. During that 11.88ociation, and the duties
and responsibilities it involved, my heart has at times
been pained by the untoward misjudgment we were
called to meet: bat more frequently has it been comforted, since, in a somewhat eventful life, I have
learned that no truth is ever recogni11ed by large
cl.asees of men eave as it is seen to pass successfully
through the furnace of passional conflict, Thus the
lower, ever in the 11.88ertion of its existence and power
strives, though it strives in vain, to bear down the
higher; while, in the end, truth niUst ascend above all
irrational oppositi(Jn and justice prevail. Therefore,
I have nofears for truth-none! Let that truth.:ome
from where or how it may,-whether from the earth
on which we tread, the elements we breathe, or the
heavens from which descend light and love. Spiritual
evidences I know must yet take their place in all
practical, and especially in all truthful and religious
minds. Mediums of every grade will do their work,
and gradually the new era comes, when the ·great
thought that spirit pervades and must control all
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forms of matter and all events of human destiny, will
be recognised and acknowleged. .As, therefore, I take
my leave of you, I desire to say that it is the living
consciousness of this truth that enables me to see in
every man I meet a brother, inheriting with me a
common nature, however diversified in its unfoldillg,
and destined to meet and share a common destiny.
This is no more trnl' of you, my honoured friends,
than of the teeming millions that make up the pale of
humanity at large. The scavenger in the streets, the
minister in the pulpit, the lord on his manor, the
queen on her throne, and the labourers in your vast
mines and extensive factories-nay, the very proati·
tutes of the midnight hour, of whom man is ashamed
beneath the mid-day glare-the criminals in yov
prisons or on your scaffolds, are all equally dear, u
they go forward to make up that family whose Father
is One, whose destiny ia the same. In the aigbt of
High Heaven, I have learned to call and feel no man
common or unclean. The Gospel which I brinf,!d.
is for all, and its banner is held up by angelover the so-called doomed and damned, abov~ die
gates of death, and ita inscription, in lettering thM all
shall read, is-HoP• '1'0 ALL. Consequently, with die
knowledge of this relation of man to man and man to
God, I can no longer be a mere Nationalist or BectiR;
I can be but a man, and do the work that Heaven 11M
aasigned me, in the abort time that I may dwell
among the oonfficta of earthly diversity. .And I hope
I shall not be leu active or intelligent in any other
world that may open before me.
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CHA.PTE.R XIV.
7le D4'11Mport• in Germq.ny.

I have already alluded incidentally to some of
the most prominent inTentions and discoveries
that haYe marked the last half century. A little
reftection will serve to shew their importance as
auxiliaries to the Davenport mission.
From
aeTen months~ experjence of the working of the
exhibition I feel confident in asserting that it
would have been impracticable to have
given these spiritual evidences to the world
with any degree of success, but for the developments of modern science-the ~m engine, the
aewspe.per press and gas. The facilities afforded
by railways and steam-boatd enable the
Davenports to travel all lands-a matter of
primary importance. Before coming to England
they had travelled over the United States and
Canada; and since their arrival in this country
they have travelled several thousands of miles,
carrying with them their mysterious cabinet and
their battered instruments, with which they create
more sensation than the band of a Costa. Their arrivalin anew country is made known by the press and
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the facts are disseminated far and wide by its instrumentality ; and on visiting the provinces they
have only to issue a notice a day or two beforehand and an audience is sure to be awaiting
For the cabinet Seance, which can be
them.
witnessed by large numbers, a nice adjustment of
light is required, and gas is indispensable on
account of the facility with which it can be regulated. Thus we have an illustration how one
step in the way of progress paves the way for
another, one interest subserving the other-all
tending, like the different parts of a machine to
produce, by their united action, some grand and
specific result.
Acting on the advice of our faithful friend
John; the Davenports Mr. Fay and myself set
out for Berlin, and forty-eight hours voyaging
on a stormy sea to Hamburg, and &ight hours'
rail from that city brought us to the capital of
Prussia on the 28th. April, 1866. Not being
acquainted with the German language we
engaged a Mr. Wohlgemuth, a Frenchman by
birth and an exhibition agent by profeesion, to
act as our business manager and conductor of
the SeanNa, but unfortunately his acquaintance
with " Deutch " was eo s14l-ht as to render it
necessary to read what he had to say. This,
was of course a great disadvantage, and we were
therefore obliged to let the facta speak for themselves.
On our arrival at Berlin, we took up our quarters at an hotel neat· the Railway stati~n, until
arran~ement.a were made respecting the Seancu.
A difficulty soon presented itself which was
altogether unforseen and unexpected. On enquiring for a public hall we found there was
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nothing of the kind in the town ; all the large
rooms being in connection with· Hotels, and ·
these could only be had at intervals. After
spending about a week in futile attempts to overcome the difficulty, and at times almost despairing of doing so, we at length obtained permission
from the king for the use of the private concert
hall in conection with the royal Scbauspielhausses,
the Drury Lane of Berlin. This building is a large
and impoeing structure, situated in a fine open
apace between two churches, and is under the
immediate control of royalty.
The night of our arrival in Berlin, William
Davenport occupied a bed in the same room as
myself. Soon after we were in bed, raps were
heard on the ftoor, by means of which, it was signalled that the spirit.s wished to speak with us the
following night. We accordingly asRembled in
the pas&age adjoining our bed-room as being the
darkest place we could find ; and soon had the
satisfaction of hearing John's voice congratulating us on our safe arrival in Berlin. I jocularly
remarked to John that he had an advantage over
us- that he had no railway fare to pay. liis rejoinder was Yu, r"' !10t no CIWCtul to CIWf'Y aboutI 91t on b1ttw wi,lwut it. .My old bontJI IWI lying in
tlt4 9rtJ1J1 and 10 will your1 b1 lomtJ day. He then
proceeded to give the Davenports some advice.
Bnuh your llair, curl your mou~tachu, iJlaok your
boot& and you will do w1ll Mrl if tlt4 war ckm nol i,.twjwl. .Don't 90 into tll4 low rtJitaurantl.
This last remark was in reference to the Davenports having gone, on their arrival, into one
of the underground bnrs that abound in Berlin,
for some re.treshments. We spoke witll him
again a few dllys after and he expreBBed himself
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pleased at our success in getting the use of the
king's private concert hall
The first Seanc8 took place before a company of
about sixty, assembled by invitation, composed of
members of the press, and other influential gentlemen. Having been assured that English waa
well understood in Berlin by the educated claaaes,
I prepared a speech for the opening night, but on
being told that not one jn a dozen would tm.derstand a word of it, it became a debateable point
whether I should deliver it or not. Ultimately,
acting on my own judgment, I decided on doing
so. With the courtesy characteristic.of the German people I was listened to very patiently
throughout, and although I waa not underatood
at the time by the majority of my hearers, there
was a great desire to know what I had said from
the few who did understand me. It operated,
therefore, in the way I anticipated, and my object
was gained. My address was to the following
effect:! commenced by assuring them that the manifestations, depended in no degreE\ on trick sleightof-hand, machinery or confederacy, the truth of
which had been proved by the most persevering
enquiries and examinations of the most able men
through the course of many years
I told them
how, that the ruder portion of the population of
both France and England, excited by their inability to detect the means by which the phenomena are produced, had occasionally lost patience,
and in England had more than once resorted to
violent measures. Twice they bad rushed forward, and destroyed the cabinet, actually tearing
it to pit>ces to discover secret springs, but they
li:~t.l di~covered notLing, for the best of all possible
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reasons-there was nothing to discoYer. I said I
felt quite sure that a people like thl" Germans,
who possess the highest reputation for the depth
and accuracy of their scientific enquiries, would
give t<> these phenomena that calm and philosophic attention which they deserved; and whilst
entertaining our own private views· of the origin
of these phenomena we desired to put forward no
theory but permitted the spectators of them to
draw their own conclusions; that they were bona
.:fide facts was all we cared to establish.
In conclusion I alluded to the coat experiment,
which demonstrated the wonderful fact, that
uuder the _agency productive of these manifestations, matter does and can pass through matte-r
without leaving a traee of it11 passage, and commended its consideration to the attention of
scientific men as one of great interest and importance.
The room in which the exhibition took place
was fitted with a stage like a theat~ and the first
manifestation that took place was the hom being
thrown into the orchestra ; this was followed by
one of the bells being propelled with such force
as to go among the audience without any regard
for their hf!ads. Upon this, several gentlemen
mounted the stage and examined the iastenings,
which they reported to be secure. Surprise and
bewilderment were expressed on the faces of all
present. A well known gentleman (the proprietor
of Kroll's gardens ) entered the cabinet, and,
on coming out , asserted that the Brothers had
not moved in the slightest degree, which increased
the mystery ; and when a long naked female arm
appeared at the cabinet window, causing a sudden
exclamation from a lady, a look of terror seemed
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for the moment to pervade the countenances of the
spectators. It was amusing to see the numbers,
not only on the first night but on the succeeding
nights, who examined minutely the machinery at
the wing for working the gaslights supposing it
it to be the mechanism by which the wonders of
the cabinet were produced.
Tbe Dark Seance followed, which strengthened
the impression produced by the cabinet SeaM~,
and a good deal of speculation was the result ; but
although there was an indisposition to admit a
StJpernatural agency, every one evidently felt that
he had seen something that could not be accounted
for on any known princ.:iple of natural law -something more than was dreaD~:ed of in his philsophy.
Herr Ganz, Chapel master to the King, gave it
as his opinion that the Davenports could not have
played all the instruments even if they had been
untied. A favourable impression had obviously been
made, and in due time long and excellent notices
of the Seance• appeared in the various Journals
( seventeen in number ) and this too, at a time
when they were filled with news relating to the
approaching war, almost to the exclusion of every
other subject. This was considered a great point,
for what the Berlin critics endor<Je passes current
throughout Germany. A prosperous career therefore seemed before the Davenports, and they
look forward not only to re-establish their pr61tig•,
but to recover tl..e losses they had auatained in
England and France, for contrary to general belief they had not been successful in a pecuniary
point of villw since they left America. On their
tirat arrival in England, it is true, a considerable
sum was realised by the exhibition, but the Davenports did not get the benefit of it. In Ireland,
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owing to the poverty of the country, they barely
paid theirexpences; in Edinburgh only, was there
an exception to the general unremunerative character of the Slanc11 since the ruptures at Liverpool
and Huddersfield; But the expectations raised by
the preliminary success at Berlin were doomed to
remain unrealiaed. On the first night of opening
to the public there was but a small audience,
and·on the succeeding nights still less, and so on.
This was attributed at first to the prices, which,
fuough leSB than half that had been charged in
London and Paris were said to be higher than
the Berliners were accustomed to, and they were
according}y lowered to the Berlin standard but enn
then the public did not attend in force, and we at
length discovered that the war was the all-absorbing subject that engrossed the attention of the people. A consultation with the spirits therefore
took place, when I said. 41 Well John, we are
not getting on much." No, he replied, it il til#
wtvr that keep1 the people from 1oming-tkey can
think of nothing elBe ; lmide1 i~ haa driven all th,
lmt psopl1 away from til# town. You do not under1tlmtl til# language of the country and therefore tvre
rwt able to judge to what an extent til# ezcitement pret7aih. You fixed the price• too hi$h at .first when tht
interut waB at ita height. But you have done right
in lowering tli#m-they are not uted to such high
priou here.

I '"then said with reference to the war 1 ' Do you
think it will come to fighting P"
Yu, there i1 no doubt of it, but it won't la1t long :
thing• tvre in such a complicated atate in this country,
#hat eaih party is almost afraid to mot7e, but it will
come to wtvr neverthele11, it' 1 gone too far to b1prevented.

It did not require a knowledge of German or
li
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r,host to come from the grave to tell us that the expected war was the great business o£the day-the
on~ theme. ~hat predomi~!'ted over every other;
thts waa vtstble m the military aspect of the toWD.
and was seen written in the countenance of its inhabitants ; still we could not have supposed it
would have operated eo detrimenaly to our interest.
as was the case. It was some satisfaction however,
to find that we were not alone in this respect ;
every place of public amusement was deserted .
Indeed, a feeling of jealousy existed among the
various entrsprenn6Url, that we were patronised to
the extent we were.
During my stay in Berlin I looked into the
theatres occasionally, and it was no uncommon
thing to see more people on the stage than in the
house. But although we were better patronised
than our neighbours, the Sea11eea could only be
carried on at a loss, and we frequently resorted to
the spirits for advice under the circumstances; and
they too, sometimes manifested their desire to communicate with us, and on one occasionsaid we did
not consult them often enough. I have frequently
noticed that tha Davenports acted as though they
were conferring a favour on the spirits by listening to what they had to say; at any rate they never
seemed inclined to put themselves to any inconvenience for the purpose. One night we hadjua&
1"8turned from the Schauapielhaua when I noticed
that the table tilted: this I took to be an intimation that the spirits wanted to communicate. I
pt oceeded at once to the adjoining room, and, find·
ing it to be tolerably dark, returned and requeeted
Fay to accompany me. On our going into the
room again, Fay proceeded to get a chair for
himself, and, while he was doing so, one was
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brought for me bl the spirit. Being seated, a voice
commenced talking, urging me not to discontinue
the Slancu. It continued speaking with us for
at least ten minutes, and telling us not to be discouraged, bade us 'good night,' adding God !Jlea& you.
During the entire conversation every word was
clearl v articulated. The voice was that of a female,
entirely unknown to me, and even the accent was
unfamiliar to me : a::~d were I not assured to the
contrary, I might have supposed a woman had been
standing by my side talking to me, so natural and
real were the whole circumstances.
A few days after an incident occurred ot an
amusing character. One morning happening to be
at the Schauspielhaus with Fay, I proposed that
we should get into the cabinet and havd a " talk
with John." (this is the usual phrase of the Davenports.) Fay assented and entered the cabinet,
taking his seat on one side ; I followed and sat
opposite him, at the same time plllling the centre
door to. I then reached my hand to the bolt to
fasten the door, and to my surprise felt a hand
anticipatin~ me in the act. The horn was immediately m motion and Kate's well known voice
was heard speaking through it. She had not
said half-a-dozen sentences when voices and footsteps were heard at the other end of the hall, and
we soon found them making for the stage. The
curtains of the room were all drawn and the
place was in a state of semi-darkness. We soon
discovered the party to consist of the man in charge
of the theatre and two gentlemen, whose object
was to make a private examination of the cabinet.
As they were coming on the stage Kate said Sit
still, th~y won't !Jelong. The next minute they were
banging the cabinet all round with their fil!ts, and
N
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they then attempted to get it open; failing in this,
there was an increase in the jabbering. In the
midst of this Kate tapped me on the knee and saidia
a whisper Sit quiet. Finding they could not get
the doors open, one of them put his arm in the win·
dow and tried to reach the bolt, but in this he did
not succeed. A great talking continued and renewed
efforts were made to get the cabinet open, and, as
force seemed likely to be resorted to, Fay, acting
impulsively, drew the boltand the door dew open.
Our besiegers drew back, startled and overcome
with surprise, for they had not the least idea of
anyone being in the cabinet. No explanation being given they doubtless considered that we were
concealed in the cabinet for private practice. I
afterwards asked Fay whether he bolted the door
when we got into the cabinet. "No" he said,
" I left thatfor you to do."
In Berlin, as in other places, the conjurors
were on the qui vive, and sought to profit by the
reputation of the Davenports. There was one at the
Rappo Theatre who proposed as usual to do more
than they did. He attracted the public by means
of sensational posters representing a cabinet sur1 ounded by sprites and demons. These we were infurmed were imported from Paris and were the same
as used by Robin in that city. I did not attend the
performance at the Rappo Theatre but was told
that it was even a more absurd affair than Anderson's or 'folmaque's. l once witnessed this last gentleman's performance and was sur,Prised to think
that any person with a spark of JUdgment could
for a moment place his performance in competition
with the Davenport exhibition.. I will briefly decribe what I witnessed.
'l'he performer was first tied with a rope con·
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siderably larger and stifi'er than those used by the
Davenports and in an entirely different manner
to that in which they are generally tied, the wrists
being perfectly free. He was then placed, seated
on a chair, behind a screen with some instruments
at his feet which he at onoe· began to kick about.
In about five minutes. having managed to extricate
one arm, he put his hand through a slit in the
screen : after another interval he was enabled to
expose his other hand. He then attempted to
throw a tambourine over the ecreen, but instead of
doing so threw it against:a chandelier which hung
over head, causing a shower of broken glue-a
manifestation not in the Davenport programme.
Being now free from his rope, he made a. great
noise behind the screen and then coolly walked
forth claiming to have done all the Davenports
did. Suoh is the exhibition I witnessed ; and this
trwnpery affair was put forth as an explanation of
the Davenport mysteries, and then used aa a pretext by the .Jlornmg Stew for refusing to do justice
to the Davenports. " We will admit nothing "
said the editor " in favour ofSpiritualism, for Tolmaque does all the Davenports do.'' Those who
take up this position must be either devoid of
judgment or allow their prejudices to blind their
judgment to such an extent as to render them incapable of perceiving facta. They observe through
a perverted medium, the wish is the father of the
thought, and they become the most unreasonable
of reasoners and credulous among the incredulous!
In the oase of Robin, at Paris, the musical instruments were played by aasistanta in the wings, and
the whole aBair wu a transparent absurdity-a
mere burlesque to excite laughter.
We had presaiDg in:ritationa from two or three
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theatrical managers to give the exhibition at their
theatres. These gentlemen only looked at the
matter with managerial eyea, thinking it might be
the means of drawing the public to their deserted
houses. They offered very fair and liberal terms,
but • John ' did not advise our going to the theatre,
saying it was desirable to avoid such placea if
possible-that, being a supernatural exhibition,
it should be kept above the level of ordinary exhibitions. Concurring with his viewa we did not
entertain the proposals that were made. In
this we were blamed by our buaineu agent who,
being in the profession himself, looked at the matter only in a businesa light. It seemed strange
to me, past comprehension, that this man although
he nightly witnessed this exhibition and even conducted it, could not realize the real nature of it ;
all he would admit was, that it was " aomething
he could not account for." I concluded therefore
that his head was not of the right shape to comprehend the subject. A little unpleasantness arose
with him once, when, to annoy me, he told a
gentleman, who was much interested in the matter,
that it was not spiritual, for he had been connected with aome young men in Paris who could do
the same things. This report came to my ears and
in a very unpleasant manner. In the course of
conversation I was advocating the truth of spiritual facta, when I was met with the remark " Why
even your own manager aays it is nothing but conjuring &c." I was of course annoyed, and took
an early opportunity to remonstrate with him,
pointing out that what he said, from his connection
with us, carried ~t weight. The apirits also
took up the subJect, saying that althouffh they
did not wish it to be put forward as " aplritual "
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they objected to its being represented as anything
else, and made thi.d singular remark lf it upw•i•Ud in "" will not give tlu manifestations, we can employ our time jettw. Thus the matter ended, but although he remained with us for three months
after this, he would never acquiesce in the spiritual theory. I remarked to John once," I suppose
Wohlgemuth can only see his salacy in this concern. You are mi1taken, he replied, lu tMnil
ajout it 11 good deal, lu doe• not know ' what to mail
of it;" and on one occasion when we suspected he
was not quite right in his accounts I said to John
" What is your opinon of W ohlgem.uth "? Hie
answer was "1 think 5etter of his hnoesty than hi•
jfldgtttmt," and John was right as the sequel
proved.
During our stay in Berlin which lasted about a
month we received kind and courteous treat m.ent
on all hands. There was of coarse she ueual
average of gentlemen more knowing than their
neighbours, who adopted various cunning devicea
to "find out the trick," but in no place that I
visited were we so free from annoyances, such u
striking lights, as at Berlin. Members of the
Royal Family occasionally witnessed the exhibition
from the private box and on one occasion the King
was present for a short time. There was some
talk of a SeatutJ at the Palace, but the war was just
on the point of being aotualised, and in ooneequenee the Sla'IUe did not take plaoe. We paid a
'riait to Potadam when the use of the theatre was
granted us by the King,and, returniDg to Berlin to
gin a Farewell Seance, we bade adieu to the ciiy
with ik Unter den Linden, its group ofpalaeea. ita
atuocoed ho11.1e8 and its open· eewered aUeetl.
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CHAPTER XV.
Tie Da~nporl• ia Hu.rnhvrg.

We next visited Hamburg. In this city resides
Baron Holmfeld, a friend to our cause, who does
not shrink from openly avowing his belief in
Spiritualism and the Davenports, and has etood
up for them through evil and good report. This
gentleman had witnessed their exhibition ill
London and had written long accounts respecting
it in the Hamburg papers which created quite a
aensation at the time ; we therefore considered
that the way had been paved for a great suooea in
this large, important and wealthy city. Previous
to leaving Berlin we communicated with the
Baron informing him of our intended visit to ·
Hamburg, and requested him to have preliminary
notices inserted in the papers. This he did, and
not having had our experience, announced th~
exhibition as one of a spiritual character, at least,
he implied as much by the use of the term " unknown forces." The etreot of thia was aoon
apparent. People came prejudiced againet the
sub~eot, and the rress, to pander to the popular
feeling, spoke disparagingly of the Ser.mu1, and
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advised the public not to countenance the spiritual humbug.
Another cireumstance operated
against us. · The Baron undertook to deliver an
address at the Seance1, and in so doing, put the
exhibition entirely on a spiritual footing. This,
coupled with the fact that he was a great political
partizan and moreover not very popular, tended
materially to damage our cause, and the result
was that our Seance• were even worse attended
than at Berlin. Hamburg from its propinquity
to Schelswig naturally partook of the war excitement that prevailed throughout Germany ; this,
and the habits and character of the people, with
the causes already suggested, fully account for
our want of success, Perhaps it would be difficult to find a town on the continent more involved in sensuality and worldliness, more intent on
phyaioal gratification, more wholly opposed to
anything of a spiritual nature, and yet
standing in greater need of these evidences than
Hamburg ; it is not tbe whole but the sick that
require the physician. In reply to my enquiry,
" What was the prevailing religion there?" the
:Qaron'e answer was "Mammon!" Here a eight
F98nts itself that is a disgrace to civilization and
a blot on humanity. Whole streeta are devoted
to the " social evil," where its victims sit at the
windows throughout the day, showily dre886d,
like goods for sale.
OW: want of success induced us to seek frequent
C011D1el of the spirits. John's discernment did
not fail to percell'e the causes that were operating against us, and tbeee afforded him a theme
for conversation. You Aav1 110t mtmagld tMngt
t11.U Aw1; you can do nothing if you luws th. ?"'
lfltMd you; ., fw th. p10pu, tlwy IW' tlwu hun, ud
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If you ws,.s to fWO'IJtas ca hcarrll
of hsw and 1om~ PobJny lfiUitlgH tluy'd eo.., jMt
sttOw.gA, hut tluy can't apprmats angtkifll of tAil
ki1til. Kate then began talking, passing remarks
drNl gsar1 hsMnd.

upon the Hamburg people that were by no means
complimentary. She suddenly said I mwt go,
Aw1 eomu a Mlty fellot.D, .trilu 11 ligAt, and,
whilst do1ng so, a pillow from the bed at
the opposite aide of the room waa thrown am.onga
us.
We remained in Hamburg nearly three weeb
and haTing engaged the large Convent Hall continued our S6aneu during the greater portion o£
that time although they were attended with considerable loss. Our term for the hall having
expired, the Baron kindly endeavoured to get a
reduction made in the rent ; in this he ultimately
succeeded but not without considerable trouble.
This matter. concluded, I proposed that the Baron
should have some conversation with the spirita u
he had never heard them apeak, except on one
occasion at a dark Slanc1, when J'ohn laid H• do
you do Baron. For this purpose, aa it wu a bright
sunny day, I had the cabinet OOYered to exclude
the light ; thia done, Fay and the Baron entered
the cabinet while I remained outside. In leal
than a:minute, .I heard 1ohn 's gruil' Toice addre.
ing the Baron in the following worda, · 11'"111,
Ba,.on, I 11m 1l1Jd to find gou tal# a intWflt tt. IAil
trUJttw. The Baron replied that he waa pleued
to have the opportunity of being or lervice in 10
important a cause. John then alluded to the ·
business in which we had been engaged-the
set*lement of the hall, saying Yo• Aacl tougTt tDOri
witn tAl .DutcAm~~tt. After a few more obeerrationa he said it waa uot dark enough for him to
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talk any more, but if we would have the room
properly darkened he would come and talk to us
at night. He then bade us "good morning."
During this time, he occasionally spoke to me as
I stood outside the cabinet.
In accordance with the suggestion of John to
darken a room at night, we went to the Baron's
residence. The Baron and I having hung a cloth
at the window to exclude the light from the street,
intimated to the mediums that we were ready,
upon which they came into the room, but almost
before either of them had entered it, the horn,
which was lying on the table, was thrown
in the air and fell on the floor. We then took
our seats and Kate immediately began talking in
ajocnlar strain; among the things she said to the
Baron was The older t'M buck tA1 'Mrdw tlu /torn,
implyin~, as we took it, that though he was
getting mto years he possessed good stamina.
The following is an account of the Sean~~ as
given by the Baron : The want of interest and attention, aa to the
manifestations, in this town may be worth observation and reflection, because it shows the low degree
of spiritual interest in Germany throughout, and how
little expectation may be fostered as to the actual
and speedy development of Spiritualism in the great
fatherland of scepticism. Neverthelesa, during this
depresaed state of spiritual action in Hamburg,
manifestations occurred worth the liveliest attention
and eollllideration. Both the spirits, which take the
mo.t active part in the manifestations, the male
apirit, Henry Morgan, and the female spirit, Kate,
represented as being his wife, entered into repeated
and regular conversations not only in the cabinet or
in the Slaru:t, but in a darkened room at my house.
After a· short meetiag in the cabinet, the spirit
addreued as John King, told me .llimaelf, that in the ·
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evening he would give more ample communicationa,
providing the room was made darker than the cabinet
then was (early in the afternoon), and when we met
in a properly darkened room I immediately felt the
trumpet floating in the air and heard the voice
addressing me with great distinctness and force, and
turning itself to other gentlemen . when addreaaing
them. When asking a quP.stion the answer was ready
at hand, nearly before the last word :of the question
• had sounded, and Kate generally took up the topic,
making her remarks often with fun and puna. I
asked John King, how he could ~ount for the indifference of the public in Hamburg. He answered,
the peopk here are two l11mdred years behind their tir~~t;
they are most material and don't pay attentiora to .rpiritsal things. They won't hear abmit "gmter,'' Kate
adding the remark they call it "'P_Ook." We asked,
"What is the aim of your ·manifestations I'' John
King answered :
•
Tllere u only OM aim, one object ira tliew, to eota·
tlince men they hmJe immortal souls. 1J they eor11e
here peopk are much the same as they were before, ad
you may fairly tell them, that as the tree u felled so it
remain•; only there is progress. I am commwioraed to
do the1e thing1 and there are thole who direct me. Aagell
are Been, but Jar off, on high, and clutinguillaed by a
bright r ht.
ThuaJ!/he entered into sundry spiritual matters,
promiscuously interrupted by talkative Kate.
When asked whether the ladies mi~ht be invited to
converse with him, he had some obJections on acconnt
of their talk.
He admitted them, however, and
began his communications by taking hold of a buket
with shells, and expreaeing his satisfaction in &nding
and handling them. He threw them at the ladi•
and hit them with great exactness and continued the
conversation for a quarter of an hour, responding
to every question and inte~llation, ending with a
hearty ' good night ' just as if he was exhausted or
tired. But Kate did not come forward in this mixed
compan7, and howsoever prone ahe before had be8ll
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to speak and make jokes, she now had wrapped
betself up in silence.
It may be well here to state that though Hmry
Jlorgan is the real name of the spirit, the Davenports generally call him John King, which was
the name he first gave as symbolical of power.
In the course ofthe Se'ancereeorded by the Baron,
in replv to a question of mine John said he waa
commissioned to do these things and that he got
well paid for it, but I could not elicit in what way.
The time for leaving Hamburg having arrived
our future course became the subject for
eonaideration. The Davenports, and 1\:lr. Fay in
particular, were for going back at once to
America, but, as it was necessary for them to visit
London to arrange some business matters, I
auggeeted to them to make a halt at Brussels and
when there, judge whether it would be worth
while to give a few Seaneu. This course was
decided on, and we forthwith left. Hamburg,
shaking, like the apostles of old, the dust trom
our feet against that city.
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CHAPTER XVI.
Tkt Daotnports in Belgium.

I now approach the most interesting and satisfactory part of my e1:perience-interesting on account
of the many remarkable and curious incidents connected with it, and satisfactory as being the turning point in the career of the Davenports.
In the facts I am about to record will be seen
more clearly than in anything I have heretofore stated that this exhibition of spiritual power
baa been designed by the spirit-world for the aooomplishment of great and important purposes,
and that the Davenports are mere instruments
through whom the spirits operate ; as Mr Fay
once remarked to me, "It is not our exhibition,
but th& spirits'." The more !think of it, the more
I am impressed with the wisdom displayed in it.
I will just mention one or two points that occur
to me. Evidence of certain t"a.cts is to be given to
the world ; people are induced from motives of
curiosity to witness them, and though manifestations of supernatural power are generally productive of fear yet, none-at least very seldom-is
occasioned by witnessing this exhibition. Then
agaio, its being put forward as an exhibition ren-
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~era all parties independent ; all desiring the
evidence being able to obtain it at a trifling cost,
while the livelihood it affords the Davenports is
their inducement to go from country to country
to exhibit. Those who think that these manifestations are unworthy of spiritual beings have only
to be reminded of the fact that inasmuch as the
spirit-world is peopled from this, it contains every
variety and phase of human character. As Mr.
Howitt has observed," Are these who play tricks
and fling about instruments spirits from heaven?
Can God really send such? Yes, God sends them,
to teach us this, if nothing more ; that he haa
servants of all grades and tastes ready to do all
kinds of work, and He has here sent what you
~ low and harlequin spirit11 to a low and very
sensual age. Had he sent anything higher it
would have gone right over the heads of their audiences. As it is, nine-tenths cannot take in
what they see." Such work would certainly no~
be very congenial employment for the higher order
of spiritual beings, but the character of the work
agrees with the character of the spirits who are
engaged upon it, who appear to be about such
specimens of humanity as may be met with haphazard in our streets by the hundred. Taking
into account all the circumstances attending the
exhibition, especially bearing in mind that the
lD&nifeatations can always be depended on taking
place when there is ocoasion for them, I do not
hesitate to pronounce it one of the most wonderful
events in the world's history.
At Brussels we met with the same difficulty, as
at Berlin, with regard to a suitable room for exhibiting in, most of the Halls belonging to the different societies that abound in the town, and are
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for the most part only used for purposes connected
with the immediate objects of those societies. The
result was that a week was lost in fruitless attempts
to obtain a place for exhibiting in, the only one
available being a large Auction Room which did
not appear the sort of place that the class, who
are the usual patrons of the Davenports, would
care to go to. It became therefore a matter of deliberation whether it would be worth w bile to gin
any Seancu in Brussels, and after looking at it from
all points of view it was resolved to quit at onee and
go to London. .A time-table was referred to and
it was found we were about a quarter of an hour
too late for the steam-boat that day; we were
therefore neccessitated to remain till the next in
Brussels. Soon after we had made our decision,
Ira Davenport said he did not like the idea of leaving the town without doing something " Well "
I said " we will hear what the spirits say about
it to-night." Night came and we darkened a room,
whereupon Kate commenced in this strain.
So you are going to kafle thi1 place without doittg
anything; you are a pretty 11t of fellow&.
John then spoke.
Cooper, you mUBt not kave Acre without ®ittg
•ometA.ing ; it'& a very important place; it contain. 1M
crystallized superstition of ages ; buide1 tltwe it
great agitation going on in political mattw~-t~ ,.,..
test Aas just taken. place between the priest party tJU
tb4 liberals which kas reaulted in favour of tile W·

tw.

"Well," I replied" You know our difficulty."
Yu, said John, I am perfectly tJWtWe of tllal iu'
if you do nothing else, give a Seance to tb4 preu llfUl
kt tb4 facts go li1jore tke world in tAat way. Hy 114•ice i1 to take th4 room for three nights and giw IJ
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Slanc6 to the pr111 and two to t'M public and you
will thm b1 ab/6 to judge whether it is tDorth while
to contin~U.
''But" I said " if it's a faliure,'I shall be obliged
to send to England for money to get home with."
N8Ver mind, don't let a grMt cau88lik6 thi1 ~e
sacrifiMiJfor the soh of a few pounds.
He also instructed me to draw up a suitable ad·
dress for the first Seance in which I was to explain
the Paris affair,as it had had, he said, great weight
with the Belgium people. Acting on this advice
we engaged the Salle L' Orient for three nights
and announced two SeanC68 to the public. In the
mean time I prepared an address for the preliminary
invitation Seance, which I submitted to John for
hia approval. He expressed himself satisfied with
it but auggeeted the alteration of the word " phenomena " Say rwthing about phenomena he said,
They Ml muc~ mor1 li1:6ly to beli6ve it is Supernatural ifyou say nothing about it. I remarked "It is
like gilding the pill," Yet, said he, aniJ il operates before th~J are aware of it.
In the address I remarked that " For several
· years the Brothers had exhibited in America before
all classes of society but never till they came to
·England were they subject to violent and outrageous treatment on the part of the public or to systematic misrepresentations on the part of certain
portions of the press. Why such should be the
caee it was difficult to understand. :U was bat
fair, however to. state that the press in many instances had given true and faithful reports of the
' facta without attempting to assign a cause for
them, which was all that we desired. In Ireland
and Berlin and indeed in some of the London
newspaper• nothing could be fairer than the notices
0
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that had appeared, and all we now asked was that
a fair and candid atatement should be publiabed of
what transpired. After explaining the nature of
the alleged Paris exposure I obserYed that at Bezlin
where we had recently been, and where were..
ceived the fairest and most courteona treatmen~ it
was generally admitted that no adequate elllution of thematter had ever been a.fforded,and
that I need scarcely observe t~ had any fraud
been discovered the Davenports would not haw
been able to continue their exhibition mthe nry
countries where these occurrences took place. •• Ia
conclusion I said " I have only to remark that I
wish it to be distinctly understood that theDavenports do not appear before the public, as has
been stated, as propagators of creeds but simply as
exhibitors o£ facts. These they present without
offering any theory. They prefer to allow the en·
lightened spectators of them to draw their own
conclusions, and leave the decision in the banda of
the public, of whom they ask nothing but fair play•
of which they heard so much in &gland but experienced so little."
•·
The hall in which the exhibition took place had
an open skylight running the whole length ot the
roof and, as it was the . middle o£ summer, the
1·oom was quite light during the greater portion
of the evening. To obtain therefore the neceesary condition of darkness, a large piece of drapery
was suspended, tent-fashion, over the cabinet, and
measures were also adopted to render the cabinet
more impervious to the light by sticking paper
uver its JOints. This is the first time I enr witnessed the manifestations in what may be called
day-light; the precautions we took had the
desired effect and there was no diminution in tho
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power of the spiritual forces.
About forty gentlemen, most of whom were
co~nected with the press, attended the first
Se11nc6. My address was received favourably;
and evidently produCed an excellent impression,
rem9vixl:g tJre· prejudices of some and preparing
the· way ·for impartial and independent obserntion
i!l tn~st. of those present. · The ~eech was delivered. m French, by our mana~er; Wa were
fortunate in · hav~g two comm1ttee-meli, ·or the
right sort, qui'* and intelligent and · disposed to
do j'ustice; both to the public and to the Davenports. One of these ·waa a gentleman · connected
with the press, named Berend. · l "may here ob•
aerte' that a grea~ deal of ' the interest · in the
cabfuet Set~nC8 depends upon the committee: If
the8e are sharp, ·active and intelligent men and
tho~ough!y ' ~cep~i<J!U · (their scepticis~ ~s of f!O
consequel).ce if they are · htnest,) the Selllice will
always go off well and produce a good effect.
The spirits evidently take note of the · committee
and sometimes tfdk about them. For instance,
we ·once had a marl who · was very troublesome ;
he would not comply With · the directions· given,
and thought by the exerc~se of a little cunning to
find something out. He would pretend to shut
the door, and then suddenly open it and look in;
this was a favourite device of his. Well, after
the Set~nee I Nmarked to Kate, that we had a
curious committee man. Yes, she said, but there
wa.t no malice in him.

From " L'Etoile Belge" I take the following
account of the first Seance.
After giving a
description of the cabinet and an account of the
preliminary operations, it says, acc01·ding to my
translation :o2
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" The two brothers with white neck-ties and an
evening dress sat facing one another against the
cabinet and were firmly tied by the committee to the
seat. both feet and hands. The doors were shut, the
gas put down, and in a few seconds they were untied.
'l'he cabinet was abut, and in less time than it takea
to relate it, they were shewn tied again more firmly
than before, the cords interlaced five or six times
round the legs, and passing through the holes in the
seat tied their elbows and their necks, and also ingeniously tied their elbows and their necks to their
hands behind their backs. The knots, artistically
formed, would do credit to a weaver (tisaerand.) To
these cords the committee added others to render
them still more secure. Each endeavoured to effect
the gordian knot. Berend, who had taken off' his
gloves to pull the ropes tighter, and in doing so, hurt
his hands, which were only accustomed to , handle a
pen and a cigarette. The doors were shut and
immediately the violin, the guitar, tambourine and
bells, which had been placed in the cabinet, began te
sound, and banged about making a frightful disturbance. At the same time hands were .constantly
seen, agitated, at the window, and from wh~ch the
horn at various times was thrown with considerable
force. The noise ceased, and the doors were quickly
opened, leaving the two brothers . sitting in the sarue
position and tied in the same way. It was declared
they had not moved.
Berend, who had baen st:1.nding near the cabinet
was perfectly astonished ; his phyliognomy and his
pantomimic gestures showed his astonishment and
that he could not understand it at all. A voice
from the audience asked him what he had seen. "Ah !
I have seen nothing more than you," replied he. "On
Rhutting the door I apparently saw a detached
hand." .
" But whose hand-to which of the brothere did it
belong 1''
" I know nothing about it; I tried to catch i,, but
it was of uo use ;"
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Applause followed. The two' brothers modestly
inclined their Yankee heads; and these experiences
were succeeded by others. stronger and stronger,
absolutely comme chez Nicolet.
Berend himself was shut up in the cabinet with them.
His face did not indicate terror, which showed he had
no fear of being devoured. He sat against the back of
the cabinet with his face towards the door ; his right
hand was tied to the shoulder of the Davenport on the
left, and his left hand to the knee of the Davenport
on his right. He had placed on his knees a violin, a
guitar and the tambourine; the bells were plaee_d on
the carpet ; the doors were shut, the gas lowered
and... ... All at once the violin waa scraped, the
guitar twanged, the tambourine jingled, the bell
chimed beautifully. It was a veritable chatter. The ·
doors fl.ew open. The guitar and violin were on
the ground, the tambourine crowned the head of
Berend, who was still seated in the same place immovable and still tied to the two brothers. ''What
have you felt 1" he was asked.
'' l felt the violin and ~itar moving about in the
cabinet, and a hand movmg over my face, which I
•ure you was not agreeable."
· " How was that done ?"
I know absolutely nothing of it ; I have seen nothing
there but d• feu, or rather I have seen nothing at
all. 1'
But what good would it be to recount the other
experiences, the experiment with the fl.our in
the hands, or the 1iance given:in the dark by Mr. Fay 1
The phosphorised guitars which fl.y about .round the
room and on the heads of the company ; the coats
taken off in a few seconds by a man who has his hands
tied behind his back. It is necessary to see these
things to form an idea of them, and especially to be·
lieve them."
·

The above may be taken as a fair specimen of
the criticism of the Brussels press ; every paper
had a notice o£ much the same tenour as the one
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I have translated. and. although, publiQ attention
was much engaged with the. war in Germany,
which had now passed from a state ofpoll# to that
of tile, great interest was excited by the accounts
of the Sitmetl1 and formed the principal theme of
conversation, and, after a few day81 it W(l.8 no 'iin·
.common thing to ~e .l ittle groiiplf of 'persons .in
the streets discussing the matter, as their ~tiQn8
and a few stray words heard ·m piJisant indicated
they were doing.
.
.,
. .
.
.
The pub.lie SiMteu were attended wiih snooees,
and induced us to engage the hall for six nights
longer, at the end of which time- we were invited
b! the J>;oprietor ~fthe Theatre _de~ B?lil~vatdS::to
gtVe . Seanc,es at his place. . H1s mVltatiotl was
,accepted, and •doptfug low prices and engaging a
splendid band.of m"!ISic w.hich played an. .hour ~ in
advance, great numbers availed themselves of t;he
opportunity to witness .the manifestations. We
remained m this theatre for three ·weeks.
t I must not omit to mention that while W&· were
at the Salle l~Orjent we were .visite4 by Victor
Hugo. . ~eceiVillg an jn.timatio~ of' his . ooming,
we reserved the place of honour for h'im....:.immedi. ately in front of the cabinet. ~~ "Wltlle.ssing
. both SiMee1 .he expressed . hims~lf . perf.E~.ctly
.satisfied with' the genumeneBI!I of the manifestations
·arid said they far exceeded his expe(tations_.;..in
fact he could not have 'supposed su.ch things to be
possible. I believe· I ''p;m right· in .Baying tJiat
Vic~r ~ugo~ was, at the rune, a believer in spiritual phenomena.
, .. . .
During our stay in Brus,els, I had mo~e frequent
conver8ation with the spirits ~n at 'any other
,period, for in consequence of their ' remark that
we did not communicate with them often enough,
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I endeavoured to· induce the Davenports to listen
more frequently -to their counsels. Some of these
conversations I will relate.
After-our success in Brussels was assured, I asked
John how he considered we were getting on, You
M'l'flatding anindeU6le imprea1ion" was the reply,"
it willltUt oftw you !Uiv1 lift the worlil. I said it
was a good thing we stayed-that we were V£Jry
·near upon leaving-our staying being at one time
;moat uncertain. John concurring in my reiD,arks
proceeded to repeat some ·lines beginning with
·
these words;
· '' Great God on what a slender thread
Hang everlasting things!''

I said " Why ·John where did you learn .that, it
sounds like one ofWatts' hymns r " He replied I
learnt t!Uit many. years ogo when I wtU " bou at •Dkool;
·my n~~me is Jlenry ,Morgan-I _t~m a W/lelehman.
OUr conversation was cut short by a flash of
, J,ightning followed by a lo~d ,peal. of thun<Jer. I
mU8t go now the spirit sai,d. ·noes the ligh~ning
affect you r .I aiiked, It iJoea not affiot .me, ~ut it
afecta my conditiona. Silence ensued .and ·a _light
··was struck. On al).otherocc;as~on, J;lOb()dy: but ~y
self and Ira p:tesent, Kate sai,d, J~hn?ty ia .goM . to
Austria; 'he takes great interest in ths war.
I aaked, "does the spirit. world exert any in·
tluence on: the war ? "
Unilouhudly, was the reply The spirit~ are ot
t'he ·bottom of it. .
. ·
·Ira then S!J.id "Do you mean to say that spirits
instigate such .dreadful things as wars r "
Yea; it is the only way of arriping at certain remlta. .A. war is just as nece8Bat"'J at times, to clear the
moral atrr.qaphere as a thunder storm is to clear t'he air·
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In reference to the same subject I once asked,
whether some great end was contemplated as
the result ohhe war and the manifestations, a.nd
whether the ultimate result of both was identic8l;
to which I received this reply. 80flll greai pur~01' u tlotlhtlm W ilt ~. btlt u;MJ, it u I Tlo.rtlly
iMtD mJ~tlf, alltl I d. ftDt lmmD tllat I lluw.ld 1M jtUt!fid, irt t1lling yov ~t~m if I did.
At Bl'1188ela William DaTenport pnrehued a
little Italian greyhound. One mght Ira and I were
alone with the dog in the room. The light was
extinguished and immediately Kate's voice was
heard asking.
W/Jat Aav1 yov got 'Mr1 P " A little pnp " Ira
replied. A noise was then heard as of a. hand
patting the dog, and the animal whiDed. I remarked, " the dog doesn't seem to like you."
No~ it can "' me.
" Well " I said " I ha.d the idea that animals
are more senaitive to spirit-presence than human
beings."
Y u that ;, thl ca~e; thly can '" ""• tmtl1o woull
men if tMy livid mor1 naturallivu.
I, hereupqn, observed that I could not think
what William Davenport wanted with the dog.
Oh 1u wantl 10metking to lofJ1 ; it'1 naturalfw e'VW'JJ·
body to lao1 1om1thing to 11t their affictiom on. Ira
·.
hal got Tail un'f•·
" Well '' I said '' and what have I got"
You-, y(JU hav1 got your children. My spectacles
were then taken from my face and hereupon I
heard Ira exclaim, "Gently, you are runniii.g
something in my eye." I said, ''mind my spectacles, don't break them,'' I won't hurt them, the
voice replied. A light was struck and my glasses
were found on Ira Davenport's face.
·
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In reference to the above I may remark, that
at our Seance• at home I frequently noticed that
our cat always evinced considerable fear when
the spirits were manifesting. It wonld shut its
eyes and endeavour to escape from the room ;
whereas at other times it was one of the most
quiet and staid of the feline tribe, and ever disposed to make itself as comfortable as possible.
On one occasion I obtained the following answers to my queries. The spirit said " lmanity
ie not the reault of possession as some suppo1e, but "
owing to tk8 brain oeing out of order. It is then
like a mall having to work tcith a defective machine!
The spirit ctm~Wt act proper1y through a disorgantsed
brain. On the spirit leaving the body it is no longer
a·nsane.
"Do you remember the events of your earth-

life?"
Yes ,,more vividly than wkell here becat~Be ourfaculties

fjtltckenetJ.
" Have you, as spirita possessing a spiritual
·
body, ailments like ours P "
No, all our af1ments are mental and all spirits are
1uhject to fhem; all are afficud by comlitions as in tile
earth-life.
" Are you happy P ''
Not alway1. I am 1ometimes happier tkan . at
others.
•• Do you progress P "
.
Ye1 ; we have our teacher1. A cMld entering the
epirit-world becomes an adult and is educated as in
your world. It i1 oeat for a man to live out Ms time
on earth, because it is natural.
The above interesting colloquy is :recorded
from notes made at ihe time and is the longest of
the kind I ever had.

. Ml
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. While at Brtl88els we gave a Seance at the house
of the Princess
. There were only about
a dozen persons present but the manifestations
were very excellent. There was a finer displa_y of
arms than I ever before or since witneBBed ; they
came out in rapid succession, two appearing at the
same time, and·were o! a .peculiar pink hue. I
have occasionally seen veins on the arms. -At
this private Seance, on the ceesation of the mu9lc
the guitar was thrown into the ro<>m. I was at
the time holding a lamp in front of the cabinet
and distinctly observed a naked arm recede from
. the guitar, and once on the openin_g of the aoor
I saw a hand leaving the bolt. This proTes 'that
· everything that is done in the cabinet·is done by
bands formed for the purpose. During the dark
·Setmce tile manifestations were very powerful.
The ladies at ~t thought it fine fun and giggled
tremendously,·but before it was over th~y were
wonderfully subdued and left the room, and could
not be prevailed upon ~o return.
A Setmc4 was also giVen before the members of
the principal Literary Society in their large room
· intuated in La Grande 'Place. The room was
crowded with the elite of the town and mui:h astonishment waa excited. One of the committee
while playing' tricks in trying to 1eae the bell, had
his face cut open with it. At the end of the Seance
we were surprised to find the instruments smeared
with blue paint which had been put on by the
committee UD.known to us. We observed several
gentlemen examin.ing closely the hands of the
Davenports but did not know for what purpose.
They had not the fairness and the candour to state
the result of the experiment they had made.
In Brussels I met an English gentleman and
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in the course of converaation I asked him if he
.belie"ied'in spirits. He 'Said he used not to believe in them but w'ae disposed 'to do so i:tow.
I asked him what bad changed his views; and he
then proceeded ·¥> ~ell me 'that a :few months
before he ~as in F,l~re31ce, axl.d whilst lY,iiig in bed
·one mornmg he 'thstihctly saw his s111ter, who
'spoke to him. He ;said'he'felt alarmed and came
' over·in a prof'use:perspiration, ·and, on recovering,
· tried to persuade himself he had been dreaming ;
but this he ~ould not do, 'as·the'appearance seemed
'perfectly r'ea.l . and he felt assrired·he was awake.
He wen~ on, to say tbat. ultimately he J!ii~ht have
·perBUa.d'ed 1htm~elf t~t 1t ·was ·ohly a vtvtd dream
he bad had butforthe sequel. Three days·after he
received.a letterfrom'Englandst.i.tingthathis sister
died at the time he had seen ·and heard 'the
apparition. I know other p~rsons who have had
similar experiences; and who indeed ·does not?
After exhibiting a month · in Brussels. we determined on .visiting the prb'tcipal tOns of Belgilim.
The first we visited \vas Louvain. Here there is
. a college··or unive),'Sity and our' audience was prin. cipally composed of students, about seven pundred
· in number. We then ·went · to 'Liege, Namur,
. Charleroi, M01ls, · Tournai, Ypres, Hruges, Gand,
Ostend, St. . Nicholas, .Lokeren, ·Antwerp, and
Tirlemont. We also ·visited Lille arid Roubaix,
two French towns lying in our route. ·In all these
. towns, although the cholera and· hot weather prevailed, both unfavourable to public assemblages,
the result was satisfactory both with res:_ard to the
attendance and.the impressipn made. .lfreqa.ently
would the spirits remark after the Sianc~JB, " It
was a highly appreciative audience; you ' are
making an indelible impression."
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It will serve no pu1Jl088 to enter into the particulars attending th1s provincial tour; it will
suffi.ce to record a few of the more noteworthy
incidents that occurred during this period.
At Cbarleroi William Davenp<>rt was taken ill
with inflammation of the bowels. He was attended
by the first physician of the town, but, as he was
a sensible doctor and did not prescribeo much medicine, the patient was diasatisfied with hie trf'atment
and wanted me to telegraph to London for a doctor in whom be had more confidence. I told him
I thought it was unnecessary-that the proper
thing, in my opinion, was being done for him ;
and on his still pressing me to telegraph to London, I suggested asking the advice of the spirits
upon the matter. In this he concurred. Accordingly Ira and I retired to a dark chamber and
were at once in communication with Kate. I
be~ by saying "What do )'OU think of William
-1s it necessary to send to London for a doctor ?"
Cwtainly Mt; k8 il going on all right, M will h8 well
in a day or two. H8 at8 too much melon yutwday ;
you ar8 ruit!er of you (meaning the Brothers)
•ufficimtly car'.ful with regard to your di8t ; you do
a gr84t many thing• that loww tlu tJitality. If you
were more careful we could do mor8 through you than
we do. Fay takl mor8 care of him~elf and that il t!8
r~Qon W8 can do 80 mwch through him. I here interposed and said •• Don't you think they smoke
too much P" Y81, cwtainly ; it i• a 'WerJI injuriOUB
practice, evwy cigar you 8f1IOU you drive a nail into
your coffin. Ira said " Well Kate I shall have a
good many nails in my coffin then." I think this
advice had the effect of diminishing the daily allowance of cigars. William Davenport wo.s well
enough to be removed the next day, so that my
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judgment of the Doctor's treatment proved cor-rect. On settling with the gentleman we were
all surprised at the smallness of his fee. He paid
three visits, one of which was early in the morning, for which he charged six francs. In London
the probable charge for like services would have
been as many guineas. The general lowness of
price that prevails in Belgium, especially in the
provinces, is doubtless the reason why we cannot
'compete with the foreigner.'
At Tournai there is a very fine Cathedral. This
I inspected one afternoon in company with Ira
Daten port. The attendant took us into the vestry
and showed us a variety of robes which had belonged to former dignitaries of the church and had
been used on state occasions ; some of these vestments were large, costly affaire containing a great .
quantity of gold. From the Cathedral we went
to the Tbeallre where our exhibition was to be
given. The building being tolerably dark I pro-'
posed to Ira to get into the cabinet to "talk with
John. " We were no sooner in the cabinet than
we. had evidence of spirit-presence, and John's
voice proceeded to descant on our recent visit to
the Cathedral. I was wt"th you in th8 Cathedral,
said he. I saw you looking at tho&e robe1. They
&!wuld all be meltBd up and the gold devotsd to com·
merce. Religion doe1 not want suoh trappings. Churchea
have had their day, hut their game is tuarly playeil.
out. " Are you satisfied with the manner in which
the exhibit10n is now put before the public ? "
I asked. Yes, but I had rather you did 11ot come to
t!Hatrea if you can get others places; being a &upernatural exhibition you ought to keep ahov1 the ordin01rv
ezhibitirms, but the principal thing is to get the facts h1fore the world. I told you the exhibition would pay if
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propwly ma~ed,jor it is a wonderful e,:r.hibition.
We do not cqme to ~ake YIYU morily, but wiwish you to
live oy it. OJ?. my asking for SOD16 advice tQ.e spiri~
11ai~. It is for you to dO the mqterial part ojllie
wor;k.- j0'1' ul to give the ma~tifestationa, nevertheksa
we are wil/;ing to advise you wh4re WIJ can, but in BomB
respects oUt- judgment ~ no better than yoitri. On
this occasion John was the only iipeak~r: gener~ly ~te is the first io speak and I have k~own
her say more than once, "Johri would com,e ancl
tal~ to you but ~t is not dB.l'k enough for him
While at :Roubaix a curious ciicU:mstance
occurred. We ha<l an gone to the hall to-give'the
He tollowed
exhibition exc~pt ·our ·manager.
soon after and informed 1lll there was great consternation at t!l~ hotel, in eoilsequenee of all the
bells the hpuse ringing, which they could not
aecount for. · I went ij.t once to the hotel -to see
what was the matter; I folllld the bells had
·cease4 but the surprise they had occ'l.l!ioned by no
means abated. ] asked if ·the bells had ever
rung in tliat way'befor~ and they assured me they
had not ; 'they thought it must be the devil.' The
beUs I found to be arriwged in a novel and
peculiar manner, electricity being employed to
act on them. ·I tooli an early opportunity, when
converl!ing with the spirits, to ask if they knew
anything of the mysterious bell-ringing, when
Kate at once said I and another spirit did it.
''But how could you manage to do it when the
·
Brothers were not present ?"
There waa lufficient influence left.
"How is it," I asked, "that spirits can do
things when there is no mediuin present as in
the case of haunted houses?"
Thty can act tl1rough tits magnetism that is r1tained

in
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in tho~e placea; t'Mre ia no telling what 1ome apiriu
can do ,· aome apirita ~n do much more than ot'Mra.

" Can you m~e, yourself vi,sible ?,.
Yea, bu~ I am t~ot allowed.
"John showed himself tq the DavenpoJttit .once,,
did he ~Qt ?"

Yu.
I then asked whether spirits could conv.ey
menages between America and England so as to
save the necessity of laying down cables. They
said it could be Cione but that spirits would not do
what men could do for themselves.
While waiting for the conveyance to take os
from the hotel at N&mur, Ira Davenport ea,id to me,
"Cooper, I had a dree.m about. you last night, of sci
vivid a character that I continue to realize every
particular. I dreamt you we~ up in a tree holding
a large black IJerpent by the neck, the body of which
was coiled about t;he trunk. It was making despe1'1Lte
efforts to get free, but you hel4 it tight at arm's
length in apite of its writhinf, and called on me to
come and help you. I said • cannot get at you to
1·ender you any assistance.'
• Throw at it' y~u
replied. • If I do, I may bit you.' 'Never mind,'
you &aid, 'I may as well be killed by a stone as by
a snake.' U pou this, I got some large stones, and
proceeded to throw at the ser{'8nt. The first two
took but little effect, but the th1rd hit the serpent on
the head.' producing a. noise like the splitting of a board,
a.ud the mouster relaxed its hold, uncoiled, and fell
uead.''

At night, after the public: Seance, we had
some conversation with the spirits, and I asked
them if they could tell us anything about Ira's
dream. The reply was :-It waa 110t a d1·eam-it
waa a viaion andia aignificant.
•• Will you interpret it 1" I asked.
The snake is Otd Theology. which you hat1e got by the
neck, aad is squirmi.1J aaJ struggling to get free ; but
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yov l&oltl ma, ovr blo1o1 are teUi"9 atld you tDill
il tkad at yovr Jut.

10011

ue

" What does the first atone mean 1'' I aaked.
0... comi"9 to Eragland; tile re1t let the futr.re
rtfleol. Y ov bfgart at .Brunell 011 the annit1er1ary of
Waterloo, and ore 11010 fightilf9 a battle tdicA tDill be
atteraded with greater ruult1 tllan tfltft that. O.r miariOI&
il to •proot 111perllitiota from the eart1..
S.perllilioa
il tie ertt~~ty of allprogru1, D&tructi011 ,..,, prectde
recoutructiort. We are 11010 gettirag the IeDer ll1lder atld
1hall git1t ito priM 101M day. Good night ! toe toiU 8et
yovagoin.

This was all spoken in a clear and well-articulated manner, and is almost word for word aa
uttered by the spirit.
At Ypres a gentleman who holds a high position
in the town called on us after the Sianc1. I propoaed to Ira to let him witness some manifestations in private. Accordingly 1re three adjourned
to my_ bed-room. Ira took his seat at the end of
a tal>le, resting his hands on it, and at his request
our visitor placed a hand on his shoulder and held
his hand. I did the the same tl.e other aide. On
the candle being blown out, the hom, which had
been placed at the farther end of the table, 1raa
heard to move and was then felt gently tapping
our heads. A voice was then heard speaking
through it; the candle· stick was then thrown
across the room. A light was then struck, and
the things being readjusted the experiment was
repeated. .A. more conclusive test than this it is
not pOssible to give. Any person may readily
satisfy himself of the truth of these manifes~tions
by talring one of the Davenports into his own
private room, locking the door, and holding the
hands of the medium. It will be found that a
musical instrument, a guitar for instance, will be
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played upon in the dark and carried about the
room. This is a test the Davenports occasionally
give.
The proceedings at Antwerp are the only ones
now remaining to call for any notice. In this
town the Sean~~~ were attended with great success.
We had the use of the splendid hall belonging to
the .Philharmonic Society, which was nighl!y
filled with the elite of the town. A very curious
incident occurred here. When the cabinet Seance
was finished a gentleman exhibited his hand
covered with some black composition. He stat.ed
that he had caught hold of the hands that appeared
at the win<tow and fully expected to find the hands
of the Davenports black, but to his surprise such
was not the case. There was a private l>assage
leading from the hall to the room in wh1ch the
dark Slane~ took place. In passing through
this passage, during the interval between the
Seancu, I used to turn the gas down and talk
with the spirits. Attar the incident just alluded
to, the spirit said, That wu a V"JI good te&t, '!JOU
m~Ut g1t it pubh!Jld.
" In what paper ?" I asked
In tAl Bann~r of Light.
On one of these occasion<J I said, " You did not
give us much of a tune to night."
No. T'M fiddu brou down ; you must get U8
arwtMr fiddk; WB call't play on that tlting, was
the rejoinder.
At Antwerp a SeanC~J was given · at a private
house, about twenty persona being present. The
manifestations were very excellent. Great quietness prevailed and the instruments could be heard
and, by the light of the phosphorous, seen, floating
about the room at a conaiderable elevation and
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for a long time together.
.
I was· one day walking through the Picture
Gallery of this town when I observed a gentleman
copying a picture representing some angels at
the tomb of Christ I said jocularly to the artist,
" Do you consider that angels have wings like
bix:ds ?" He replied be " did not know." I said
" ·Perha.ps you don't ~eli eve in angels?"
"I believe in spirits if that is what you mean,"
said he.
He then proceeded to tell me his experience in
these matters. He said he was induced a short
time before to attend a Seance out of curiosity, in
the course of which three letters were given as the
name of the communicating spiri~, but which
were not recognized at the time. The spirit
expressed himself unhappy and solicited his
prayers. The letters indicated were the initials
of his father's name. At a subsequent Se11nce the
spirit made further disclosures, which were to the
following effect as told to me:"My father died when I was a child, my motl-er
having died a few months before ; it was representeJ. that my father had died from grief at her
loss, but such was not the case. He told me he
had committed suicide, and this was not his only
trouble ; he had fought a duel and killed his adver><nry. Inquiries were made and the revelations
of the spirit proved to be true. I continued to
pray for my father's spirit, and ho expressed
himself benefited by my prayers. Such was my
introduction to Spiritualism."
I had now been with the Davenports a considerable time and my affairs seeming to require my
attention I determined on returning to England.
Before leaving I spoke to the spirits on the
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subject. I told them I was thinking of returning
to my home and that they, !.thought, would now be
able to do without me. On former o<'casions
when I had talked of leaving they had urged me
not to "leave the ship" (this was a favourite expression) but in this instance it was 1' Well go to
England and see about your business and if we
think it desirable for you to return we will let
you know." I lefli. The Davenports went to Holland and from there I received a message fNm
the spirits requesting me to accompany the party
to Russia, but I regret that circumstances prevented me doing so. The Davenports went there and
I think I l'annot do better than give their own
account of their successful career in that country.
From Russia they went to Poland and thence to
Sweden. The following letter was written by Mr.
Fay who has been represented as exposing the
Brothers in America, but who has been with them
ever since they left that country.
Petite Moski Maison Gamba,
No. 6, St. Petersburg,
Jan. 23, 1867.
Dear B:\nner-A briefsketch of the movements and
doings of the Brothers Davenport during the past
four months may not be uninteresting to many of
your readers. After making a tour through Belgium,
giving public and private seanceR in nearly every
town of importance, with the most triumphant succeSB,
astonishing the masses, confounding the learned and
scientific, who in many eases undertook to explain
away the mystery, the Brothers made arrangements
for " tour through Holland. On the 17th of Sept.,
their first seance was given to the memhers of the
press and about fifty of the most prominent and influential gentlemen of Amsterdam, preparatory to
their opening a regular series of public seances. The
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press, aa usual, when not inlluenced by the popular
tumult, or the pressure of a mob, made volummous
and interesting report., deecribing minutely and
truthfully all the di1ferent manifestations they had
seen, and commenting with great severity upon the
violent and UJU"eaaonable oppoeition which they encountered in many towns of England and France.
The result waa, that two days after. when the Btothera gave their first seance, tho~y were warmly received by a very large and reapectsble audience.
During their stay of three weeka, they gave about
twenty public and private seances in Am!Jterdam,
granting investigators every opportunity in private to
examine and teat the reality ofthe phenomena, and in
every instance giving complete aatiafacticu. Doring
their tour through Holland, they visited nearly all the
towns and cities of any note. giving, iu aU, ninety
public and priyate seances, and were always received
by large and respectable audiences, in many instances
the largest theatres and halla being so crowded that
many persona were unable to gain admittance.
After their return to Brussels, they gave several
seances in the largest and moat commodious hall in
the city ; aftE'r which they started on their journey to
St. Petersburg, stopping by request at several towns
on the route, and gtving public seances, to immense
audiences, always being warmly applauded at the con•
elusion of the manifestations. After a lonJ an4
tedious journey of ninety hours, they arrived m thi•
city, on the 27th of December, and immediately com•
menced preparations for giving a aeries of seances,
both public and private. The fame of the Brothers
having preceded them, it required but a verbal announcement of their arrival to awaken an 1mmenae
interest among all classes to witneaa the wonders that
occur in their presence. Invitations were immediately
issued to all the members of the press, and a seance
given to them with the moat satisfactory reanlta.
Every journal, without an exception, bore testimony
in the moilt vigorous and emphatic language to the
extraordinary character of the phenomeua. The fol.
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lowing day the Brothers received as many as fifty
visitors of the nobility, all anxious to make engagements for public seances.
Their first public seance was given on the 7th of
January, to one thousandofthe nobility of St. Peters.
burg, and, in consequence of all the seats being
engaged in advance during the day, the hall was
crowded in every part long before ei~ht o'clock, the
hour of commencing. After a searcbtng and careful
examination of the cabinet, ropes and musical instruments, by the committee, (one of them a RUiria
Admiral), the Brothers appeared on the platform, and
were re.:eived with great applause by the audience.
For two hours the manifestations continued with
great power, the committee reso1'ting to every means
which their ingenuity and that of the audience could
suggest., to fathom the mystery, until they were perfectly
satislied, as they afterwards stated to the audience,
"of the integrity of the entertainment and honesty of
the Brothers."
The next seance was given at the residence of the
French Ambassador to a party of his friends, numbering in all about fit\y persons of the nobility, including many of the officers of the Imperial Court.
General Cassius M. Clay, our American Ambassador,
and the Count Scroft'enhoft', brother-in-law to the
Emperor, acted as the committee, and both after a
careful investigation of two hours, during which time
they received the most conclusive and satisfactory
teats, expressed themselves perfectly satisfied as to the
inexplicability of the manifestations.
On the evening of the 9th, they gave a seance in the
Winter Palace to the Em~ror and Imperial family,
by especial request of hts majesty. There were
present about thirty persons. besides the Emperor,
Empress, the Crown Prince, and the PrinceBB Dagmar.
The manifestations were very powerful, and gave the
most complete satisfaction to all present. By request
of his ntaJesty, several persoils were admitted into the
cabinet with the Brothers, one of them being the
Crown Prince ; b1 his request be was tied and untied
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while in the cabinet, in contact with the Brothers,
also receiving many manifestations which convinced
him of the fact that there was some power independent
of tht~ Brothers. The manifestations continued for
two hours and a half, and at the conclusion, the Em·
peror and Empress expressed their satisfaction with
the seance, thanking us very cordially and asking
many questions.
In all probability we shall remain in RuBBia until
April, and then return to Paris to attend the great
Exhibition. The Brothers, as well as myself, are somewhat anxious to return to our native country,.but we
feel hardly justified in doing so at present, as
there seems to be no end to the amount of work to
be done by us in Europe.
·
Yours truly,
Wu. M. FAY.
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CHAPTER XVII.
Concluding Remarks

It must be obvious to every one that a close intimacy with the Davenports woultl enable an observer of ordinary intelligence to detect their
modus operandi if anything of the character of legerdemain were practised by them. In concluding
my experience I can truly say, that during the
whole time! was with them, extending over a
period of seven months, I never saw aught to indicate that they were anything but pa~sive instruments, the manifestations being produced by a
power outside themselves. Indeed, I feel quite
sure they could not accomplish these things by
natural means witJ10ut being detected every week
of their lives; and I give it as my deliberate conviction after all the opportunities I have had of
forming an opinion, that their manifestations are
a reality; if they are not, then all creation is a
myth and our senses nothing worth.
I have witnessed the manifestations in public
and in private; in the dark and in the light. I
have known at least three hundred different persons enter the cabinet, not one of whom has as-
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lerted that the Davenports moved in the slightest
degree. I have seen a light struck aeveral times
while the inatruments were being carried in the
air, but no one was ever found out of his place.
I have known, io addition to the marking of the
poei.tion of the feet, other precautions taken to ensure their not moving from their aeat. I have
witnesaed aeveral concluain teste, some of which
I have alluded to, proving beyond all doubt that
they do not participate by their active agency in
the production of the phenomena. The coat of
Mr.Fay has, acores of times, been taken from
his back in my preaence, and Mr. Fay at the time
might be seen 111tting like a statue with his hands
securely tied behind him and the knots sealed. I
have seen coata of varioua descriptions, from a large
overcoat to a light paletot, put on in the place of
his own in a moment of time, his hands remaining
securely tied and the seal unbroken. I have
known the coat that has been placed on Mr. Fay
so mnall that it could only with difficulty be got
oft' him. I have known a coat that was first placed
on Mr. Fay transferred in a moment to the back
of Ira Daven~rt, whose hands like Mr. Fay's :
were tied'behmd him, and the most curious part·
of the proceedings was, that it was put on inside
out. I have also known the waistcoat of Ira Davenport taken from under his coat, all buttonedup with his watch and guard just 88 he wore it.
It will of course be urged that these things are
physical impo88ibilities. Such they undoubtedly
are : the1 nevertheless take place ; how they are
accomplished we cannot, with our present knowledge of the properties of matter, even begin to
und'eretand. They of course involve the passage
of matter through matter and therefore seem to
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favour a theory that has been recently put forth
that what we regard as matter is only force. This
fact I consider the greatest marvel this age of marvels has witnessed, and instead of being sneered at
and derided by scientific men should engage their
profoundest consideration. I ·may also mention '
that on leaving a room in which I had been with
Ira Davenport for the purpose of talking with the
spirits a chair followed me mto the passage, myself
being the last to leave ; and on one occasion whilst
sitting cross-legged in the front row at the Dark
Seance, I was grasped round the leg above the
ancle and forcibly puired on to the floor
I have now finished my narrative, which is, for
the most part, a simple and unpretending record of
facts of n. very unusual, and, I may say, very
wonderful character, so much 110 that they will
doubtless be altogether discredited by the majority of my readers. Tbey are nevertheless trpe in
every particular, and in no instance that I am
aware of, have I drawn on my imagination or
exaggerated in the slightest degrfe. I do not
put forth this little book, like one of Dicken's
Christmas ghost stories, which leaves the mind in
doubt whether it is meant for fact or fiction, but
as sober, solemn truth. Most of the conversations
recorded are taken from notes made at the time ;
the general facts which form the subject of my
book have been witnessed and are accredited by
thousands. Did these facts rest on my experience
only, I might perhaps hesitate in ~ving them .to
the world ; but as they are now fast becoming
recognized by the intelligent part of the community, I do not scruple to publish what so many
beside myself have perfect assurance of. I make
no attempt to theorise or to draw deductions from
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these facta; or to reconcile the more obvious
deductiona with the prevailing theologic views
with which they may be considered to conflict;this I leave for others, more able than:myaelf, to do.
My own belief ia, that theae manifestations are
the work of disembodied human intelligences,
and that they are made for some great purpose ;
and though such work for spiritual beings, may
not be in accordance with our preconceived
notions of such beings, or the evidence
afrorded by the manifestations of such a description aa their alleged purpose would seem to
warrant, still it is questionable whether a more
effectual and suitable method oould be devised of
combating the hard-headed materialism of the
times and convincing men that there is something
in the universe besides matter. A. knock on the
head with a guitar by unseen agency is, to some
minds, a much more effective argument than the
logic ot a Locke, and it is not for us to call that
"oommon and unclean" which has been the means
of convincing thouaands of the reality ofa spiritual
world and will ultimately shake the citadel of materialism to ita foundations. This ia not the first
time that things foolish in the estimation of the
wiae have been used to confound their presumed
wisdom, and it may be that these derided and
despised phenomena will ultimately be the means,
in the hands of Providence, o~ revolutioniziug
men's thoughts and feelings with regard to their
cherished theologies and philosophies and of
inaugurating an era of progress in the future of
humanity,Jn which shall be realized correcter views
uf the duties pertaining to this life, and of the
nature of that higher life to come.
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The age for damning, dogmatising, creeds,
Thanks to the power oi truth, has passed a way ;
For man hath nobler thoughts and higher needs
And more exalted purposes to day :
From the Soul's garden he tsars up the weeds
Of idle disputation and display.
Not words intolerant, but the bright array
or generous impulses and holy deeds
Are the bright evidence of saving faith,
The be11t obedience to his law who saith,.. Seek for the 7ruth inquiringly- nor fear
The guidance which from truth's great source,
sublime
Leads wandering man thro' the rude tracks of
time
To ihat Eternity, where all is clear,''
SIR JoHN BowRiliG.
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